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ABSTRACT

The Maryland Pilot Earth Science and Technology
Education Network (MAPS-NET) project was sponsored by the National
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mid-latitude weather systems; wave motion and the general
circulation; cyclonic disturbances and baroclinic instability;
clouds; additional common weather patterns; satellite images and the
internet; environmental satellites; orbits; and ground station
set-up. Activities are listed by suggested grade level and include
the following topics: using weather symbols; forecasting the weather;
cloud families and identification; classification of cloud types
through infrared Automatic Picture Transmission, (APT) imagery;
comparison of visible and infrared imagery; cold fronts; to sk or
not to ski (imagery as a decision making tool), infrared and visible
satellite images; thunderstorms; looping satellite images;
hurricanes; intertropical convergence zone; and using weather
satellite images to enhance a study of the Chesapeake Bay. A list of
resources is also included. (JRH)
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bout This Publication
The Maryland Pilot Earth Science and Technology Education Network (MAPS-NET)
project was sponsored by NASA to enrich teacher preparation and classroom learning
in the area of Earth system science. Teachers who participated in MAPSNET completed
ci graduate-level course and developed activities that incorporate satellite imagery and
encourage the hands-on study of Earth.

This publication includes the Teacher's Guide that replicates much of the material
taught during the graduate-level course and Activities developed by the teachers.

Both are important elements in the series, Looking at Earth from Space, developLd
to provide teac het s wrt a comprehensive approach to using scitellite imagery to
enhance sc

CHL1C(itIOn

Tne Teacher s Guide voll enable teachers (and students) to expind their knowledge of
the iitmospher0, common weather patterns, and remote sensing. Because the Guide is
designed to expand teachers knowledge, it is divided into topical chapters rather than
by iir,ide-level Thr. Activities are listed by suggested grade level.
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T ARTH
FROM SPACE
The launch of the first environmental satellite by the United States on April 1, 1960,
dramatically changed the way we observe Earth and the frequency of those observations. Looking at Earth from space meant that monitoring the atmosphere was transformed into a global capability and perspective. Isolated local information became a
component in a worldwide view of the atmosPhere. The polar ice caps and the large
areas of Earth's surface covered by water could remain inaccessible to ground observers,
but that did not preclude information from being obtained by remote sensors.

ophisticated technology enables and challenges us to:
observe the changing Earth system,
identify the changes caused by nature and those effected by humans,
understand those interactions,
assess the impact of those changes, and
eventually, predict change.
Technology provides constantly improving tool, for conducting this task, but scientific
knowledge, observation, assessment, and prediction are the objectives that drive it forward.

Remote sensing is the ability to acquire information about an object or phenomena by
a device that is not in physical contact with that object. Direct readout is the capability
to acquire information directly from environmental satellites. Users of ground station
equipment can obtain real-time data from environmental satellites. Data can be displayed on a personal-computer screen as images of Earth (similar to those seen on television weather forecasts). This exciting capability is impacting the way many students
now study Earth, and providing many with experience using first-hand satellite data.
The practical utilization of technology has real merit in preparing students for future
careers. But more importantly, direct readout technology transforms them into explorers. This experience can spark interest in science and math, further understanding of
our planet, and provide a clearer perspective of our individual and collective responsibilities a, caretakers of Earth. It underscores the importance of international cooperation for observing Earth and developing strategies to preserve it.
This Teacher's Guide was developed by the NASA-sponsored Maryland Pilot Earth
Science and Technology Education Network (MAPS-NET) project. MAPS-NET, in partnership with the University of Maryland, College Park, Department of Meteorology, implemented a science-based utilization of direct readout to study Earth. The MAPS-NET
materials enhance both teacher preparation and existing school curriculum.
Participating Maryland precollege teachers developed activities and contributed to
both the course content and the development of this Teacher's Guide. Their emphasis
on curriculum relevancy and classroom implementation was the leading influence in
shaping the information presented in this manual.

This Guide was designed for teachers (as background, for training, or for classroom
application) and focuses on the study of meteorology, with application to satellite
imagery. Segments on topics such as environmental satellites, orbital prediction, and
setting-up environmental satellite ground stations are included. Each chapter may have
independent classroom iipplication, as well aS contributing to a comprehensive understanding of looking at Earth from space.

1

NASA'S MISSION To
PLANET EARTFL
The perspective from space is a unique one, providing a global view that is available in
no other way. While scientists of the past were limited by the types of observations
available, today's scientists use measurements collected from a number of perspectives.
Data from space-based instruments have become an integral tool for studying our
global environment. For example, remotely-sensed data indicating ocean temperature
helps explain changes in polar ice, ocean vegetation, and global weather patterns.
Global ozone measurements from space were the key to discovering the ozone hole.
Studies of ocean color provide information about ocean vegetation, pollution,
changes in ocean chemistry, and subtle changes in climate.

NASAs Mission to Planet Earth (MTPE) has evolved from international concern about
our environment and the need to mount a global effort to study the causes of clihow
mate change. This program is dedicated to understanding the Earth system
the land, water, air, and life interact and how humans are affecting this system.
MTPE is pioneering the study of global climate change and is laying the foundation
for long-term environmental and c li mate modeling and prediction. MTPE is focusing
on climate changesthose changes that could occur on time scales of decades to

centuriesand possibly within our lifetimes.
This effort involves gathering long-term global measurements of the Earth system using
spacecraft, aircraft, balloons, and ground-based observations. The gathered data is used
to build complex computer models that simulate the processes governing the Earth
system. These models will ultimately serve as prediction tools for future global changes
providing information necess)ry for making informed decisions about the environmeni
A number of MTPE satellites are collecting data. Two major research satellites are the
Upper Atmospheric Resirch Satellite (UARS) and the Ocean Topography Experiment
(TOPEX/ POSEIDON). UARS, launched September 1991, is investigating the Earth's
upper atmosphere and the effects of human activities on stratospheric ozone levels.

Understanding the dynamic s of ocean circulation and its role in climate change is the
main goal of TOPEX/POSEIDON, a joint effort between NASA and the French Space
Agency, launched in August 1992. Oceanographers are ising data from TOPEX/
POSEIDON to study climatic phenomenon such as El Nino, a recurring event that
brings devastating weather to several global regions, including heavy rains and flooding to California, colder than normal winters across the United States, and severe
droughts and dust storms to Australia. Insights gained from the TOPEX/POSEIDON
investigation will not only advance our basic science kr iwledge, but will also aid in
mitigation of ec onomic and environmental impacts related to climate.
The centerpiece of MTPF is the F.,irth Observing System (EOS). EOS will consist of a
series of small- to intermediate-sized spacecraft, planned for launch beginning in I 998
ihese satellites will provide global measurements over an eighteen-year period
Measurements for this period or longer are neecied t asseSs the impact of natural
changes le p El Nir io events rind the sok ir cycle) versus human-caused changes
,

pollution, urbanization) FOS satellites will carry a suite of instruments designed
to study global r ilrrhite change, fcx tising on the following key research areas.

1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

The role of clouds, radiation, water vapor and precipitation.
The primary productivity of the oceans, their circulation, and air-sea exchange.
The sources and sinks of greenhouse gases and their atmospheric transformations.
Changes in land use, land cover, primary productivity, and the water cycle.
The role of polar ice sheets and sea level.
The coupling of ozone chemistry with climate and the biosphere.
The role of volcanoes in climate change.

In addition to EOS and research satellites such as UARS and TOPEX, MTPE will include
Earth Probes
discipline-specific satellites with instruments that will gather observations before the launch of the EOS platforms. Earth Probes will include the Tropical
Rainfall Measuring Mission (TRMM ), Sea-Viewing Wide Field Sensor (SeaWiFS), which

will measure ocean vegetation, reflights of the Total Ozone Mapping Spectrometer.
(TOMS), and a NASA scatterorneter designed to measure ocean surface winds iNSCAT)
Data from these missions will be complemented by other datasets. Space Shuttle exr_wriments; Landsat data; data from U.S., European, and Japar le..-e-operated polar and
geostationary environmental satellites: and ground-based obsen/ations from ships,
buoys, and surface instruments all contribute to MTPE.
MTPE Information is not only critical for scientific research, hut can also play an import,int
role in science education. Through educational materials such as Looking at Earth from
Space. NASA encourages teachers to use a space perspective to spark their studLnts"
imagination, and capture their interest in and knowledge of Earth system science
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SAMPLE USES FOR DIRECT READOUT
IMAGES AND DATA IN EARTH SCIENCE STUDY
a

a-

a

lology and Agriculture
use sea surface temperature to determine
location of various spec les of fish
determine probable crop production (cronies)
land management
correlate rainfall and vegetation vigor
study effects of acid rain on vegetation

eology
ikes
identify land formations, Coast lines, mount nn
determine areas of v.ater sheds
locate active volcanoes
monitor Earth resources
compare water and land temperatures
identify renewable and non-renewable a )urc es
study how Earth evolves over.time
I

eteorology
produce daily weather reports, monthly averages, annuli comparison.,
develop weather forecasts
track severe storms

study upper air circulation and jet streams
measure snow and ice areas
compare Earth and satellite views of .ouds
develop cloud cover indexes for regions of the E.irthr
compare seasonal changes of a specific region
identify weather fronr,

ceanography
study Seri Sun foc e tempera( ur es (cur rents)

predic t fish harvest based upon sea sun fo«, temperatures
mnidu t time stuldie,, omp, Inn( erl )(dim, linit f urrnanr. ins

WEATHER SYSTEMS AND
SATELLITE IMAGERY

his chapter provides a theoretical and
technical discussion of how satellite images can be used to understand the most common weather
pattern observed in the northern
mid-latitudes of Earth.
This chapter was prepared by
William F. Ryan, University of
Maryland, College Park,
Department of Meteorology.

WEATHER SYSTEMS AND
SATELLITE IMAGERY
Section 1

Introduction to Mid-Latitude Wethei .",/stems
geosynchronous cind polar-orbiting satellite views of Earth
GOES image of wave pattern
the comma cloud
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differential heating of Earth
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INTRODUCTION TO MID-LATITUDE
WEATHER SYSTEMS
ection 1
One of the first applications of data and images supplied by satellites was to improve
the understanding and prediction of weather. The object of this chapter is to use
satellite images and meteorological concepts to describe the most common weather
patterns of a portion of the Earth's atmosphere. In this chapter, we will concentrate
on the northern mid-latitudes, the area of the Earth between 30 and 60 degrees north
latitude, and the extratropical cyclone which brings the ch ,nges in weather that we
experience in these latitudes.
In figure la (page 10), a full disc image of the Earth taken from the GOES* satellite is
shown. The region of the mid-latitudes is distinguished by the wave-like structure of the
clouds that are observed. The length, amplitude, and number of these waves have
remarkable variation. In addition, the waves evolve over time and space. In figure 2
(page 12), a GOES image of the continental United States shows a close-up of one
mid-latitude wave An even closer view can be obtained from a polar-orbiting satellite.

geostationary
polar-orbiter

Two major types of meteorological satellites

nvironmental (also known as meteorological or weather) satellites are
unmanned spacecraft that carry a variety of sensors. They scan the Earth and
elec tronically transmit acquired information back to Earth. Two types of meteorological satellite systems provide direct readout service. The satellite systems
are (ieostationary and polar-orbiting, named for their orbit types. The satellite
images in this chapter are from U.S. Geostationary Operational Environmental
noES), and U.S. polar-orbiting satellites (NOM-series). See the chapter on satellik for more information.

Mr

figure 1o.

GUES 7 image, December 5, 1994, 1800
image courtesy of SSEC: University of Wisconsin-Madisoti
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figure 1b

Polar-orbiting sateHite image for December 5, 1994.
irn,tde C.ot irtesy of D. Terreault, University of Rhode IsOnd
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figure 2.

GOES image of wave pattern in U.S. April 30, 1700 UTC.
image courtesy of M. Ramamurthy, University of Illinois, Urbana/Champaign

Because the GOES image has a very wide field of view, it is able to observe the extratropical cyclone in its entirety. The polar orbiter can often observe only ci portion of the
entire wave, although the resolution of individual clouds is much more precise in the
polar-orbiter image. The greater frequency of the GOES irn,ige (once per hour) also
provides the ability to closely observe the evolution of weather features. GOES images
are now readily available on the Internet Information about obtaining images electronically is included in Section 6 of this Chapter and in the Resources section

Because wave motion is so important to weather prediction, meteorologists have
devised standird terminology for discussing wave structure. An idealized wave is
shown in figure 3. WaVes tend to be quasi-horizontal. The top/northern-most extension of the wave is a ridge, the jagged line in figure 3 is the ridge axis. In general
terms, weather conditions beneath the ridge axis are dry and storm free. The bottom/
southern-most extension of the wave is the trough, it has a trough axis represented
by the dashed line. As will be shown in section 3, the area just ahead (east) of the
trough axis is the preferred location for storm development. The area to the west of the
trough is usually cool and dry.

surface
low
pressure

ridge
axis

trough
axis

upper
level

clouds

30

figure 3.

common mid-latitude weather pattern: comm,r cloud

Weather disturbances in the vicinity of atmospheric waves, like ocean waves near the
beach, have a life cycle in which they initiate, amplify, break, and then dissipate. As a
mid-latitude cyclone moves through its life cycle, certain characteristic cloud shapes
develop that can be observed from space. At the mature stage, when the weather
associated with the wave is most intense, the satellite signature is the spiral-shaped
comma cloud and the weather system associated with it is a yc. Ione or cyclonic
distort ). inc e (figure 4a)
There is ( ften confusion associated with the term (yc.k)ne Cyclone refc.rs to large-scale

closed c irculations in the atmosphere whose direction of rotation is counter clockwise
in th.in Northern F lernisphere Cyclones In the tropic s, suc h as hur ri eines, ore referred
y( !ones in the upper latitudes ,ire called extratropical, or
tropic.al r yc bones

mid-latitude, cyclones. In this chapter, cyclone, or cyclonic disturbance will be used
solely to refer to extratropical weather disturbances, which are the characteristic
weather developments in the mid-latitudes.

The length of the wave, which often contains a comma cloud as in figure 3, is usually
several thousand kilometers. This is generally referred to as the synoptic scale. This
scale of wave is common in the northern mid-latitudes. There are many important
smaller scale events that can very usefully be observed by satellites, these will be discussed later. These srraller-scale events are generally termed mesoscale and include
both hurncanes and tf,? massive Great Plains thunderstorm systems that can spawn
destructive tornadoes. For most of this section, we will look carefully at the larger synoptic scale waves and the extratropical cyclones associated with them.

synoptic scale
Scale of atmospheric motion thdt covers the rang( of hundreds of kilometers to
several thousand kilometers in the horizontal. An example of synoptic scale meteorological phenomena are extratropical cyclones and high pressure systems.

mesoscale
Scale of atmospheric motion that covers the range from d few kilometers to several hundred kilometers.in the horizontal. Examples of meteorological effects
that occur in the mesoscale (ire squall lines and sea breeze fronts.

If we see a comma cloud as in figure 4a ipage I 5), what can we say about the weather associated with it? If we watch or listen to broadcast meteorologists, we often hear
about approaching cold or warm fronts which are displayed on the screen in blue and
red lines (figure 4b, page 16). Commonly used weather symbols are shown in the glossary on page 322. In a general sense, the western edge of the tail of the comma marks
the location of the cold front. A warm front is often associated with the head of the
comma. Where the two fronts intersec t is often the location of the area of lowest surface pressure -which marks the center of the cyclone. Around this center of low pressure, lines of equal pressure or isobars radiate outward As we will see in more detail
later, wind flow is generally parallel to the isobars and therefore circulate counter-clockwise about the center of low pressure.
We can make certain preliminary guesses ,ibout the current weather and the changes
that will occur in the next fi.w hours based solely on the comma cloud pattern. In this
r,ise, the area behind the cold front is relatively cold and dry with winds from the west
or northwest. The area ahead of the cold front is usually moist and warm (the warm
sector) with winds from the south and southwest. Along the frontal boundaries lie
lottd bonds which are assoc iated with rainy c onditions. The c Ickids along the cold
front often «intain isolated, vertic<illy-devek)ped clouds with thunderstorms and br«.f,
flow rain. Al( ing the warm front are layered clouds at various altitude with little vertr
al (levebobnhi'mrI tirfac e i iriclitirv,
nverc aq, perhaps with rain.
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figure 4a. GOES image April 30, 1994 1200 CDT
image courtesy of M. Ramamurthy, University of Illinois,Urbana/Champaign
omma cloud system

figure 45.

Surface f essure field and fronts

Cn be «..ipied onto a tr,insparenc y arid overlaid on figure

In the next sections \Nu vvill describe in qualit,ttive terms how extr,ntropical cyclones
develop (Ind thy satellite signatures ,tssor oted with ttiem A standard theoretical model
will be used o.i answer questions ,ohout the initiation arid development of these storms
Keep in mind that there ate other weather phenomena that do not fit this model of
extraliopic ii cyc lones yet do rest lit ion import,int we,ither effects ihese phenomena

are on a scale that can he readily ohserved by polar othiting 'iteHites and will he
discussed in sec n( in 1)

WAVE MOTION AND THE
GENERAL CIRCULATION
ection 2
The weather patterns that we experience in the northern midlatitudes are driven by
the unequal heating of the Earth's surface. The tropical latitudes (23°S 23°N) receive
more energy input than the higher latitudes. Because the amount of heat energy reradoted by Earth back into space is approximately the same anywhere on the globe, the
energy imbalance is mainly due to two factors (figure 5).
First, the Sun's rays are nearly perpendicular to the surface near the equator. As a
result, they travel a shorter distance through the dense lower atmosphere and are
less likely to be reflected or dissipated.

Second, the tropical regions receive more of the SunS energy per unit area due to
the curvature of the Earth.
The presence of waves and weather disturbances in our latitudes is d result of the
Earth-atmosphere system attempting to restore balance to the system by transporting
excess energy from the south to the north.

differential heating (latitudinal)
Z2
Z = the optical path through
Earth's atmosphere

0001-

A = surface area

Z2 >> Z1

Earth
A1

A2 >> A1
Result:

longer optical path at pole
- more reflection,
absorption, scattering
larger area per unit of
insolation at pole

zi
irjr it r.

i)re general (Jr( ulatron of the atmosphere. --the aver,Ige .11 Itron of the winds around
rl',o driven by the differenti,il heating of the Earth In the simplest terms,
i
thu 1l it ,
exwss ile,itriig rut 'Jr Pre equator causes the air to expand c. swell over the equatorial
regions UpwCird motion ,rssociated with this heating is typice..y c.oncentrated in a

relatively narrow band named the Inter-Tropical Convergence Zone (ITC7) The

satdlite signature of the ITCZ is a band of clouds, usually tall thunderstorms (curnulonimbus), that circles the oceans near the equator (figure 6). The position of the ITCZ varies
seasonally, moving northward during the northern summer and moving south during
the northern winter. The ITCZ forms as a result of moist air rising under the influence of
strong surface heating. Upward motion along the ITCZ is limited to approximately 15
kilometers by the presence of the stratosphere. The stratosphere, which is kept very
warm by its abundance of ozone efficiently absorbing solar radiation, acts as a lid on
the lowest portion of the atmospherethe troposphere (figure 7, page 19). For practical purposes, all the weather that we experience occurs in the troposphere
.
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reaches the cold polar iegions
and then sinks. This would be a
direct way to restore the system
to balance. However, due to
complex effects, the circulation
associated with the differential
heating of the atmosphere is not
ci simple or ,?-cell rirculation from
equator to pole. Instead, a more
complex multi-cell structure acts
to transport heat energy from the
equator to the )c.)1('S

Earth
Troposphere
Stratosphere
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How is energy transporteO polew,irr

Simplified View of General Circulation

diverges at the top of the troposphere and some portion travels north 2
The rising air near the ITCZ
the air moves north it radiates energy into space and cools. As it cools it becomes more dense and sinks
3 The area of sinking motion, or subsidence, occurs near 30 N A region with strong subsidence is typically
very clear and warm with light winds The subsiding air reaches the surface and branches outward 4 with
1

the northern branch traveling north 6 and the southern b. inch traveling south to complete Hadley cell
circulation 5 The northern branch collides with cold (tense polar air moving south 7 This area, ma( ked
I is often the location of frontal zones and c yclonic disturban( es
by the cold front symbol (

fi rirrrrrl

it( !JOH(

In figure 8a (page 19), a simplified description of the general circulation of the atmosphere in the Northern Hemisphere is given. The area of interest for this section is the
northern latitudes where the northward branch of the Ferrel cell (point 6) interacts
with polar air moving south (point 7). Instabilities associated wi the coexistence of
these warm and cold air masses are responsible for the wave motion that is characteristic of the weather in mid-latitudes. The ueneral circulation shown in figure 8a has
several distinct circulation regions, or cells. The horizontal air motion ass-xiated with
these cells, however, is not directly north-to-south (meridional flow) because the air
is flowing over a rotating sphere (see figure 8b).

Ferrel and Hadley cells
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figure Rb

Hadley cell
Single-cell model of circulation that assumes Earth is uniformly covered with
water, that the Sun is always directly over the equator. and that the Earth does
not rotate. Circulation consists of a closed loop with rising air over the equator
and sinking air over the poles Named after 18th century meteorologist.
George Hadley.

Ferrel cell
Each hemisphere of the rotating Earth has three cells to redistribute energy The
middle cell, named for American meteorologist Wiliam Ferrel, is completed
when surface air from the horse latitudes flows poleward toward the polar front
Surface hirjh pressi.ire is loc,ited at the poles arid near -30
sure exists over tilt., ccRotor and 60" latitude

I, ititiir le, low Pres

IThcause thi Earth is rotating, our point c,` view about kg al motions -011, frame of ref
rrenc e- is rotating a', well (figure 9, pag 21 ) Although this motion is imperceptible to
us, if we observe Earth from a vantage point in yace, the Earth rotates beneath (IS
from right to left (counter( loc kwise) /V an example of the effer t of the Earth's rotot!on
on relative motion lii pile 9 shr iw,. a baseball (or parcel of air) moving northward at
high speed from point A to H. II the length of the r
long enot JO. the irth will

2U

rotate under the baseball (or parcel of air). Although the baseball continues moving
north. relative to our geostationary point of view, when the path of the baseball (or air
parcel) is traced on the Earth's surface, it appears to have curved to the right. The
apparent force which accounts for such curved motion in a rotating frame of reference
is called the Coriolis effect. The Coriolis eff-ct accounts for the large scale horizontal
winds that are driven by the general circuIatio,7 of the atmosphere

Coriolis Effect

A
4-

4.4

4.0

figure 9
The Coriolis effect has several important characteristics.

The Conolis effect is a deflecting force. It acts at right angles to wind direction but does not affect wind speed
The strength of the Coriolis effect is proportional to wind speed.
The Coriolis effect deflects winds to the right in the Northern Hemisphere.
Thus northerly moving winds are bent eastward and southerly moving
winds are hent westvvard. The reverse is true in the Southern Hemisphere
(winds are di iflected to the left, meaning northerly moving winds are bent
westward arid southerly moving winds are bent eastward.)
I.here is no effec t it the equator

f he !nth Jeri( y it OW (.()11H1', OIL( t u)t1 (wMf'hil 1 JO .iIituui gives it, the prevailing wind
uqirws that wore observed by sailors crintUrieS ,i(j() For example, the winds that
move from north to sour!' Horn the lower latitudes into the IILZ are deflected to the
prc)dirc e the riorthe,ist trade winds, observed in the (...aribbean
right (westwir
NR' VvIlldS that move south to-north in the midlati,ind I lawni (figure 10, p,luiy
tuck's are defier tel to the r1( it ii 41 0 orm) thie prevailing westerlies in this area

Now that we understand the overall circulation patterns of the atmosphere, we can
return to the energy balance issue; the transport of heat from the equator to the poles.
The southernmost cells of the general circulation (Hadley and Ferrel) are fairly ellicient in
transferring heat drrectly from the tropical regions. In the mid-latitudes, the general circulation and the Coriolis effect combine to product' conditions less favorable to energy
transfer. The mid-latitude, westerly winds are opposed by easterly winds produced by
polar air sliding southward (figure I 0). Due to diferences in density, the two air masses
do not re'diry mix and the transfer of warm air poleward is retarded. How then is hiett
transported poleward across tne mid-latitudes to restore balance to the system?
The mechanism which transports energy poleward in the mid-latitudes is the cyclonic disturbance. On satellite images, the distinct comma cloud pattet'n associated with these
storms indicates the energy transfer. The process by which the trdnsfer of warm air pole.
ward Occurs is summarized in qualitative terms in figure 1 (page 23) The process begins
with the transport of worm air to the mid-latitudes. As noted above, this air mass c'oes
not readrly mix with denser polar air. Over time, the west winds in the mid-latitudes continue to absorb heat tran.00rted northward and a strong latitudinal temperature gradient develops with increasrIgly warm air bordering on cold polar ,rir. As the gradient
becomes progressively stronger; a small disturbance, which is often associated with the
movement of snoller scale waves and the structure of the jet stream, begins to amplify.
Over time, a large vv,.ive develops which sweeps wa m air poleward and finally heat is
exchanged. The latitudinal temperature gradient decreases and stable conditions return
1

.

Earth's weather patterns ,ffe a result of the unequal heating of the Earth's surfI( e P11 trop
ical latitudes re,:eive more energy from the Sun than the higher lantudes.
Averaged over Earth. inconling radli.ition from the Sun approxim,ttoy equals outgoing E, if.th
radiation. However, this energy b(ilance is not maintained in all latitudesthe tropics experi
ence a net gain, the polar regions a net loss.

The Earth-atmosphere system attempts to
restore balance to the system by transporting excess energy from the equatorol
reg ons to the poles

Coriolis Effect & General Circulation
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Meandering, wavy westerly
winds will yield large-scale
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do not efficiently
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adapted from the course materials of Dr. Owen Thompson,
University of Maryi<ind

IS idealized and occurs in many different permutations
The cycle shown in figure
with a variety of regional effects. At any given time, several examples of the process
can be observed on GOES images (figure 12)
I

figure 12

1

GOES image, May I 5, 1994, containing several cyclones,
image courtesy of M. Ramamurthy, University of Illinois, Urbana/Champaign
cyclone 2

cyclone 3

4b

cyclone 1

CYCLONIC DISTURBANCES

AND BAROCLINIC INSTABILITY
ection 3
In this section, the wave motion that is characteristic of the weather in the mid-latitudes
is investigated in more detail. A pattern of regular storms in the mid-latitudes has been
known for many years (see historical note on page 25). However, the first modern paradigm for describing the development of mid-latitude disturbances did not appear until
the time of World War I. At that time Vilhelm Bjerknes--7- a noted hydrodynamicist, his
son Jacob, and other Norwegian scientists set up a research facility in Bergen, Norway.
Because of the war, all sources of weather data were cut off. To prepare local forecasts,
the grouplater known as the Bergen School, set up a dense observational network
across Norway. The data collected from this network was used to develop what has
come to be known as the polar front theory. This theory postulated the existence of the
now-familiar warm and cold fronts, as well as the three-dimensional motions associated
with them. Although many of the concepts associated with the polar front theory had
already existed or been hinted at, the scientists of the Bergen School created a complete and coherent three-dimensional picture of the life cycle of extra-tropical cyclones.
The data upon which this theory was based was primarily a network of surface observations, supplemented by limited upper air data. The polar front theory predates many
observing systems in use today including the global upper air observation network,
radar, and satellites. However, the basic insights contained in this paradigm still form
part of the current understanding of extratropical cyclone development and are a useful place to begin to understand what we see on the satellite images.

Polar Front Theory

cold

cold

warm
11

warm

OP-

warm
2c

figure
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panel 1, a-d fo[ir-stage pressure and front fields
parm...1 2, ci-d four-stage wind and temperature fR,Id

The eyolLition of the wgiye is described by the polar front theory is snown in figure 3
The symbols for fronts are shown in the Glossary under weather symbols. The wayr,
passes throLigh scveral distinr t st,Kjes with characteristic surface weather phenornen,i
1

assoc. rated with cac h st,tqc

0

In stage la. and lb., a stationary polar front exists in a region of locally lower
pressure (pressure trough) between two air masses. Cool polar air is to the north
and warmer tropical air to the south. This is a local expression of the stable
condition shown in figure 1 1 (page 23) regarding the general circulation.
r\ kink or open wave forms in stage b with low pressure at the center of the wave.
The inverted V-shape in stage b now contains the familiar cold and warm fronts.
The cold front moves faster and eventually catches up to warm front.
The top of the inverted V becomes closed in stage c. This is the occlusion stage
of a mature system, the storm is now intense with a distinct comma shaped cloud
p<qtern assoc,rted with it
As the u«.k.islorr progresses in stage cf, the main area of warm, moist air becomes
isolated from its source. The storm will spin about itself and slowly dissipate. This
isoIxeci irci Gf warm air jwarm eddy) in stage d is an example of the poleward
transfer of he,rt that ,i(ts to restore the Earth system to balance

Historical Note

Advances in the field of meteorology have paralleled general technological advances.
The rnvention of the telegraph in 1845 allowed, for the first time, the rapid communication of weather data and the ability to create timely weather maps. The day-to-day
weather motions revealed by these charts provided the ability to provide short-term
forecasts The first regular storm warnings were issued in the Netherlands in 1860. As
the network of surface observations increased, and theoretical understanding
iniproved, the first general theory of wave development, the polar front theory, was
introduced in the early 20th century (1917-1922).
The shortcoming of weather analysis up to the early 1920's was the dearth of observations of upper air conditions. However, advances in radio technology and associated
improvements in storage battery technology made possible the invention of the radio
meteorograph (radiosonde). Inexpensive radiosondes were the key to the development, during the period from 1920-1950, of a global network of regular upper air
observations. The data from this network stimulated theoretical investigations of the
physics of the atmosphere culminating, just after the Second World War, in the work of
Jule Charney and Arnt Eliassen. These scientists, working independently, adapted the
general equations of hydrodynamics to provide the possibility of a mathematically manacjeable de,.cr4ition of three-dimensional atmospheric motion.

I he problem with theoretical investig,rtions of atmospheric motion was the inability to
c(irry oil( the immense number of calculations involved in solving the equations of
motion. The ,Iclvent of the gonerril purpose (programmable) computer in the early
191)0S finally Slit nounted this problem and allowed rapid and significant advances in
meteorology In f, t, th( fir st pear etime use of a multipurpose electronic digital cornlU ir i»ni, (fbi f hi trrnm Niirneric<il Integrator and Computer or ENIAC) was to
pi
oredic I worthl In the following years, advanws in semi-conductor technology has
,Ind able to solve more wmplex forecast problems
« irrçuitc i nit cu I N

However, any computer forecast is dependent upon the data used as inpu, While a
dense network of observations existed over the land areas of the Northern lm-misphere,

many remote areas of the globe--particularly the oceanswere not routine).
observed. The satellite era, beginning in the early 1960S, provided the capability f2r
global weather observations. These observations further improved computer forecasts
In the future, advances in observations, computing technology, and remote sensing will
continue to drive advances in forecast meteorology, particularly in the areas of longer
range (greater than 6 day) forecasts and local, severe weather. forecasts. The information
now becoming available from Doppler radars and the ne.v generation of geosynchronous satellites will also improve the theoretical understanding of the atmosphere.

The polar front theory gained general acceptance by World War II because it was able
to e.x.plain the observed weather associated with mid-latitude disturbances In figure
14a, vertical cross-sections through the cold and worm fronts ore shown The cloud
patterns that are associated with the different regions of the disturbance are a funcnon
of tt ,e vertical structure of the atmosphere at each location The coid front is characterized by cool, dense air which burrows under warm, moist (iir As we will sce in more
detail later rapid lifting and cooling of moist nr produces the thunderstorms that frequently accompany frontal passages, and are often large enough to be ft illy detected
by satellite images. Conversely, the warm front con',ists of warm air risin(; graduaily
over slightly cooler air. This slowly rising air produces iiiyered, or stranfor n, clouds
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CIOES image of cyclone. April 12, 1994 0! 00 CDT
Image courtesy of M Parnomurthy, University of lllirsui, Urbona/Chompaign
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The most striking aspects (..)t the development of r-tratropical cyciones, as explained
by the polar front theory, rre the rapid lo.,,ver Ind ' pressure and the counter-clockAase rotation of Winds about the center of lov ril,-sure This distinc t icr motion
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In sharply curved flow, the geostrophic assumption is no longer completeiy valid. It is
observed that air flow around curved ridges and troughs is still geostrophic in direction
(parallel to lines of equal pressure). But the observed wind speeds are not equal to that
predicted by the geostrophic assumption. Wind speed around a low pressure trough is
slower than predicted by the geostrophic assumption and winds around a high pressure ridge are stronger than predicted by the geostrophic assumption. To explain this
difference in speed but not direction, we must consider centrifugal force. Centrifugal
force is, like the Coriolis effect, an apparent force that is used so that Newton's laws can
be applied in a rotating frame of reference. An example is shown in figure 16. A block
of wood is tied to the center of a rotating platform. To an observer outside the rotating
platform, the block moves in a circle with force provided by the tension on the line
(-1 in the figure). However, to an observer on the platform, the block is at rest. To account
for the tension on the string, an apparent outward force called the centrifugal force

(COmust be introduced.
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Example of centrifugal force, block of wood and rotating platform
figure 16
The effect of the centrifugal force on winds that curve around high and low pressure
centers is shown in figure 17 (page 30) and provides a clue to the most hkely location for
the development of cyclonic disturbances. The centrifugal force is directed outward from
the center of the curved motion. Near the center of low pressure, the centrifugal force
(Ce) opposes the PGF in this region and in order for the air parcel to continue moving
parallel to the isobars, the Coriolis effect (Co) must be reduced. Because the Coriolis effect
is proportional to wind speed, the speed of the air parcel is less than it would be for
straight flow. The flow around a low pressure center is slower than expected or subgeostrophic. The reverse effect occurs at the top of the ridge. Here the centrifugal force
reinforces the PGF and requires a stronger Coriolis effect, and stronger winds, to balance.
The flow here is faster than would be expected for straight flow (supergeostrophic). As a
result, an air parcel accelerates as it moves from the base of the trough to the top of
ridge. This acceleration creates an area of horizontal divergence ahead of (east of) the
trough. That is, air is leaving the shaded area (in figure 18, page 30) faster that it enters,
so that the mass of air within the shaded area decreases. This reduction in mass is an area
of horizontal divergence. Areas of divergence lead to vertical motion and are a key
region for development of mid-latitude cyclones (figure 3, page 13).
Near the surface, a different sort of balance occurs. Here the winds do not flow parallel
to lines of equal pressure (isobars) but tend to cross the isobars at an angle slightly
toward lower pressure (figure 19, page 31). This is a result of friction acting on the parcel of air. Friction decreases velocity so that the Coriolis effect (Co), which is proportional to velocity, decreases. The PGF, which is a constant force, becomes more dominant
relative to the Coriolis effect, and air is drawn toward the center of low pressure. This
flow across isobars accounts for the tight spiral near the heart of the comma cloud. It
also accounts for converging air near the center of the cyclonic disturbance.

The polar front theory was able to account for the wind fields we have just discussed
as well as provide a mechanism for the transfer of heat toward the pole. The polar
front theory, based on surface observations, had shortcomings which became clearer
r-,
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as new observation.il tec..firliques were developed As upper air soundings became
more widespre,id arid frequent, it was Observed that frontai zones could exist for long
periods of time without tx.coming unstable and that strong cyclonic disturbances
«Du ld o«ur without preexisting frontal zones

Gradient Wind with Force
See Horizontal Divergence in
figure 18 for surface low.
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figure 19. surface winds and friction
The theoretical explanation of the development of cyclones that succeeded the polar front
theory was first introduced in the 1940's. This theory, termed tlat baroclinic theory,
identified instabilities in the upper level westerlies as the key to cyclone deveiopment.
The baroclinic theory is better able than the polar front theory to predict when and
where mid-latitude cyclones will develop. With the advent of satellite observations in
the 1960's, the basic insights of the baroclinic theory were confirmed although, as will
be explained in section 5, satellites have also identified large weather-making systems
that are not fully explained by baroclinic processes.

While the baroclinic theory is quite complex and cannot be fully described here, we can
point to the key factors that result in extra-tropical cyclone development and the manner
in which they interact. Through satellite images and urface and upper air charts (all
now routinely available on the Internet), these factors can be identified and tracked so
that simple, but often accurate, forecasts of cyclone development can be made.

Historical Background
Serial ascents of balloon-borne meteorograph in the late 1920's and early
1930's were able to provide clues regarding the upper-air conditions associated
with cyclonic disturbances. These showed the vertical extent of the frontal
zones rather than abrupt discontinuities between air masses and some indication of upper level wave structure. After the Second World War, a
radiosonde network that spanned the globe was set up which allowed for
daily analysis of upper air patterns. This allowed, for the first time, routine
observation of the strength and extent of the polar jet stream.
With the advent of routine upper air observations, it was found that cyclonic disturbances tend to occur just ahead (east) of the base of the trough (figu, 3) and that
these upper air waves--which are quasi-horizontalamplify along with the developing
.1;

The interaction of the short wave trough with the surface low pressure center is shown in
figure 20 (page 32). In figure 20a, the initial state is drawn. In this situation, there may or
may not be a stationary front present. Often there is only an area with latitudinal temperature gradient present in the region shown by a stationary front in figure 20a. The short
wave begins circulating through the longer wave pattern in figure 20b. The short wave
is identified by a kink, or constriction, wiihin the overall, large scale, wave. As will be discussed below, upper air charts at 500mb ( 5km cibove ground) or 700 mb ( 3km) will
typically show the location of any short wave troughs. In figure 20c, the short wave travels into the area with either a stationary front or latitudinal temperature gradient. At this
point, the surface pressure falls quickly and the classic wave form (compare figure 13) is
present. The Interaction of the short wave with the ;orface low pressure center causes
the large scale wave to amplify rapidly (figure 20.jr. The '-iort wave trough thus acts tc
energize the entire wave train and heat transfer; as discussed in section 2.

Large scale Instabilities, or waves, in the westerly flow in the mid-latitudes which are
triggered by the passage of the mid-tropospheric short wave troughs through a region
of strong temperature gradients can be further enhanced by circulations resulting from
accelerations in the jet stream at the top of the troposphere.
The jet stream is a semi-continuous belt of strong upper level winds that encircle the
globe with wave-like meanders. The jet stream can best be described as a ribbon of
high speed winds located at the top of the troposphere (10-15 km). At this height, the
tropopawe marks the limit of the troposphere and the beginning of the stratosphere.
The jet is not continuous but has segments that are thousands of kilometers in length,
hundreds of kilometers in width, but only one to five kilometers deep.
figure 21.

note: the tropopause
is discontinuous in
the vicinity of the jets
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subtropical jet

tropopause
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On the average, there are two jet streams present in the Northern Hemisphere (figure
21, page 33). The polar jet is found in latitudes 30°-60°N. The subtropical jet is located
between 20-400 N and has a distinct cloud signature which is evident on satellite images
(figure 22). An important characteristic of jet streams is that wind speed is not uniform
within the jet. There exists a jet core or streak which contains the maximum winds. The
location and movement of the jet streak is a key factor in cyclone development.

The jet streak moves along the jet stream in a manner similar to the way a short wave
trough moves through the long wave pattern. Jet strecks move slowly relative to the
wind parcels that travel along the jet stream. Jet streaks are analogous to constricted
areas in a river A parcel of air traveling along the jet stream will overtake the jet streak
and be temponrily accelerated befc re exiting the region.
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figure 22. GOES image, January 7, 1994, 1100 CST
image courtesy of M Ramamurthy, University of Illinois, Urbana/Champaign

Jet Stream
initial state

developing stage

figure 2.3.

When the surface jet streak is near the surface low pressure center, the surface pressure
rapidly decreases

The accelerations within the jet streak act to ir ic rease upwcird air motions Because
upward motion is limited at the top of the troposphere, the air then moves outward (or
diverges) similar to the tropopause's effect on conver non at the ITCZ. The net result of
this upward motion in the vicinity of the jet stfe11: is to de( reose the mass of air
beneath it This results in lower surface pressure When ti ie jet streak moves close to a
region with a developing surfac c cyc lone, the effec is to fir ther (e(- re,iSo press( go cind
enhx-Ice the cycloni«irr ulatihn (figure 2
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figure 24.

Divergence associated with jet streak circulations can be compared to a chimney. If the
chimney flue is open, smoke escapes and more air is drown in to feed the fire. If the
flue is closed, smoke backs up into the fireplace and no new air feeds the fire. As a fire
needs an open flue to grow, a deepening low pressure system must contain a deep
region of divergence (figure 24).
figure 25.

Mature Extratropical Cyclone
1. At surface:
cold front with strong
temperature gradient
low pressure center
2.

jet stream
jet streak

In mid-troposphere:
amplified wave
cloud system in
comma form

3. At tropopause:
jet stream with embedded
jet streak
cloud free zones
north of comma cloud and
behind cold front shows position
of jet steam

warm

For understanding satellite images and the current and future weather associated with
them, the factors discussed above point to information that is helpful to a full.analysis.
The doud patterns from a GOES image, or series of GOES images, will show the longer
wave pattern with troughs and ridges, as well as any pre-existing cyclones. A surface
map will show the existence of low pressure centers, surface cold and warm fronts, as
well as any stationary fronts or regions with strong temperature gradients. A chart of the
mid-troposphere (500 or 700 mb) will show the location of short wave troughs that fra,'
be embedded in the large scale flow. Finally, an upper air chart (200 or 300 nib) will
show the location of the jet stream and any jet streaks tnat are present. With this information, the presence of R mature extratropical system is easily recognized (figure 25)
and areas conducive to new cyclone formation can be identified (figure 26).

Possible Cyclone Development

jet streak (3)

(2)

area of strong gradient in
surface temperature,
doesn't have to be a front (1)

At surface
region of strong temperature gradient (often a stationary front)
2. In mid-troposphere
long wave trough just upstream (west) of area of strong surface
temperature gradient
short wave trough embedded in larger-scale wave
3. At tropopause
jet stream advances from west with embedded jet streak
1.

figure )6

A sequence involving several extratropical cyclones is shown in figures 27 a-f (pages
38-43). In figure a, a mature cyclone, centered in central Quebec, was exiting North
America on April 10, 1994 The cold front associated with it is moved into northern
New England. The front was fairly weak at this stage in its evolut:in; as it trailed into
the central United States it became nearly stationary. Along the stationary front in
Oklahoma, Nebraska arid Missouri, a slight curvature was present in the cloud shield.
This curvature was the first sign of the :.:evelopment of the next cyclone in the series

mature
cyclone

-aiAr
Awe'

figure 27a. GOES image, April 10, 1994, 1200 CDT
image courtesy of M Ramamurthy, University of Illinois, Urbana/Champaign

th showed the front passing through
In figure b, a polar-orbiter image from April
the mid-Atlantic states and moving out to sea. Note that the cloud deck along the
front is not well-developed, a sign that the front is weakening. To the west, however,
a considerable amount of cirrus was present suggesting thunderstorms and significant convective activity.
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figure 27b. NOM 10 (AM) image, April 1, 1994
image courtesy of D. Tetreault, Uniyerity
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In figure c, the beginning comma cloud circulation is seen in a GOES IR image from
April 11th. This circulation, centered roughly over Kansas, began in the curved area
noted the previous day. The cloud shield associated with this circulation is extensive.

figure 27c. GOES image, April 11, 1994, 0900 CDT
image courtesy of M. Ramamurthy University of Illinois, Urbana/Champaign

On the following day, figure d, the comma cloud was fully formed. The cloud stretches
from Iowa through eastern Texas. The head of the comma is less distinct although it is
visible over Kansas and Nebraska.
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figure 27d. GOES image, April 12, 1994, lAM CDT
image courtesy of M. Ramamurthy, University of Illinois, Urbana/Champaign
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Two days later, on Aphl 14th, this cyclone followed its predecessor and moved into the
Atlantic Ocean. The polar orbiter image (figure e) shows the location of the front. Note
that the cloud features are better resolved (sharper, more detailed) in the polar-orbiter
images than in the corresponding GOES image in figure 27f Images from the newest
GOES satellites will be higher resolution and will provide more detailed images. See
the Satellites chapter for more information.
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figure 77e. NOM 10 (AM) image April 14, 1994
niaqe «Riftesy Of 0 retre(iolt, Unlyemty of Rhode Isl,ind

This sequence of several cyclones following each other is fairly common. As the initial
cyclone weakens, the trailing (western) portion of its cold front will become stationary.
This stationary front is a region of strong temperature gradients. The appearance of the
next upper air wave and jet streak is often sufficient to start the cyclone formation
process again.
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figure 27f. GOES image, April 14, 0600 CDT
image courtesy of M. Ramamurthy, University of llHriois, Urbana/Champaign

CLOUDS
ection 4
In this section, cloud formation is explained and typical clouds types that are associated
with midlatitude cyclones are described. The cloud features within a mature cyclonic
disturbance are typically organized in a comma form. Specific cloud types can be identified with polar orbiter images and, to a lesser extent, GOES images.

Air is comprised mainly of nitrogen and oxygen, but also contains a small amount of
water vapor. Clouds form when a parcel of air is cooled until the water vapor that it
contains condenses to liquid form. Another way of saying this is that condensation
(clouds) occur when an air parcel is saturated with water vapor.
The amount of moisture in a parcel of air is expressed in a variety of ways. The standard scientific measure is the partial pressure of water vapor. Partial pressure simply
refers to the pressure exerted by only the water vapor part of the air parcel. The standard unit of measurement is millibars (mb) and is typically a small fraction of total
atmospheric pressure. The water vapor content can also be expressed as a mass mixing
ratio, that is, the mass of water vapor per total mass of air. Mixing ratio is usually
expressed as grams H20 per kilograms air.

The partial pressure of water vapor at the point of condensation is termed the saturation pressure (es). The saturation pressure of any air parcel is proportional to temperature and is described by the Clausius-Clapeyron equation, figure 28.
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If ambient conditions are: T=T
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then the system is not at equilibrium with respect to H20,

that is el < es for temperature = Tl.
But what happens if we cool the air, with el constant, so that T = Td?

tRjurc 29

An example illustrating cloud formation is given in figure 29. The starting point for the
parr el Of W. is Point A At this temperature (TI) and water vapor pressure (e1), the parcel
of air is not saturated with respect to water vapor. That is, it is positioned below and to
it
the right of the saturation line (es). If the parcel is cooled with no change in moisture,
will Move along the line A-B When it reaches point B, its vapor pressure (e ) is equal to
the saturation vapor pressure (es) for t`at temperature (Td) and condensation occurs.
The temperature at point [3 is known as the dew point temperature or dew point.

The ratio of the vapor pressure at Point A to the saturation vapor pressure for the initial
temperature (Point C) expressed in percent
is the relative humidity. As the parcel
cools along the line A-B, its relative humidity increases. When temperatures cool in the
evening, with little change in local moisture levels, relative humidity increases and
reaches a peak just before sunrise.

For a given temperature (T1):
vapor pressure at Point A

-

relative humidity (

I

saturation vapor pressure for Point C

Clouds may occur when air is cooled to near its dew point. There are three ways to
cool air to its dew point:
1

2

3

advection of warm air over a cold surface
mixing air parc els of different temperature and moisture
lifting of air to higher levels

advection
The horizontal transfer of any atmospheric property by the wind.

First, horizontal motion (advection) of warm and moist air ovc2r a cool surface
will cause the air parcel to cool and condensation to occur. This is how advection
fog forms.
Mixing parcels of different temperature
and moisture can also result in cloud
formation, The mixing cloud is
another application of the ClausiuseA
Clapeyron equation (figure 30).
ParcPls A and B are both in the
unsaturated region of the graph.
Parcel A is warm and moist and
Parcel B is cool and dry. When they
c
are equally mixed, the final parcel
has a vapor pressure equal to the saturation vapor pressure (es) and condensation occurs. Jet aircraft contrails
rue an example of this type of cloud

Mixing Clouds

eB

A third way to cool air to its dew
point is by lifting. Because pressure
and accordingly, temperature,
decryow rapidly with height, a rising
parcel of air will cool rapidly
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Cloud Condensation Nuclei

In the atmosphere, clouds can form at relative humidities of less that 100%.
This is due to the presence of minute (0.1 2 micrometers in radius) waterattracting (hygroscopic) particles. Water vapor will stick to, and condense on,
these particles to form cloudshence the particles are termed cloud condensation nuclei (CCN).
CCN occur naturally in the atmosphere. Major sources of CCN are
volcanoes dust and sulfate particles
oceans - sea salt particles
phytoplankton sulfate particles
wildfires soot and dust
CCN can also result from man's activities. In particular, CCN OCCL7 as a byproduct of any combustion process. This includes motor vehicles emissions industri-

al activity, and controlled fires (slash and burn agriculture).
The effect on CCN concentrations on climate is an area of continuing research.
For example, if greenhouse-gas-induced-global warming occurs, sea surface tern
perature (SST) will increase. Will this result in increased emission cf sulfates from
phytoplankton? If so, will this significantly affect CCN concentrations over the
oceans? Will increases in CCN concentrations result in increased cloud cover? Will
this in turn lead to a cooling effect that will modulate the warming trend?

The most common ways to lift a parcel of air are: buoye'lcy, topographic lifting, and
convergence. Buoyant lifting results from surface heating. This is a common manner of
cloud formation in the summer. Buoyancy lifting is also called convection and occurs
when local warm areas heat the air near the surface (figure 31a), The warm air is lev.,
dense than the surrounding air and rises. The rising air will eventually cool to its dew
point and form a fair-weather cumulus cloud.
figure 31

I

The most common ways to lift a parcel of air are:
a

buoyancy

top. graphic lifting

convergence

Air that is forced into, or over, a topographic barrier will also rise and cool to form
clouds (figure 31b). This occurs near moumain ranges. For example, warm and moist
air from the Gulf of Mexico can be pushed northwestward and up the eastern slope of
the Rockies to form extensive cloud ducks.
Finally, lifting occurs where there is large scale convergence of air Ifigure 27c, page 40).
Cold fronts are a location of strong convergence as cold, dense southward moving air
displaces warmer air. Convergence can also occur on sma'' ,r scales along the leading
edge of the sea or bay breeze boundaries.
The formation of clouds is an application of the First Law of ThermodynarnIcs. According
to the First Law, a change in the internal energy of a system can be due to the addition
(or loss) of heat or to the work done on (or by) the system. In the atmosphere system, the
change of internal energy is measured as a change in temperature and the work done is
1,7anifested as i change in pressure. Because air is a relatively poor conductor of heat
energy, the assumption is made that the parcel of air upon which work is being done
is insulated from the surrounding environment. This is the adiabatic assumption. For a
rising air parcel, the change in internal energy is therefore due entirely to pressure work
with no addition or luss of heat to the surrounding environment. A simple relationship
for temperature change for a rising parcel of air can then be determined. This change
of temperature with height is the dry adiabatic lapse rate of 9.8°C per kilometer.

adiabatic
The process without transfer of heat, compression results in warming,
expansion results in cooling.
Air is, of course, not entirely dry and ilways (ontains some water vapor which can
condense as the air parcel rises and cools. Condensation creates clouds and affects the
temperature and vertical motion of the parcel. During condensation, heat is released
figure 32
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(latent he it of condensation). This addition of heat to the system violates the adiabatic
assumption. The rate of cooling of an ascending air parcel undergoing condensation
is, therefore, less than for dry air The lapse rate for air under these conditions is the
moist adiabatic lapse rate and is approximately -50 C per kilometer (figure 32).
The process by which clouds are formed adiabatically can be summarized using buoyancy clouds as an example. In figure 33, a parcel of air (point A) is heated by the surface and its temperature increases (point B). Because it is warmer than the surrounding
measured air temperature, ihe air parcel cools dry adiabatically as it rises (line BC). At
the height (Z1) at which the parcel cools to its dew point (Td) temperature, condensation occurs and heat is released. Because the parcel remains warmer than the environment temperature (line AE) it continues to rise but cools dt a slightly slower rate (moist
adiabatic lapse rate). The parcel will continue to rise until its temperature is less than
the melsured air temperature that surrounds it (Z2). At this point, vertical motion ceases .ind the cloud top height (Z2l is attained .
NA iny of the c luuds formed by the processes noted above can be observed by satellite.
The mid latiturie (y( k.)nes t[ot are the focus of this chapter contain a subset of cloud
Ic )(ids are organized into c ommon p,iiterns whir h ,rre described below
typt

(I

(Hui rils are ruti illy ( Ossified into types hosed um their height I hey OW then subclassi
fcc db, ad un tlreir shape While the sh,rpe of a given c loud type con often be odeqt.Jately observed by satellite, determination of cloud height can be difficult. In order to
ft illy deter nune c 1(111d sf lobe and height, both visible rild infrared satellite images are
useful Shape in apoe,irame of clouds can be determined from a visible image, but
ternperatilre arid, I y inferen«.., height --me hest determined by infrared images

As noted in the Satellites chapter, GOES and polar orbiting satellites return both visible
and infrared (IR) images. Visible images are created by sunlight reflected from cloud
tops. Smooth cloud tops will give a much different reflected signal than clouds that are
irregularly shaped. However, two layers of smooth, thick clouds will reflect sunlight in a
similar manner making relative height determination difficult. In some cases, if the layers overlap and the sun angle is aligned properly, shadows will reveal the height differences. In most cases, the best way to determine cloud top height is by the use of
infrared imagery. Infrared sensors detect the radiation emitted by clouds. Because temperature decreases with height in the troposphere, higher clouds will appear colder (or
whiter) on the satellite images. If image enhancement software is available, the differences can be accentuated.
Some types of clouds are not observed well by satellites. Small clouds, such as fair
weather cumulus, are simply too small to be resolved by the satellite sensors. Clouds
which are thin or scattered also may not be observed well (figure 34). For a thin or
scattered cloud, a GOES infrared detector will receive infrared radiation from both the

colder cloud fragments, and in the clear spacesfrom the warmer Earth. When the
total radiation is averaged, the satellite will see clouds that appear warmer due to this
heterogeneous field of view.
figure 34

Prior H looking at 1- ides it is important to be familiar with the clouds Clouds thost
often assoc Nited with mi(1-1,1titude cyclones are listed below and discussed in the
followind paradroplis

Lipper Level Clouds (6-12 km): C
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Mid Level Clouds (2-6 km): Altostr,ituc, (/V), Altocurr.iftis (AO

Low Level clouds:
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The highest clouds are cirroforrn clouds. These clouds are made up of ice crystals and
are found at 6-12 km. This group includes cirrus clouds, which are observed from the
surface as thin hooks and strands. While cirrus clouc are easily observed from the
surface, they are usually so thin that they are difficult to detect by satellite. In strong
thunderstorms, however, strands of thicker cirrus clouds are often visible as outflow at
the top of the thunderstorm (as ir figure 27b ). Cirrus clouds are very helpful in ,letermining the direction of upper-level winds. The cloud strands, when visible, are Or iented
parallel to the upper level winds. Dense cirrus decks can be observed in visible images
as streaks or bands and can be distinguished from lower clouds by the shadow they
cast below. In the infrared image (27b), the denser cirrus are very bright because of
their cold temperature, but can be subject to the effects of a heterogeneous neld of view.
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figure 36a. GOES infra-ed image, November 5, 1994
image courtesy of M. Ramamur:hy, University of Illnoi, Urbana/Cnr,ln-pdign
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figure 36h. enhanced GOES infrared image, November 5, 1994
imoge courtesy of M. Ramamurthy, University of Illinois, Urh,ino/Charnpoign

The clouds typicaHy associated with extratropical cyclones are illustrated in figure 35.
Clouds that make up the bulk of the comma cloud seen in satellite images are the cirrostratus clouds. As shown in figure 35, the mature comma cloud has an extensive deck
of cirrostratus clouds. The GOES IR image in figure 36a is an example of the illustration
in figure 35. The western limit of the cirrostratus deck typically marks tne position of the
surface cold front. In this case, it is found in Missouri, eastern Arkansas, and central
Louisiana. The northern limit of the cirrostratus typically marks the southern edge of the
jet stream. This is found across Minnesota and Lake Superior. In figure 36b, the IR
image is enhanced to show the cirrostratus cloud region in black. Note that there are
whiter regions embedded within the cirrostratus deck, particularly in central Alabama.
These are very high cirrus clouds associated with cumulonimbus clouds that have
formed along the cold front.

The final form of upper level clouds are cirrocumulus. These small puffy clouds are usually too small to he resolved by the satellite or subject to contamination effect. If the cirrocumulus are large and extensive enough, they are distinguished from cirrostratus by
a lumpy texture
Mid-level clouds, which are found at heights of 2-6 km, frequently resemble the upper
level clouds although they tend to be composed of liquid water droplets rather than ice
Altostratus clouds, like cirrostratus, are usually found in association with midlatitude
cyclones. Often the only way to distinguish mid-level from upper level clouds is by using
software to enhance infrared images, as in figure 36b. In the visible, altostratus is quite
similar to higher or lower stratiform clouds and may only be distinguished if shadows are
present Altocumulus clouds also accompany midlatitude disturbances but are typically
covered, as are altostratus. by higher clouds. The altocumulus clouds are often found in
association with altostratus decks and can be distinguished by a lumpier appearance.

The lowest level clouds Aso contain cumuloform and stratiform variants. Fair weather
:umulus, the "popcorn" clouds seen on fair days, are often below the resolution of
regional satellite images. When the cumulus clouds grow into towering cumulus or
thunderstorms (cumulonimbus). their high tops and isolated rounded shape are easily
identifiable. Cumulonimbus often form along the leading edge of the cold fronts that
are associated with cyclones. Stratocumulus forms by the spreading out of cumulus
clouds or breaking up of stratus decks. Large decks of stratocumulus are often found off
the West Coast of the United States. Stratocumulus cloud lines often form off the East
Coast of the United States after the passage of a cold front. Stratus clouds are low-based
clouds with uniform features and are difficult to distinguish in the visible trom altostratus
Fog, the loy. est (.)t
clouds, (,in often be observed from satellites. On visible images.
for.; is relatively fcitureless ii I attKult to distinguish from higher stratus clouds. If the
fog loLited over land, either ,ilong the coast or in mountain valleys, it can sometimes
be (inter tc.,d by the m.inner ri whic r it follows ground contours. For example, the fog
h in rn, iv follow Inn mntotirs of a bay or harbor, or branch into mountain valleys The
hr. pr bin I effec t
my to distinguish mountain fog from snow mver Fog c.an
it aft,t rkt I
1,1 Infr,tro(1 images because its temperature is often very (
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ADDITIONAL COMMON
WEATHER PATTERNS
ection 5
Cyclonic weather disturbances are the most common mid-latitude weather pattern. This
type of disturbance occurs in all seasons, although they are more vigorous in the late fall
to early spring. Examples of the mid-latitude cyclone cloud shield were given '1 figures 2
(page 12), 4a (page 15), 4,-; (page 26), 27d (page 4 1 ), and 36a (page 52). The development of these systems can be explained by the interaction of low-level temperature
gradients with disturbances in upper level winds and accelerations in the jet stream.
Other weather-making systems that can he observed by satellite in the mid-latitudes are
of an entirely different scale and form. These non-standard events have geographic and
se,ison patterns that make them useful for study during the school year.

In the fall and winter months, strong cyclonic storms develop rapidly off the East Coast
of the United States. These coastal storms, often called northeasters, are a peculiar type
of cyclonic disturbance. They occur most often in the winter months and are associated with heavy snowfall events along the East Coast. These storms initially develop as a
small wave in the eastern Gulf of Mexico or along the southeastern coast of the United
States, Like other cyclonic disturbances, these coastal storms are associated with low
level temperature gradients as well as disturbances in upper level winds and accelerations in the jet stream. What is peculiar about these storms is the speed with which
they develop, In figures 37-39 (pages 55 and 56), the development of a strong coastal
storm is shown over a 24 hour period. Note that the circulation around the center of
the storm is very intense. Note also the presence of a mature extratropical cyclone off
the northwest ;oast of the United States.
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Time series of coastal storm development.
()or s image, March 1, 1994, 0300 CST
«Airtcsy of M Rornimurthy, I lnivenity cfl Illinois, I Jrh,ind/Chrimpoign
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figure 38

Time series of coastal storm development.
GOES image, March 2, 1994, 1100 CST.
image courtesy of M. Ramamurthy, University of IHinois, Ur t.mna/ChampaKyl
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figure 39

Time series of coastal storm development.
GOES image, March 3, 1994, 0.300 CST
image courtesy of M. Romamurthy, University of
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Another remarkable aspect of these storms, in addition to their rapid development, is
the extent of snowfall associated with them. These heavy snowfalls are made possible
by the collision of very warm, moist, maritime air with very cold and dry air of continental origin. The coastal storms usually develop after a very intense cold front has
crossed the eastern United States leaving cold Canadian air along the eastern
seaboard. This cold dense air can be trapped, or "dammed," between the coast and
the Appalachian Mountains to the west and remain in place for several days. The
coastal storm, which often begins as a wave along the remnants of the original cold
front, moves up the coast parallel to the offshore Gulf Stream. Because the wind field
around the storm is counterclockwise (cyclonic), warm, moist Gulf Stream air is driven
into and, being less dense, over the cold air dammed along the coast. The moisture
wrung out of the ascending air passes through the colder layer below and creates the
mixture of rain, ,,now, sleet and freezing rain that is typical of these storms. Along the
coast, the cold air layer is thinner, if present at all, and the precipitation falls as rain.
Further inland, the cold air may be thick enough to freeze the precipitation as it hits
the ground (freezing rain) or as it falls toward the ground (sleet). As the ground rises
into the Appalachians, the precipitation will be mainly snow.
The forecasting of these coastal storms has improved over the last several years with
advances in computing power and improvements in weather forecast models. As a
rough guide, any time a strong Canadian cold front crosses the East Coast during the
winter months and becomes stationary across the northern Gulf of Mexico, there is a
possibility for this coastal storm development.

During the spring months, the focus for severe and unusual weather shifts to the central United States. This is the season of tornadoes in the Great Plains. Again there is a
clash of air masses. In this case, warm air from the Gulf of Mexico advances northward
where it collides with southward moving cold polar air. While the systems that produce
severe weather in this season are generally variations on the classic comma cloud
cyclonic disturbance, there are also smaller scale (mesoscale) systems that produce
heavy rainfall and severe weather. These systems, called Mesoscale Convective
Systems (MCS), come in various shapesfrom the familiar line squall to the nearly circular Mesoscale Convective Complex (MCC). The latter system has a unique satellite
signature and is very common over the Great Plains in the spring and early summer.
During the Flood of 1993, a considerable number of MCSs occurred in the Midwest.
Several MCCs are shown In figures 40a and b (page 58). The MCC is an organized
group of thunderstorms that initiates late in the afternoon from a localized area and
develops throughout the night before dissipating late the next morning. In figure a,
taken at 0100 CDT, rwo mesosc ale systems are present over Iowa and Nebraska. Note
the size of the cloud shield associated with each system. These systems initiated late
the previous aftet noon from a small group of thunderstorms, These MCC's persist
throughout the early morning or even through the next night and (figure b) can
migyte consideroble (iistances before dissipating

count for significant local rainurred
frequently during the sumsysN.rris
fall. During the flood of 1 973, filCSOV
mer mcmths A great deal of rese,re h «)ntint les regarding the organization and development of thew system or ex,urli )1e, figure 40( (p,ige 59) shows another large MCC
tH' ',t(trfulS in hi p.m's ,10,i and I)
Occurring the night
These systems ofter I re( or (MI several (.1,cys rind c,in

MCC
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figure 40a. MCC
GOES 7, IR. July 24, 199.3-0100 CDT.
image courtesy of M. Ramamurthy, University of Illinois, Urbana/Champaign
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figure 40c. MCC
GOES 7, IR. July 25, 1993-2200 CDT.
image courtesy of M. Ramamurthy, University of Illinois, Urbana/Champaign

During summer and fall months, the most arresting weather developments are tropical
hurricanes. Because hurricanes travel long distances during their lifetimes, the best
way to observe them is through a series of GOES images. Hurricanes are observed in
the eastern Pacific in the summer months and become frequent in the Atlantic during
the late summer and early fall. The strongest Atlantic hurricanes typically develop from
waves in the easterly trade-wind-flow off the coast of Africa. Clusters of convective
clouds with cold tops can be seen in GOES IR images and can then be tracked across
the Atlantic. As the hurricane moves closer to land, polar-orbiter images can be used to
resolve the finer scale of the hurricane, including the bands of clouds that circle around
the core (eye) of the hurricane. In figure 41 (page 60), a polar orbiter image of
Hurricane Emily is shown off the coast of North Carolina.

noise
images is often affected by bc il sour«.,, (..)f interference-)rurilon sources of interference are household appliances, motors
r)leatitig and (ooling, vacuum cleaners, etc ), radio and aircraft transmissions,
qflobiles, ,ind fluorescent lights. The higher the fregiiency the less sus«.'pti.
tile I craving equipment is to noise cjeostationary rewprion is less if-fe( ted
tr1,4r) pf Ilaroibitincj satellite reception)) On satellite images, interfi len( e typi( lily
hofvontal stripes Fxamples of noise appcir in figirres 40,1 ,ind 40b
11 .(t.1)timri Mf

';

figure 41. Hurricane Emily
HRPT image courtesy of Professor G.W K. Moore, University of Toronto
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SATELLITE IMAGES AND
THE INTERNET
ection 6
Obtaining Images and Data via the Internet
Listed below are a sequence of commands that will allow you to get the most recent
copy of a document that lists weather data and satellite images available on the
Internet. Methods and access to satellite imagery are changing rapidly so this information may not be applicable to all users and/or may be outdated in the near future.
Before you begin, you must be able to access your account at a local university or
other site via modem and access the Internet from that account. In addition, you must
have the ability to store files temporarily on your university account. Finally, you will
need to determine your complete Internet address. With these tasks accomplished, dial
in to your account and enter these commands after the prompt:

ftp vmd.cso.uiuc.edu
The initial command "ftp" simply means "file transfer protocol." ftp a standard form of
communicating within Internet. The remainder of this command is simply the address
of a computer that is on the Internet.

If the network isn't busy, you will be greeted with a prompt to login. The best time to
access the Internet is before I 0 am or after 3 prn. For Internet transfers of the type we
mil be discussing here (called "anonymous ftp"), your login is always "anonymous."
Your password is always your full address. Your address is typically your login name followed by the address of your home account. For example, John Doe who works at
the University of Maryland may have an address like jdoeQatmos.umd.edu.

login: anonymous
password: your address
Once you have been logged in at vmd.cso.uiuc edu, you will need to move from your
starting point to the directory that has the weather data information. You will do this
by changing directories. Most locations on the Internet use t he UNIX system. The command to change directories in UNIX is "cd-

cd wx
Then list all the files in the wx directolV
Is

to list only those files with certain characters. For example
You crn use the wadcard
to sce all files with the extension (Inc-, enter the command below.

Is *.doc
Befury dimoloadincj, her k thie si/e

eir n

witn the morrirnind

Is -I

Now download the the "sources.doc" which contains the most recent listing of wcather
data and images available via Internet. This is done using the "get" command followed by
the name of the the at the Internet location and the name you wish to give the filo when it
arrives at your location. The file names below are the same thot igh they need not be.

get sources.doc sources.doc
You will be sent a line confirming the transfer. Now leave the Internet:

bye
At this point, check your account to see if the file has arrived fo bring the file over the
phone line to your school or house, use the commLnication software that is recommerlded, or often supplied for free, by the university. You now have a resource file that
will give you information on weather data on the Internet along with further details on
Internet usage.

There are a number ot other commands that are commonly used on the Internet A
few critical ones are listed below

binary
Many files are stored in unusual formats These include Word Perfect files as well as files
that are compressed for ease of storage and transfer. The standard naming convention
for compressed files is the extension ".Z." In the example above, the file would be
"sources.doc2." Before these types of files can be transferred over the Internet (i.e.,
before issuing the "get" command), you must notify the Internet that you will be sending a non-standard file format. This is done by entering the "binary" command,

prompt
mget ci0717*.gif
You may wish to transfer more than one file at a time This is accomplished by first
telling the Internet that multiple files will be sent together (the "prompt" command)
and then using the multiple get command ("mget") followed by the list of files In the
example above, all infrared images from July 1 7th are sent Because there may be
many files with a common extension, be very careful with the "rnget" command To
check how many files would be transferred, list the files before transferring with the
command'

Is ci0717*.gif
inally, if you have downloaded a omf oreed file e
r(
d (-)c.
') you will need
to issue the UNIX (ommand to uncomoress the file before
it from the univeni
ty to your home computer. The command for this is -cox unipress and the usage is
(liven below The uric ompressed file will have
name althomin with( Alt the
extension

uncompress sources.doc.Z

SOURCES OF
METEOROLOGICAL IMAGES
GOES Image or Loop
A GOES image provides the context for the detailed polar-orbiter image. The wide field
of view of the GOES image provides information on the current position of active
cyclones and a rough idea of the long wave trough and ridge pattern. A loop of GOES
images shows the recent development and movement of large scale features. Wave
patterns are much easier to identify in time lapse loops than from an image or group of
images. GOES loops can be taped from television weather broadcasts and shown in
the classroom.

Source of GOES Images
Downloading GOES images from the Internet or other source, and animating the
images in the classroom may prove to be overly cumbersome. The simplest method for
displaying GOES loops is television videotapes. A compact and comprehensive weather
discussion, complete with GOES loops, is provided each morning by "AM Weather" on
PBS. Other sources are local weather tiroadcasts as well as 'The Weather Channel."

Upper Air Information
The identification of wave patterns as well as jet stream and Jet streak position is best
done using standard meteorological upper air charts. These are available from several
sources using the Internet. Many television broadcasts show the position of the jet
stream which, in most cases, is parallel to the upper air flow pattern. The location of jy!
streaks is not a standard broadcast item and can only be obtained via upper air charts.

Upper Air Charts
Upper air charts are available on the Internet at the same location as satellite images.
They are usually identified r..y filename "uwxxygz.gif" lw is the level identifier, xx is the
month, yy is the day of the month, and zz is the timeGreenwich Mean Time). Upper
air charts are given for several levels in the atmosphere: 850 millibars (mb), 700 millibars, 500 millibars, 300 millibars. A chart for conditions at 850mb at 1200 GMT, on
June 1 4 would have the file name 061412.gif. All upper air charts are plotted on a
constant pressure surface. For example, the 850 mb chart is created from observations
made as a radiosonde reaches a pressure of 850 mb. The alntude at this point varies
from place to place. Near low pressure centers, the altitude corresponding to 850 rnb
will be much lower than the altitude corresponding to 850 mb near high pressure.
Therefore, low pressure areas rr dcpicted on upper air charts as areas of lower height.
This can be a source of confusion. The jet stream is usually found around 300 mb or
200 mb. The location of short wave disturbances is best seen (-::t the 500 mb level.
Temperature gradient information is best seen at 850 rnb.

Surface Information
Surface data provides an idea of low-level temperature gradients, fronts, and the Icy ,ition of low pressure centers. These are often available in the local newspaper as well is
on the Iriternet andlV bmadc.osts.

ENVIRONMENTAL SATELLITES

his section provides background information about environmental satellites,
covering types of satellites, hardware
specifications, and the kinds of information they obtain. It concludes with
review or test materials.
U.S. geostationary and polar-orbiting
satellites are discussed in some detail,
supplemented with information about
other nations satellites. Note that the
descriptions of the satellites and sensors
are accurate at printing, but they are a

snapshot taken during a continuing

process of enhancement.

It should become obvious that there is a
continuing need for International coop-

eration in using satellitesnot only to
study atmospheric conditions and provide warning of hazardous conditions,
but also to study Earth as a whole.

Remote sensing, the acquiring of data
and information about an object or
phenomena by a device that is not in
physical contact with it, plays a critical
role in the use of environmental satellites. A variety of sophisticated remotesensing instruments onboard satellites
gather regional and global measurements
of Earth. That Information describes current conditions, allows us to predict
severe weather, and monitor long-term
change in the system (such as climate or
ocean temperature). Such knowledge
enables effective global policy-making
and resource management.

Understanding the electromagnetic
spectrum will help with understanding
how satellite sensors and other remotesensing tools work.
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LOOKING AT EARTH
ection 1
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figure 42.

One hundred and two years after cameras were first flown on balloons to get a better
look at Earth, the U.S. launched the first weather satellite, the Television and Infrared
Observation Satellite (TIROS-1). TIROS-1 made it possible for the first time to monitor
weather conditions over most of the world regularly, including the approximately 70%
of the Earth covered by water (where weather observations had been sparse or nonexistent). That first launch on April 1, 1960 was the beginning of what is now a sophisticated network of international environmental satellites monitoring Earth. Regional,
national, and global observations provide information with immediate impactsuch as
identifying hurricanes or winter stormsand providing data for climatic and global
change studiessuch as changes in polar ice or mean sea level.
Satell;tes are now operated to fulfill a variety of objectives (e g , communications, Earth
observation, planetary exploration) However, the focus of this publication is on environmental (also called meteorological or vA2ather) satellite-, and their unique capability

to provide direct readoutthat is, they provde data that can be obtained directly from
the satellite by a ground ..,tation uvr

REMOTE SENSING AND THE
ELECTROMAGNETIC SPECTRUM
Sensors onboard environmental satellites measure a vast array of information. In order
to understand how they work, and more generally, how/why remote sensing works, it
is important to understand electromagnetic radiation and the electromagnetic spectrum.

Electromagnetic radiation is composed of electric and magnetic fields that are generated by the osc iW ttion of electrons in atoms or in a conducting material

All molter unless it has a temperature of absolute zero, emits electromagnetic radiant
energy or radiation. This radiation travels in electromagnetic wavesa coupled electric
and magnetic force fieldthat release energy when absorbed by another object. The
wives propagate through space at the speed of light. The full range of wave frequencies usually divided into seven spectral regions or bandsis the electromagnetic
iec 1i UM. Note ttIrt tre spectrum has ranges rather that precise divisions. As shown in
the cliai tram, visible and ultraviolet are examples of electromagnetic radiation, differing
in their .Aavelengths (frequencies)
Most materials possess unique radiation properties or signatures, from which they can
fps., identified Ii general, their emissivity (the rate at which they give out radiant energy)
cletermined by characteristics such as chemical composition, crystal structure, grain
size, surfac e roughness, etc
ri free sp,ice, elec tt lc and m,tgnetic fields are at right angles to each other and maint, tin tticir rel,itive positions during wave transmission. Radiation from some sources,
wr. 11 as ine Sun, doesn't h(lye any clearly defined polarization (electrical or magnetic
rtic.tr ling the electrical field asscalles different directions at random.
iovever, \..t.,,tves can be polarized or aligned. Polarized paper, sunglasses, or Camllela
ktris v ill i ernonstr ate how effectively parallel slits filter light. Hold the filtering medium
notiz( tiiraily up ro I light sot irce (light bulb, flashlight, projector) and note the passage
Iii (hi film the mediunl vertr.ally or acid cl second filter heki vertically and see the
hut it dis,ippear.
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The ability to selectively examine portions of the spectrum enables satellite sensors to
perform specific tasks, such as providing visual images, monitoring temperatures, ,ind
detecting reflected or emitted radiation,
sensors monitor or sense I .) natural radiation coming from the Earth or 2.) reflected
radiation resulting from having sent energy to Earth that is reflected bar k to the satellite. Sensors are categorized as either active or passive instrumentation. Active insti u
ments transmit their own radiation to detect an object or area for observation and
receive the reflected or transmitted radiation. Active instruments include both imaging
and non-imaging sensors. Imaging sensors include real and synthetic aperture hiairs,
non-imaging sensors include altimeters and scatter-ometers. Ac tive altimeters use eiti ier
radar pulses or lasers for measuring altitude. Scatterometers use radar to deter mine
wind speed and direction.
Passive instruments sense only radiation ermtted by the object or retie( ted by the
object from another source. The two types of passive sensors (ire rn mg ms cif Id
sounders. Imagers measure and map sea-surface temperature, cio id temperatiire.
land temperature. Imager data are converted into pictures Sounders are
of radiometer (instrument that quantitatively measure de( tromagnetic r<Idkitli
which measure changes in atmospheric radiation relative to height ign )1.mnd
of this information produces temperature information), and changes in .vvater
content of the air at various levels

THE RADIO FREQUENCY SPECTRUM
Radio frequency signals are electromagnetic waves that generally include frequencies
above 10 KHz. The waves are usually generated by periodic currents of electric charges
in wires, electron beams, or antenna surfaces. Radio and IV transmissions (collectively
referred to as radio signals) work on a line-of-sight basis. Signal transmission and reception is dependent upon an unobstructed straight line that connects transmitters and
receivers. Radio frequencies represent the different channels or stations that are broadcasthigher channels correspond to higher radio frequencies.

The waves most often received from satellites are in the range of 30 MHz up to 30
GHz. Those frequencies include the electromagnetic spectrum from Very High
Frequency (VHF) to Super High Frequency (SHF)
U.S. polar-orbiting satellites broadcast Automatic Picture Transmission (APT) at 137
MHz, and GOES geostationary satellite Weather Facsimile (WEFAX) at 1691 MHz (see
pages 92, 96).

The tracking and ranging ca:Jabilities of radio systems were known as early as 1889,
when Heinrich Hertz showed that solid objects reflect radio waves. Bouncing signals
off the ionosphere (upper atmosphere) increased the signal area, but the erratic atmosphere relayed signals of varying clarity. The radio signal area was also expanded by
using series of transmitting towers, 31 to 50 miles apart Oceans, deserts, and lack of
towers all limited the relay.

In the early 1950s. U.S. army engineers unsuccessfully tried bouncing radio signals off
the moon (resulting signals were diffused and unfocused). In 1960 NASA launched a
satellite named Echo I to reflect radio signals. Since that first NASA launch, satellites
have graduated from being passive reflectors to actively relaying signals and carrying
sensors that obtain and relay additional information
figure 44
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TYPES OF ENVIRONMENTAL
SATELLITES AND ORBITS
ectIon 2
Environmental satellites operate in two types or orbits, geostationary and polar-orbiting.

A geostationary (GEO = geosynchronous) orbit is one
in which the satellite is always in the same position
with respect to the rotating Earth. The satellite
orbits at an elevation of approximately 35,790
kilometers (22,240 statute miles) because that
produces an orbital period equal to the period
of rotation of the Earth (actually 23 hours, 56 minutes, 04.09 seconds). By orbiting at the same rate, in
the same direction as Earth, the satellite appears station,iry
(synchronous with respect to the rotation of the Elf th)

0-

Geostationary satellites provide a "big picture view, enabling coverage of weather events, especially useful for monitoring severe local storms and tropical
cyclones. Examples of geostationary satellites are the U.S. GOES, European
METEOSAT, and the Japanese GMS

Because a geostationary orbit must be in the Sam(' piano as the Earth's rotation,
that is the equatorial plane, it provides distorted images of the polar regions
with poor spatial resolution. As you continue reading, note how the capabilities of the geostationary and polar-orbiting systems provide
comprehensive coverage of Earth.

Polar-orbiting satellites provide a more global view of Earth, orc ling at
near-polar inclination (a true polar orbit has an inclination of 90")
Orbiting at an altitude of 700 to 800 km, these satellites cover best the
parts of the world most difficult to cover in situ (on site). For example,
or 12 of the 14 daily NOM polarMcMurdo, Antarctica can receive
I

1

orbiter passes.

The satellites operate in a sun-synchronous or bit, providing c ontinuous Sun-lighting of
the Earth-scan view. The satellite passes the equator ,if id each latitude at the same time
each day, meaning the satellite passes overhead at essentially the same solar time
throughout all seasons of the ye,ir This feitLire en<ibles regul,ir data collection at consLtent times as well as long-term curl parisuns The or t)ital plane of a sun-synchronous
orbit rrust also rotate approximately r )ne (led! ee per day ti .tvp pace with the Earth's
surface

Examples of pular-orbiting ,itellltr-, are the II ci NOAA
the NASA Upper Atmr r,phere lii it Ii t( 'Hitt ' ii 17\f,ni

(TIROS-N) and

THE U.S. OPERATIONAL METEOROLOGICAL
SATELLITES (METSAT) PROGRAM
ection 3
Two Federal Agencies are responsible for the U. S. meteorological satellites (also known
as environmental or weather satellites).

oles and Responsibilities*
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA)
Establish observational requirements
Provide funding for program implementation
Operate and maintain operational satellites
Acquire, process, and distribute data products

National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA)
Prepare program implementation plans
Design, engineer, and procure spacecraft and instruments
Launch the spacecraft
Conduct on-orbit check-out befo-e handover to NOM
*As defined in the 1973 Department of Commerce, NASA Basic Agreement

rganizational Assignments
NOAA
NOM is part of the Department of Commerce
Within NOM, the National Environmental Satellite, Data, and Information Service
(NESDIS) is responsible for the U.S. civil operational weather satellites and uses data
from other programs such as the Defense Meteorological Satellite Program (DMSP).
NASA
NASA Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC) is responsible for program
implementation

GOES A-H GEOSTATIONARY SATELLITE
l3ackground
Alphabet label before launch (GOES-A, GOES-B)
Numerical label after geostationary orbit achieved
(GOES-6, GOES-7)

Weight
Liftoff: 840 kg (1851 lbs)
On orbit: 503 kg (1108 lbs)
End of Life (EOL), spacecraft dry weight:
400 kg (881 lbs)
Size
Main body: 1.5 m (4.8 ft) height

2.1 m (7.0 ft) diameter
Despun section. 2.0 m (6.7 ft) height
(section that does not spin)

Orbit
Equatorial, Earth-synchronous orbit
Uses

Provides continuous day and night weather observations
Monitors weather patterns and events such as hurricanes and other severe storms
Relays environmental data from surface collection points to a processing center
Performs facsimile transmission of processed weather data to users (WEFAX)
Provides low-cost direct readout services; the low resolution version is called
weather facsimile (WEFAX)

Monitors the Earth's magnetic field, the energetic particle flux in the vicinity of the
satellite, and x-ray emissions from the sun

Weather Facsimile (WEFAX) Description
Uses the GOES spacecraft to relay low-resolution satellite imagery and meteorological charts to properly equipped ground stations in the Western h iemisphere

Uses a transmission frequency (1691 MHz) in common with that of the European
Space Agency's METEOSAT and Japan's GMS spacecraft

Formatted in a 240 line/minute transmission rate, WEFM transmissions occur 24
hours a day
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GOES 7 SATELLITE ELEMENTS
Axial Thruster
Used for positioning and station acquisition maneuvers,
and maybe used for orbit control

Despun Section
Earth-oriented, helix dish antenna assemblies in section
that does not spin

Earth sensors
Used for attitude determination during the transto urkt
and synchronous orbit, provides pitc.h, yaw and roll
information to maintain Errth.pointing
EPS dome
Covers the Energetic Particki Stirm)or

EPS telescope
Energetic Particle Sensor, measures lovv and mediumcharged particles

High Energy Proton and Alpha Particle Detector (HEPAD)
Monitors protons in four energy ranges above 3/0 MeV req mass in elec tron-voIN,
and alpha particles in Nvo energy ranges ,rbove 640 MeV/nuclei...4)

Magnetometer
Measures the magnitude ,ind field direction Of enercjetK charged particles ,ithin the
Earth's magnetosphere Lo,ithin a spec ified r,rrigei

Radial Thrusters
Used fur spin.rate ontroI, TI,)Jt

if

I

I() PP rprm

S-Band Bicone Omni Antenna
Rift )1 tOn'Illytry ,ir T

«

S-Band High Gain Antenna
iri I CI r

,T1H11,

,

Solar Panel
Primary source of spacecraft electrical power, designed so
that normal satellite day light operation, plus required
battery charging power can last for approximately seven
years

Sun Sensors
Provides information on spacecraft spin nte and attitude
with respect to the sun line, and pre' ,ies refererxe pulses for
the VAS system

Thermal Barrier
Assists in thermal control, which is occomplisheq by u\Inc;
tml,ince techniques

issive energy

Ultra High Frequency (UHF) Antenna
Used to receive Earth-based data

VISSR Atmospheric Sounder (VAS)
See next page

VAS Sunshade
'Made', the VISSR Atmospheric Sounder

X-Ray Sensor (XRS)
Uses un chamr;,,r detectors to measure ionoTfleni«.tfe( tuNsuc

wIth solor tOres

GOES 7 GEOSTATIONARY
SATELLITES
rimary Systems
Visible-infrared Spin-Scan Radiometer (VISSR) Atmospheric Sounder (VAS)
provides visible, infrared, and sounding measurement of the Earth, including the
presence of water vapor. Primary data from this instrument are used to estimate
cloud top temperatures, sea surface temperatures, and precipitation; determ;ne the
vertical structure of the atmosphere: study weather systems; and observe severe
weather outbreaks VISSR allows for both day and night cloud cover imagery.
Imaging in the visible portion of the spectrum has a resolution of 0.9 km, and in
the infrared (IR) portion a resolution of 6.9 km These images, together with images
received from polar-orbiting satellites, are processed on the ground and then
radioed back up to GOES for broadcast in graphic form as WEFAX. The VAS instrument can produce full-Earth disk images every 30 minutes, 24 hours a day.

Space Environment Monitor (SEMI
measures thc condition of the Earth's magnetic field, solar activity and radiation
around the spacecraft, and transmits the',,e data to a central processing facility. SEM
instrunnts measure the ambient magnetic field vector, solar X-ray flux, and the
charged particle population. SEM sensors are designird to provide direct measurement of the effects of solar activity in such a manner 0)c-it d,",ita will be avr.illahle in
re,i1 time for use in the generation of ridvisory or warning messages, and for foreccr,;.,ng and operational research

Data Collection System (DCS)
gathers ,ind relays environmental data rn,.ido by sensors placed on various objects
(both mobile (ind stationary at various locations). [x,.irnples of environmental data
obtained from nese sites include precipitation, river rk.wints, ocean currents and
temperatures, water pH winl speed and dire( tion, and t),!corlletric pressure

e!

S,,

NOAA GOES I-M SATELLITES
to become familiar with
the satellite, color each
component and Its label
in a matching hue
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GOES I-M SATELLITE ELEMENTS
Earth Sensors
Detects Earth's horizon (Earth location).

Imager
Five-channel ione visible, four infrared) imaging radiometer
designed to sense radiant and solar reflected energy from Earth
Provides full Earth scan to mesoscale area scans Aso provides star
sensing capability

Imager Cooler
Protects the imager from direct sunlight and ,-ontamination

Louver Sun Shields
Passive louver assembly provides cooling during the direct sunlight pr)rtion ot the orbit A
sun shield is installed on the Earth-end of the louver system to reduce incident radi,rtion

Magnetometers
Three-axis magnetometers for mea',unrig the geomagnetir. field
ter can be poYvered at any time

a

'

rnagnetome

SAR Antenna
Sear( 0 and Res« it. Antenna detects distress signals broad(ast fy.,, transmitters irirr led or)
dener-il aviation aircraft and beacons aboard sorne marine vessels It relays the distre:>s

signal (5,1t c,nnot pinpoint the loc,ltion of the signal) to a ground stat,,m th,rt chs,
p3tChes (issistance

S-Band Receive Antenna
Fill Earth ((pierade beam,,.,dh, it rect.lve,:., iipliri d,ito
F,ics,ricil(, ;WE f.AXJ transrniy>ions

S-Band Transmit Antenna

Solar Array
fr
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Ir
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Solar Sail
n:(

ited
a 7 mo:tr'r (r)?i f' "
'( Hr r,r(11,1,11c),1 prvv,LJT(' ()r) the sc),,,, array
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Sounder
19-channel discrete-filter radiometer that senses specific radiation for
computing atmospheric vertical temperature and moisture profiles,
surface and cloud top temperature, and ozone distribution

Sounder Cooler
Protects the sounder from direct sunlight and contamination.

Telemetry and Command Antenna
TC Aritennai Provides near omnidirec tional «Ner,,qe enables
tunrtionai interface hebveyn (..;OF S satellite and ground chrn
Trim Tab
PrOvIdt.", hrlt. halan(

(intrui fr tric
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Dpolc arittqlria ,/,,irh full Earth ,
reque (SARI idnal..,.
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GOES L-no

rimary Systems
Imager
is a fi'--channel (one visible, four infrared) imaging radiometer
that senses radiant energy and reflected solar energy from the
Earth's surface and the atmosphere Position and size of an
area scan are controlled by command, so the instrument is
capable of full-Earth imagery and various area scan sizes
within the Earth scene. The Imager also provides a star
sensing capability, usecl for irmige navigation and
registration purposes

Sounder
6 a I Cc. hannel disc r cte filter ri Ii meter that senses

specific radiant energy for vertical atmospheric temperature and moisture profiles,
surface and cloud top temperature and ozone distribution As does the Imager,
the Sounder can provide fullEarth imIdery, sec tor irnigory, or I,
region scans

Communications Subsystem
Includes Weather Facsimile (WEFAX) transmission and the Seaich ,ind Rescue (SARI
transponder Low-resolution WEFAX tr,insrnission includes satellite cm,rgery from
COES and polar-orbiting satellites and meteorological charts uplinked from the
Command and Datcl Acquisition (ground) Station The SAR subsystem detects the
presence of distress signals broadcast by Emergency Locator Transmitters carried on
general aviation rircraft arid by Emergency Position Indicating Radio Beacons
abo ird some classes of marine vessels GOES relays the distress signals to a SAP

Satellite-Aided Tyr king ground station within the field-of-view of vie space( rrift
Help is dispatched to clowned aircraft or ship in distress

Space Environment Monitor (SEM)
consists of a magnetometer. and X-ray sensor, a high-energy pr(itt in and alpha
detector, ,ind .111 energety party' les sensor, all used for in-sito surveying if Pie near
Earth space environment the re,. Irtirric data is provided to the Space FnvJonmenr
Service'. Center---the natior is p,ic t weather service---which receives, 111MItorS,
and interprets solorerrestnal data and foreasts spe(tal events such as sol, tr flares
r genmagnetic storms Thit intorm,ition is important to the operation of military
cod
r or. IR vv,ive and satellite t ommunicanon and navigation systems,
elec tric
t' C,MUttic astronauts high
ientifir re.,eair hor,
r
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POLAR-ORBITING SATELLITES
IROS-N

Designation
Alphabet label before launch (NOM-1, NOM-J),
Numerical label after launch(NOM- I 3, NOAA-14)

Weight
Range 2000-4000 lbs
Size

Main body 4 2 m (I .3 7 ft) length
9 m (6 7 ft) diameter
So Or array 2 4 x 4 9 01(7.8 x 16
I

1

tt)

Payload Weight
854 ltA (386 kg)

Attitude Control
Three-axis stabilized

Uses

Provide operational coverage Of entire Earth two times (ier day per s,itlit(
(morning and afternoon equator crossings), including the 70 percent of the Earth
«wered by waterwhere weather data are sparse
Measure ternper,l'ure and humidity in the Earth's atmosphere. sea at ii tempera
turn, cloud mvcr, water-ice boundaries, snow cover, vegitation, 07000 (
tmos, energy LUdget parameters, and proton and electror ; flux near the E arth
r.f.'Cul'it), proc ess. arid retrar):,mit daH froi n t)LJuy it rd rer"i ire

dr,trihuted ,irn,,nd the gkThe

f'ovicle

sig

s ;() rt",c no

Direct Data Readout Provided Via:
'AO) P(-,fliuti(),1 Pi( twe ',.r.(i1srhissii-4) If IRE'r

it unity r'r(t(
1)1,( t

,
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TV))

,
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'11

SSU

HIRS

IMP

IMU

ERBE
(scanner)

UDA

MSU

SOA

SBAJ
REA

SBUV1

ERBE
(non-scanner)

BDA

Thermal Control
Pinwheel Louvers

AVHRR

VA

Battery
Modules

SAR Antenna

SAD

,

to become familiar with
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Solar Array

TIROS-N SATELLITE ELEMENTS
Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR)
A radiation-detection image;. used for
remotely determining ice, snow and
cloud cover information, and day and
night sea surface temperature (has an
accuracy of 0.5 degrees Celsius)

Array Drive Electronics
An electronics box containing all the elec.
tronics required for operation of the sol,ir
array drive

Battery Modules
located around casing of second stage s( 'lid tilt.) motor

Beacon/Command Antenna (BDA)
Dual-use antenna for receiving command from ground stations ard trdwritting
telemetry to ground stations
Earth Sensor Assembly (ESA)
i id it I)l data ti the

A static, infrared, horizon sensor which provides sp,ir IL r,fft i)ft(
on-board attitude determination irnd control subsystem

Equipment Support Module
(.ontoins umnputers, transmitters, tHpc rc«)rdyr

110'1 ir(

1

(.t(

5

High Energy Proton and Alpha Particle Detector (HEPAD)
Senses protons and alpha particles in the 3/9 to 80 I...eV ithi 4.p),

High Resolution Infrared Radiation Sounder (HIRS)
f.)etec ts and measures enercjy emitted in the atrnry,Olere H « )n,P IA( t a v

riture profile from the FarthS soda( din rn altitude of 1,i) rn
)T1(' yit i
lion in 19 spec tr,+) rip ii of the 11.7 si )0.1 1 ri.P11
water vapor ,rt three k,eI in thr tri inoi,pnerr. are

Hr.irl temper

niasi iris nr ident radia
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Thr

ec. rHtt

r) trrH ( nrrtrw unr

H,.,dr, yin

,,\It

ii

iqit 1(

on,1

Inertial Measurement Unit ((MU)
Contains gyros and accelerometers to
provide information for determirmg
spacecraft attitude and position

Instrument Mounting Platform (IMP)
Highly stable structure used to hold some
instruments and level with Earth to accuracy of 0 2 degrees

Instrument Mounting Platform Sunshade
YLiding to protect instruments from the Sun

Medium Energy Proton and Electron Detector (MEPED)
Senses protons, electrons, and ions with energies from 30 keV (thousand eler tron volts)
to several tens of MeV (million electron volts)

Microwave Sounding Unit (MSU)
A passive scanning microwave spectrometer with four frequency ch,innels that measures the energy from the troposphere to construct a vertical temperature profile to an
,ritittgle Of A) km, ,ind me,isures preopit,rtion

Nitrogen Tank
Used for thr Listing and to provide uilacje (fills the tank the amount that the hydrazine
propellant lac ks being full to ensure proper flow) pressurant for the hydrazine propel.
Lint tanks The spacecraft has two tanks containing nItrogen

Reaction System Support Structure
r,econd stage motor, hattenes, and fuel

Rocket Engine Assembly (REA)
1).,1 t(tt thrusting, the spacecraft har, f()(ir

(+Myr IV+

S-Band Real-time Antenna
Ttrir++,rniv,ir +r+ at 6(Y)

Hnt+It

r+++! +,(.+« ++++I

S-Band Omni Antenna (SOA)
H+, 0,li

ri+lativoly InW
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tr, +tr,rruttfr

If ++,tn

Lift i,ita H gri ind ,tations during hoo,Nt pth++,++ and dtalnd mf 1 mrt t

nwrq+rl,

Solar Array
Silicon solar cells, produce 340 watts of
power for direct use or for storage in batteries (with excess radiated into space as
heat)

Solar Array Drive Motor (SAD)
The drive motor is used to rotate the
solar array so that the array continuously
ta«.'s the Sun

Stratospheric Sounding Unit (SSU)
A st(1)-scanned spec trometer which measures temperature in the upper stratophere
senses energy in the I 5 micrometer carbon dioxide absorption portion of the infrared
spectrum, allowing for a study of the energy budget dt the top of the atmosphere

It

Sun Sensor Detector (SSD)
A part of the Sun Sensor Assembly (SSA) which provides the SunS position \.^..ith respect
to the spacecraft The sun sensor is used to reinitialize the spacecraft yaw-attitude cal-

culation once per orbit (Yaw is the swinging on a 'iertical axo to the right or left above
nad,r, nadir IS (flu port on Earth directly beneath a satellitei

Thermal Control Pinwheel Louvers
Tltree on each of four sides f(.)r TIROS-N thru NOA/vD Eu it 1,..)Livers per side for NOAAT
and newer satellites

UHF Data Collection System Antenna (UDA)
Antenna used to rer ersie Earth .based platform and hall( win y;tern Ant( nrc
rec eivc.",earr:h and rescue dot,i

VHF Real-Time Antenna (VRA)
Vinsrn,v,ion 0 2

iertz per seron(J

ut

),nd

TIROS-N
POLAR-ORBITING SATELLITES
rimary Systems
Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer (AVHRRI

five-channel scanning radiometer sensitive in the visible, near-infrared, and infrared
parts of the spectrum. Examples of its temperature-sensing include land, sea, and
cloud-top temperature. It stores measurements on tape, and plays them back to
NOAAs command and data acquisition stations. Provides the primary imaging system for both the High Resolution Picture Transmission (HRPT, 1.1 km resolution)
and the Automitic Picture Transmission (APT, 4 km resolution) images
that are transmitted by the spficecraft.

TIROS Operational Vertical Sounder (TOVS)
combines data from three «.)mplementary instrument units (HIRS, MSU, and
SSU to provide the following atmospiieric data temperature profile of the Earth's
e to 10 millibars. \Ahitel (.ontent, ozone content,
atmospf WI(' from the Slit
carbon d oxide content and oxygen ( mtent of the F(11 th's atmosphere

ARGOS Data Collection and Platform Location System
French-provided systcm c -Alec ts data from sensors on fixed an moving platforms
md transrilits various envirc..inmental parameters Provides for the receipt, processing,
and storage of data ;temperature, pressure, altitude, etc ), and tor the
of the moving iilatforms for later transmission to <1 central vocessing

Space Environment Monitor (SEM)
detects radiation at var:ol is energy If .vels in space, measuring energetic particles
erreted by ;he Sun over c...ssentially Nrc full range of energies and magnetic field
variations in the F,Irths ne,ir.sp,iw environment It measures the proton, alpha and
elec Iron flux ,R tivity nisi the F. ar0;

Search and Rescue (SAR)
equipment re«Ives erin ;en(
receiving stations in the S
cue coordination c ente,

,rnd transmits the signals to ground
()vet ,,e,ts Sign, fls ,ire forwarded to the nearest res-

Earth Radiation Budget Experiment (ERBE)
radiometer that measi:1f-ill rarliation striking ,ind Irovinf the Earth
N,

fry, f.,off

terrestrhil energy t.)

ex(wrimf 'rlt)

Solar Backscatter Ultraviolet Experiment (SBUV)
)rily) from whic h total o7one
meawrernef dS ;,,fternof
r/one
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U.S. METEOROLOGICAL SATELLITE SYSTEMS
SATELLITE COMPARISON
Geostatlonary

ass

Polar Orbiter

Ir7

6

Geostationary Operational
Environmental Satellite, (GOES)

Television Infrared Observation Satellite,

Two satellite system covers area

from North to South America, from
Pacific to Atlantic locations

Maintains two satellites in Polar orbit at
N to S (morning satellite)
all tim
S to N (afternoon satellite)

Coverage

Hemisohere/Ouadrants

1,700 mile wide swath per pass

Major Missions

Earth Imaging & Data Collection
2 Space Environment Monitoring
3 Data Collection
4 WEFAX l'ansmissions

1 AVHRR Advanced Very High

asic Operation

I

(TIROS)

Resolution Radiometer SAR
TIROS Operational Vertical
Sounder

2 TOVS

Data Collection S/stem
Space E.nvironment Monitor

3 DCS
Primary Systems Include
VISSR Visible Infrared Spin Scan
Radiometer
VAS
SEM

rbit

DCS

Atmorpheric Sounder
Space Environment Monitor
Data Collection System

SPM

Search
6 ERBE

7 SBUV

".L.'ut)
Earth Radiation Budget
Experiment
Solar Bac kscatter Ultra Violet
Radiometer

Altitude

35,790 km (22,240 milesl

833 km j510 milos1 AM orbit, southbound
870 km i94 1 miles) PM orhit, northbound

Location

Clarke Belt' over Equator
GOES East, 75' West
GOES West, 1.35 West

9

6,800 mph (24 hour period)

1 7,000 mph 1101 minute period)

Velocity

Irect Readout
Data

II 0 N to S. S to N,

Sun sync hronni IS

WEFAX

APT

Weather Facsimile Transmission
8 km resolution, visible
4 km resolution, infrared

Automatic PI( tL.irc Ir,in,,rnisspon

4 km iesolution
HRPT

Resolut((.)() Picti.(!c ir,+nyinmion
1 km rys()11.11!(g1

1
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DIRECT READOUT FROM
ENVIRONMENTAL SATELLITES
ection 4
What is direct readout?
Direct readJut is the capability to acquire information directly from environmental
(also called meteorological or weather) satellites.

Data can be acquired from U.S. satellites developed by NASA and operated by NOM,
as well as from other nations satellites.

How do I get direct readout?
By setting up a personal computer-based ground (Earth) station to receive satellite signals. See a station configuration in the Ground Station Set-up chapter on page 119.
The electronic satellite signals received by the ground station are displayed as images
on the computer screen.

Imagery can be obtained from both geostationary and polar-orbiting satellites. The
low-resolution images (obtainable with the relatively inexpensive grourk: station equipment) from U.S. satellites are:
Weather Facsimile or WEFAX images, transmitted by GOES satellites. WEFM transmissions are not real-time: the images are first transmitted to NOM for initial processing and then relayed back to the satellite for transmission to ground stations.
The slight delay enables the inclusion of latitude and longitude gridding, geopolitical
boundaries, weather forecast maps, temperature summaries, cloud analyses,
polar-orbiter imagery, etc. WEFAX has a resolut'on" of 8 kilometers for visible
images and 4 kilometers for infrared images WEFAX images are broadcast on a
fixed schedule, 24 hours a day.
Automatic Picture Transmission or APT is available from polar-orbiting satellites. APT
is real-time transmission, providing both visible and infrarecl imagery. The image
obtained during a normal 14 minute reception period covers a swath approximately
1700 miles long. For example, a ground station in Baltimore will acquire an
Eastern U.S. image bordered by Cuba (S), Quebec (N), Minnesota (W), and the
Atlantic Ocean (E) from a typical satellite pass.

'Resolution indicates the orea represented by
each picture element-pixel-in an image. The
lower the number, the higher the resolution or
detail. For example, the two maps in figure 50
ri.'present images On d computer screen, each
one with an equ<il number of pixels. However
ea( i pixel In the map on top might reprec,ent
100 miles, c(rch pixel in the world mdp at bottom miuht hdye to represent 500 miles. So, the

r-.,

4

lower nt.rmtx.1 lthe fewer meters, ac.res,

441.491"41111*

wpresented by d single pixel. the higher
the r(Snliitli)n

*NP6.

,\.
d'

figure 50
I..

SAMPLE USES FOR DIRECT
READOUT IN THE CLASSROOM
asic Skills
2.
3.
4.

world geography
universal coordinated time
latitude and longitude
map reading

5.

remote sensing

1.

iology/Agriculture
use images for land management, land use decision-making
monitor flooding and changes in river systems
monitor crops and vegetative coverage, pi-oduction
3
4. correlate rainfall and vegetation vigor
5. monitor forest fires and slash burning
6. monitor the impact of environmental disasters (oil spills, earthquakes, wars)
1.

2.

eology
I. identify land formations, coast lines, and bodies of water
2. determine watersheds
3. locate and monitor volcanic activity and its affect on the atmosphere
4 compare land and water temperatures

eteorology
observe and compare Earth and satellite views of Earth and clouds
observe clouds
3. develop cloud cover indexes for a specific region
4. identify fronts and characteristic associated patterns
5. develop weather forecasts
6. study upper air circulation and jet streams
7. compare seasonal changes in a specific region
8. track severe storms
9. produce monthly and annual weather comparisons
I

.

2.

ceanography
7
3

se IR images to study t Lit rents and Seri surface temperatures
monitor ice coverage and compare seasonal changes
monitor moderating effects of c)( emns on land and meteorological effects

DIRECT READOUT FROM NOAA
POLAR-ORBITING SATELLITES
The Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR) on U.S. polar-orbiting satellites provides the primary imaging system for both High Resolution Picture Transmission
(HRPT) and Automatic Picture Transmission (APT) direct readout.

The AVHRR scans with a mirror rotating at 360 rpm. With each rotation, deep space,
Earth, and a part of the instrument housing are observed. The radiant energy collected
by the mirror is passed through five separate optical sub-assemblies to five spectral window; (detectors). Each of the five detectors is sensitive to radiant energy within specific
spectral regions. All five channels and telemetry data are transmitted at high speed as
digital data for HRPT.

AVHRR data signals are combined, and pre-processed to achieve both bandwidth
reduction and geometric correction before being transmitted as APT.
The analog APT system was designed to produce real time imagery on low-cost
grouncl stations. The FM signal from the satellites contains a subcarrier, the video
image itself, as a 2400 Hz tone which is amplitude modulated (AM) to correspond to
the obseNed light and dark areas of an image.

The louder portion of the tone represents lighter portions of the image, low volumes
represent the darkest areas of the image, and intermediate volumes represent shades
of gray (middle tones).

HRPT / APT*

o=
r1)

3
3

spectral
range**

wave
length

application

CD

1

0.58 to 0.68

visible

cloud delineation, snow & ice monitoring, weather

near
infrared

combination with channel 1vegetation assessment

2 0.725 to 1.0

sea surface temperature, locate bodies of water, in

3

3.55 to 3.93

thermal
infrared

landmark extraction, forest fire monitoring, volcanic activity,
sea surface temperature (nighttime)

4

10.3 to 11.3

thermal
infrared

sea surface temperature, weather, soil, moisture,
volcanic eruptions

5

11.4 to 12.4

thermal
infrared

sea surface temperature, weather

* Any two AVHRR channels can be chosen by ground command for APT transmission.
" In micrometers (i.tm)

f ir it irt'

(.) I

Satellite imagery is produced by sensors that detect electromagnetic waves emitted or
reflected by a surface and measure their intensity in different parts of the spectrum.
Because all substances absorb and reflect light differently, varying light and temperature are recorded as black, white, and shades of gray in a image. APT imagery is available from the visible or infrared segments of the electromagnetic spectrum.
All visible images of Earth record sun light (solar radiation) that is reflected by Earth
Earth does not emit visible light of its own. APT images show these differences in
absorption and reflectivity (albedo) as different shades of gray. Subjects with highest
albedo (greatest reflectivity) appear white in visible images, clouds show up as white or
gray, outer space is black.

Infrared images are derived from two sources of infrared energy, thermal emissions
(primary source) and reflected solar radiation. Thermal infrared emissions are the
energies which are emitted frort the Earth. Reflected solar infrared radiation is the
energy which is given off by the sun and reflected from the Earth or clouds. Both of
these types of energy are seen on an image as varying shades which correspond to
particular temperatures. The warmer the temperature, the darker the shade in the
image. The cooier the temperature, the lighter the shade. In an infrared image, the
blackness of outer space (cold) is displayed as white. Hot spots, such as urban
sprawl, appear as dark gray or black.

reflected

Sun
wdve

rep

absorbed
by atmosphere

Radiation from the sun
mostly visible light
infrared

figure 52
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ENVIRONMENTAL SATELLITE
FREQUENCIES
GOES

1691 MHz

NOAA 11*

137 62 MHz

(afternoon)

NOAA 12

137.5 MHz

(morning)

NOAA HRPT

1698 MHz

METEOR (Russian)

137 85
137 4
137.3 MHz

U.S. polar-orbiting morning satellites generally traosmit at 137.5 MHz, afternoon satellites transmit at 137.62 MHz. U.S. satellites are launched with the
capability to transmit at both frequencies (2 APT and 2 HRPT frequencies
ate available for ground control to chose from on each polar orbiter). Note
that the U.S. uses a two-polar-satellite system to provide complete Earth
coverage; existing satellites in standby mode can be activated to replace
the designated satellites if needed.
*

pending successful instrument checkout, the recently launched NOM
14 will replace NOM 11 as the designated afternoon satellite.

NOAA Weather Radio

162.550 MHz
167 525
162.500
162.475
162 450
162 425
162 400

Hertz is the unit for measuring the frequency of ,Iny radiated sign,
One Hertz equals one cycle per second
One Kilohertz (kHz) equals 1,000 cycles per sec ond
One Megahert7 (MH7) equals 1,000,000 cycles per second

It

SATELLITE-DELIVERED WEATHER

Satellite instruments collect
information and transmit the
information as radio signals.

Ground stations receive the
signals and translate and display
the data as images or text

U.S. environmental
satellites are built, and
launched into space by
NASA on unmanned
rockets. First TIROS
launched by U.S. on
April 1, 1960.

Mill MN
Information is beamed to the National
Environmental Satellite Data and Information
Service* (NESDIS) Control Center outside
Washington. DC, where the spacecraft is
commanded and data is distributed.

The National Weather Service* and
national news services obtain imagery
and data directly from the Control Center
in Suitland, Maryland.
4444111

frOgr

National and local weather news
is provided by newspaper. TV,
and radio.

41111.11MI
Both NESOIS and the National Weather Service are
branches of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration (NOAA) NOAA controls and operates
the environmental satellites once they are in orbit

fii ire

I)

3

The National Weather Service analyzes the
information and distributes it to local users.

WEATHER FORECASTS IMPACT...

A

griculture
weed and pest control cost to re-spray due to rain wash-off, S8 $ I 0/acre
harvesting - freezing, rainy, and excessively hot weather can damage harvest
drought can generate large irrigation bills, damage harvest

uilding Industry
concrete pouring
exterior painting
roofing
erecting steel structures
material stockpiling
excavation
hurricanes and tornadoes can necessitate extensive rebuilding

arine Indurtry
erectio.1 or disassembly of off-shore oil platforms requires 3-5 days of reasonably
calm waters
fishing days regulated. Wrong choice of days reduces yield
towing operations require 3-5 day forecast
industry depends on 3-5 forecast for safe and efficient operations

tilities Management
electric companies use forecasts to anticipate peak loads. Poor forecasts and
anticipation can result in brown-outs and total power loss at a high dollar penalty
gas companies pay for guaranteed delivery and usage. If usage exceeds guarantee,
they pay a large penalty
customers pay for poor peak-load predictions

ther Industries
transportation industries (airlines, bus. railroad trucking) affected by flooding,
ice, blizzards
professional sports, recreational businesses impacted by inclement weather
forestry s ryieus, logging industry impacted by drought, fire,

ENVIRONMENTAL SATELLITES

OF OTHER NATIONS
The world's environmental satellites provide an international network of global weather
observations. Satellites of many countries provide data and services similar to those contributed by the United States, such as operational weather data, cloud cover, temperature profiles, real-time storm monitoring, and severe storm warnings. Their data contributes to the study of chmate and the environment on both regional and global scales.

eostationary satellites include:
Geostationary Meteorological Satellite (GMS), Japan
INSAT, India

Indian national satellite, satellite data not available.
METEOrological SATellite (METEOSAT), Europe

launched by the European Space Agenc y (sixteen member ountries) and operated
by Eumetsat (European Organization for the Exploitation of Meteorological
Satellites), they send data on the same frequency as GOES (1691 MHz), as well as
at 1694.5 MHz

Fri#

olar-orbiting satellites include:
METEOR Satellites, Russia

METEOR 2 satellites send a single picture (visible images at a rate of 120 lines/
minute) HS compared to the two (visible and infrared) that NOM satellites send
The satellites are near-polar (not sun-synchronous) at rin altitude of 900 km, with
rin inclination of 81 .2 degrees.

The black and white bars that are visible along the edge of the Russian direct read
out imagery are (recited by sync i)ulses and can be used to identify the ['kir tic ular
s,itelhte providing the im,igery Tire bars ni iy rlo contain data on instrument c hrirricteristics and gray scale calibration Images may display clouds in great detail, hot
Irind md water botindones ore difficult to distil iguish without extreme video pro
«,ssing Newer, WTI( )f-\' -3 series satelles have an infrared imaging sy,tem

SATELLITE REVIEW QUESTIONS
name

1

.

A satellite is a free-flying object that orbits
a. the Ear h

2.

b the Sun

c

the other planet,:

What are the strengths of remote sensing?

3. A geosynchronous satMte oppe,irs

A polar-orbiting satere tionsvses the

5

d any of the above

eHt,ve to

.

and the

Match the satellites \A,ith their names 3nd o'bits

GOES 7

GOFS IM

TIROS-N

6

Compare the n A.:5 and rer:,poni.:.,hilities of fn(
and At- spheric
Administration iNOA/-1
ith rine NaN,,no Aet(..),-outrcs ond Spr.t2 Administration
iqicai atellete program
{NASA) in the nperation if fH. Unttit t.ites Niet

Bnf.ifly discuss thc

Infrared

h Space Environment Nli)nit,
Data

t

in (JOE', s,itellites

SATELLITE REVIEW
QUESTIONS (CONTINUED)
8.

Briefly discuss the type of data provided by the following systems on polar-orbiting
satellites.

a. Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR)
b TIROS operational Vertical Sounder (TOVS)
c. ARGOS Data Collection and Platform Location System
d. Space Environment Monitor(SEM)

e Earth Radiation Budget Experiment (ERBE)
f.

Solar Backscatter Ultra-Violet Radiometer (SBUV)

You want to predict possible precipitation for the next four days. Which type of
satellite images would be more helpful to you, GOES or POlAR? Explain your choicc

I 0. You want to study the seasonal surface temperatures of the Atlantic coast waters to
assist commercial fishing operations Which type of polar-orbiting satellite images
(visibk., or infrared) would be most helpful to you? Explain why.

or Group Discussion
You and the stite committee that you chair are given the responsibility for determining
which types of hazardous weather are most likely to offec t your stateS pliks and recre.
atronal (Rtlyrt les In addition to identifying threatening c onditions. you tin ist prioritize
the use of strite money olkxrited for prevention and recovery Wh,it «)r)ditiom most
.ec.()ver from
jeopardize your state and what measures will you take to minimwe
weather iL ini,ige?

COMPARATIVE REVIEW
OF SATELLITES
Geostationary
1.

basic operation

2.

type of data received

3.

distance from the Earth

4.

orbit location

5.

spacecraft velocity

6.

r, ception

7.

RF signal

8.

processed data rate

9.

signal availability

10.

image format

Polar-orbiter

SUGGESTED ANSWERS FOR
REVIEW QUESTIONS (p 100-101)
d any of the above

1

Remote sensing is the technology of acquiring data and information about an
object or phenomena by a device that is not in physical contact with it. In other
words, remote sensing refers to gathering information about the Earth and its
environment from a distance. Using remote sensing enables measurement of
inaccessible and/or accessible but too-costly-to-cover-subjects; it can provide a
unique perspective (such as satellite images of the globe); and it can enable continuous monitoring of a subject .

2.

Earth
4.

poles and the equator

5

GOES 7

,

GOES I-M
TIROS-N
6.

Roles and responsibilities of NOM
establish observational requirements
provide funding for program implementation
operate and maintain operational satellites
acquire, process, and distribute data products
responsible for U.S. civil, operational weather satellites
Roles and responsibilities of NASA

prepare hardware implementation plans
design, engineer, and procure spacecrAft and instruments
provide for launch of spacecraft
conduct on-orbit check-out before handover to NOM
Goddard Space Flight Center responsible for implementation
7.

See page 78 for data from VISSR, SEM, and DCS,

8.

See page 89 for data from AVHRR, TOV ARGOS, SEM, ERBE, and SBUV

9

GOES Because the images provide greater coverage of the Earth (hemisphere/
quadrants) and the signals are available 24 hours a day. You are able to see patterns
of clouds ovu a much larger area than that provided by a polar satellite (a 1700 mile
swath) GOES images will be more helpful in predicting fronts, cyck .ne paths, etc.

10 Infrared images would he more helpful because you would be able to determine
the temperature of the water's surface with infrared images. Knowing the water
temperature would be helpful in prc,dir ting where the fish would be concentr,ited
along the «.)ast for more efficient fishing
Group Discussion: Students should dek.rmine the virious ter r,iin dnd types of recre
ationdl activities poptil(ir in their state, (Ind the types of hazardous weather common to
their state (hurricanes, tornadoes, blizzards, flooding, drought, etc Page 98 provides
some background information for consigeration.
4

.4..

ANSWER KEY, COMPARATIVE
REVIEW OF SATELLITES
Geostationary

Polar-orbiter

1.

basic operation

Two satellite system cover,
area from North to South
America, from Pacific to
Atlantic locations

Two satellites in Polar orbit
at all times.
NJ to S (rnorning satellite)
,o N (afternoon satellite)

2.

type of data received

visual and infrared

Day visual and infrared

Nioht infrared
3.

dis6nce from the Earth

.35,790km (22,240 mik.,;1

833

(1)18 miles) AM

orbit, southbound
870 km (541 miles) PM

orbit. northbound
4.

5.

orbit locatiom

spacecraft velocity

Clarke Belt over Equitor
GOES East, 75' West
GOES West, 135° West
6800 TV1Pl-1 (2,1 hour

)eig)(1!

N>S, S>N,

Sun-synchronous

1/.000 mph
(101 r Minute period)

6.

reception

Dish (4 meter +)

Omni directional or
quadritilor helix cintehhci

7.

RF signal

1601 + MHz
(to down converter)

13/ -138 MHz

8.

processed data rate

240 lines/minute
4 lines/second

9.

signal availability

24 hours

10.

image format

24 hour period
Hemisphere/Quadrant',

120 lines/minute
2 IHles/second

101 to 102 minutes
between accesibility,
two satellites each
view entire Earth at
lerist twice daily
.700 Mile Swath

ORBITS

n orbit is the path in space along which
an object moves around a primary
bads In the case of environmental
satellites, the satellite moves
around the primary body Earth.

Bodies in space or low-Earth orbit
are governed by laws of gravity
and motion, Just as life on Earth is.
These laws make it possible to
determine how, where, and why
satellites will be. Orbital mechanics
utilizes a standard set of reference
points and terms that make It possible to pinpoint a body in space
and describe its unique location
and motion.
The ability to understand and predict the location of satellites is
essential for obtaining direct readout from polar-orbiting environmental satellites. Geostationary
orbits must also be located.
However, because they remain in
the same position relative to Earth,
orbital information doesn't need to
be regularly updated.
This section describes the basics of
orbital mechanics, the Keplerian elements, procedures for tracking satellites, and resources for orbital data.
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SIR ISAAC NEWTON
ection 1
Sir Isaac Newton was born on Christmas day, 1642the same year that Galileo Galilei
died. His life-long intolerance of contradiction and controversy is attributed to an early,
lengthy separation from his mother who was widowed shortly before Isaac's birth. She
left Isaac in the care of his grandmother to remarry, live in the next town, arid start a
new family consisting of another son and two daughters.
As a teenager, Isaac's preoccupation with reading, experimentation, and observation
was an irritant to his affluent, now twice-widowed mother who expected Isaac to
become a gentlemen farmer. Apparently she was reluctant to have Isaac attend university, perhaps concerned about both the farm he had inherited and the cost of additional
education. He entered Cambridge as a sizar (a student who waited on other students to
pay his way), a step down from his social class and his mother's financial standing.
Newton's university studies were interrupted in 1665 and 1666 by the closure of Cambridge
University because of bubonic plague. During this period, he left London and studied at
home, doing extensive work in optics, laying the foundation for calculusand perhaps his
law of gravity. Experts di:agree about the timing, some claiming another 13 years passed
before Newton's ideas on gravity crystallized. In either case, Newton's achievements at this
early age were substantiA, although his undergraduate career was undistinguished.

Newton conducted research in theology and history with the same passion that he
pursued science and alchemy throughout his life Some consider him the culminating
figure of the 17th century scientific revolution.
Newton's intense dedication to his intellectual pursuits took a toll on his physical and
mental health, apparently causing at least two breakdowns during his life. He died in
1727 and is buried in the nave of Westminster Abbey.

ewtont Law of Universal Gravitation
The force of gravitational attraction between two point masses (nil and m2) is proportional to the product of the masses divided by the square of the distance between them.
In this equation, G is (.1 constant of proportionality called the gravitational constant.
Gm1 m2

F=

r2
rho closer two bodies are to ear h other, the gre,iter their mutual attraction As a result,
to stay in orbit, ci satellite needs more speed in lower orbit than in a higher orbit
Earth clh,l110 Me Still,
gravity cirid motion

All Orbits

,.itt'1/11('

,Ifct

I ,ittri,

i

,

follow thle same laws of

owtont Laws of Motion
1.

An object continues in a state of test or uniform motion unless actcd on by
an external force.

6rt

figure 54a.

The resultant force acting on an object 1; proportional to the
of change of
momentum of thie obje( t, the change of momentum being in thL same direction
as the force

The time rate of change of momentum
(mass x velocity)

is proportional to the impressed force. In the
usual case where the mass does not change.
this law can be expressed in the familiar form:
force = mass x acceleration

change
in force

Or

F = ma.

figure ),lb
Hri H (:)! ,itt,1(41
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JOHANNES KEPLER
ection 2
Johannes KeplerGer man astronomer 11571-1630) derived three laws that describe
the motions of the planets around our Sun, the moon around the Earth, or any spacecraft launched into orbit.
Early frail health seemed to destine Kepler for the life of a scholar. He was born into a
dysfunctional, chaotic family and spent his lonely childhood with a variety of illnesses.

He had myopia and multiple visionunfortunate afflictions for the eyes of an
astronomer.

Kepler intended to dedicate himself to the service of the Protestant church, but his
independence, lack of orthodoxy, and disagreeableness led his university teachers to
recommend him as a mathematics professor to a school some distance away. During
this period, astronomy became an important focus.
Early writings of Kepler's attracted the attention of Tycho Brahe, the Danish astronomer.
Kepler joined Brahe's staff in 1601. When Brahe died the following year, Kepler inherited Brahe's meticulous astronomical observationsconsidered critical to Kepler developing his first two laws of motion. Within days of Brahe's death, Kepler was appointed
Brahe's successor as imperial mathematician of the Holy Rom,in Empire, a position
Kepler held until his death.

Kepler was a transitional figure between ancient and modern science. Astrology oftc-i
played an important, and sometimes dominant role in his life
Kepler's laws stirred little interest for decades, only Newton seemed to realize their
value. Kepler's laws describe how planets move. Newton's law of motion describes why
the planets move according to Kepler's laws. Kepler himself never numbered these laws
or specially cbstinguished them from his other discoveries. Kepler's laws apply not only
to gravitational forces, but also to all other inverse-square law forces.

In the last decade of his life, Kepler wandered in search of a haven or a patron. In the
fall of 1630, Kepler rode across half of Germany to collect pay and arrears due him.
The exertion of the trip was responsible for Kepler's illness and death ir. Regensburg on
November 15, 1630. He was buried outside the town walls. Subsequent conquest of
the city decimated the cemetery and left the site of Kepler's grave unknown

epler laws of motion
1

A planet moves about the Sun in an elliptic orbit, with one focus of the ellipse
located at the Sun.
An elliptical orbit is shown, the semi-major axis (a) determines its size and the
eccentricity (e) its shape. Neither Kepler nor anyone else yet understood that a
mass will continue to move in a straight line through space, so no force is needed

to drive a body around its orbitonly a min-centered force to hold it in orbit
(Newton) or a Sun-centered spacetime c,irvature (Einstein) (figure 55a).

A straight line from the Sun to the planet sweeps out equal areas in equal times.
(figure 55b).

The constant rate of sweeping out may be different for each orbit.
3

The time required for a planet to make one orbital circuit, when squared, is proportioR ii to the cube of the major axis of the orbit (figure 55c).

a
1--k

e

a

semi-major axs

)

Sun

Focus

semi-minor
axis

2a

major axis

ficitine 51)
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KEPLERIAN ELEMENTS
eplerlan elements
Also known as satellite orbital elements, Keplerian elements are the set of six independent constants which define an orbitnamed for Johannes Kepler. The constants
define the shape of an ellipse or hyperbola, orient it around its central body (in the
.case of environmental satellites the central body is Earth), and define the position of a
satellite on the orbit. The classical orbital elements are:

Keplerian elements
a:

semi-major axis, gives the size of the orbit,

e:

eccentricity, gives the shape of the orbit,

i:

inclination angle, gives the angle of the orbit plane to the central
body's equator.

SI:

right ascension of the ascending node, which gives the rotation of the
orbit plane from reference axis,
argument of perigee is the angle from the ascending nodes to perigee
point, measured along the orbit in the direction of the satellite's motion,

0:

true anomaly gives the location of the satellite on the orbit

perigee
apogee
point on orbit path
where satellite is
farthest from the
central body

point on orbit where
satellite is closest to
the central body

geocenter

line of apsides

2a*

a (1-e)

straight line drawn
from perigee to
apogee

*2a is the major axis

semi-major axis is 1/2 the longest diameter of an orbital
ellipse, that is 1/2 the distance between apogee and perigee

figure 1)6

ORBITAL DATA
ection a
Keplerian elements make it possible to describe a satellite's orbit and locate a satellite on
its orbit at a particular time. In addition to furnishing a universal language for chronicling and pinpointing satellites, these elements provide the information necessary to
predict the passage of specific satellites. That ability is essential to users of direct readout from polar-orbiting satellites.
NOAA and METEOR-series polar-orbiting environmental satellites continuously transmit
low-resolution imagery of Earth as an AM signal corresponding to the reflected radiation of Earth as observed by sensors. This results in a strip of image as long as the transmission is received and as wide as the scanning instrument is designed to cover (typically 1700 miles in width). A normal reception period is approximately 14 minutes.
However, not every one of a polar-orbiting satellite's 14 daily passes will be within
reception range of a particular ground station; nor will every receivable pass be in optimal reception range. Limited reception occurs because, in order to provide global coverage, satellites in polar-orbits provide imagery in slightly-overlapping swaths (see satellite chapter for polar orbiter coverage). Ascending satellites move westward with each
orbit, descending satellites move eastward with each orbit.

Ephemeris data (a collection of data showing the daily positions of satellites) is provided by NASA, NOAA, and electronic bulletin boards (pages 1 1 4-115). The data can be
inserted into satellite tracking programs or used to manually calculate satellite positions.
The next page describes the composition of the NASA two-line orbital elements.
figure 57.
North
perigee
satellite (r, 8)

descending node

equatorial
plane

ascending node
orbital
plane

line of
nodes

apogee

vernal
equinox

escription of NASA Orbital Data
Ephemeris data is a tabuhrtion
series (.4 points MIK h define trle .iosition and
motion of a satelhte. This data, regirired by most tracking programs, is contained in the
NASA two line orbital elements. These elements are f.kif t of the NASA prediction bulletin,
which is published by NASA Godd.ird Sp,ice Flight Ceruer and r ontains the latest or

information for ci particular satellite Ihe report provides information in three pirts
two line orbital elements
1

2

longitude or the South to Nerth eci(hrt(.4

3

longitude and heights of the satellite ( NIssings for other latItudes

r.rr.)ssings

Fht' t'Ar() 1111(' orbital elements ri., ike this w.li(rr yi iii

drlptl(iri of NOM I 0)
flt:111M

H

hitt «)(irtisy

of C is

iit them

frr 411 NASA f.0',h ,,et

Davh,

1 16969U 86 73 A 93 88. 92567841 .00000208 00000-0 10549-3 0 1742
2 16969 98.5215 106.2752 0012888 182. 9443 177.1660 14.24785215339343
Explanation of 2-line ephemeris data
international designator
last 2 digits of . piece of
launch year
launch*

1 ,16969U,

'

86 73

epoch
year

ri

i

r---1

first time derivative
of the mean
second time
motion *" I per loci
derivative of the
decay rate)
rnean motion
,

A 93.88. 92567841.

.00000208

catalog
(satellite)
number

describes type of
orbital model used

eccentricity with
decimal point
assumed***

inclination
in degrees

.

,

,

1

.

of the

argument
nf perigee

ascending node
in degree,;

in clogree.,

(it

na

mean IllotInfl
revolutions per day

erii

;VP', r1:1,111114,111,,

ii, ,lp()InSlId to i»c.ntion and
N,

revolution
number
at epoch

mean anomaly
in degri-,s

98.5215 106.2752 0012888 182. 9443 177.1660 14.247852 th339343
right ascension

ii data

1742

t* of the year

.

line
elen

ri r------i

00000-0 10549-3 0

epoch Julian day
& fracti-n of day !
international
designator. launch

;

16969

number

type

r--------,

catalog satellite
number
(ignore letter)
line number of
element data

ephemeris element

tow.

;mint s uvt.,111,1

0,11 WI'l
1,11.1
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11, th,j1,1

I

check sum
iverification
process for
accuracy of setl

1,1iJr,
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btalning NASA Orbital Data From NASA

113

NASA uses two methods to provide orbital data, mail and electronic
distribution. Anyone interested in obtaining data through either
method should contact the Goddard Space Flight Center at the address below.
Requests for the more costly and less-timely mailed data sets should be restricted
to users who are not equipped to obtain the information electronically.

A modem (14400/9600/2400/1200 baud) and computer software are required to
electronically download the data sets.

Write and request electronic access and a passwordor request mailed information
from the Orbital Information Group's (OIG) RAID* Bulletin Board System (RBBS) at:
NASA Goddard Space Flight Center
Project Operations Branch/513

Attn: Orbital Information Group
Greenbelt, Maryland 20771
You cannot log on without having received approval and a password from 01G.
The RBBS provides access to the latest element sets twenty-four hours a day, from anywhere in the world. Two-line Orbital Elements (TLE's) are updated on the following
schedule:

TLE's revised between 1200 GMT Friday and 1100 GMT Monday
Monday
Wednesday TLE's revised between I 200 GMT Monday and 1200 GMT Wednesday
TLE's revised between 1200 GMT Wednesday and 1200 GMT Friday.
Friday

When a holiday falls on a scheduled update day, updating will be clo9e on the next
working day.
Data obtained from the RBBS is in a slightly different f mat from that required by tracking programs such as BIRD DOG, INSTANTRACK, STSURBIT, AND TRAKSAT. The data
received from RBBS can't be used directly in these tracking programs without first filtering it with a computer program. The DRIG and Bordertech BBS's have posted programs
to simplify conversion to the standard format. RBBS data may be manually entered into
the INSTANTRACK program.
*

Orbital Information Group's Report and Information Dissemination (RAID) section

114

lb

ther Sources for Satellite Data
Keplerian elements can be obtained from the following electronic bulletin boards, with
a modem, at no charge other than any long-distance telephone fees.

Celestial RCP/M
(205) 409-4280
Montgomery, Alabama
SYSOP: Dr. T.S. Kelso

24 hours

9600/2400/1200 baud
8 bit NO panty stop
1

xmodem protocol only

Border Tech Bulletin Board
(410) 239-4247
Hampstead, Maryland
SYSOP: Charles A. Davis, Sr.

24 hours

14.400/9600/2400 baud
8 bit NO parity stop
1

Data link Remote Bulletin
Board System
(214) 394 7438
Carrollton, Texas
SYSOP: Dr. Jeff Wallach

24 hours
14.400/9600/2400 baud

8 bit NO parity

I

stop

Instructions for transferring the data directly from the source to your computer These
instructions apply only to the DRIG and BorderTech BBS's.
Dial the BBS and login.
After login, type "D" for download,
type "BULLET90" as the file to download, open a ZMODEM file transfer mode with
your telecommunications software. (The file is alwdys named BULLET90.)
After download, log out of the BBS.

a

SATELLITE TRACKING PROGRAMS
ectlon 4
The tracking of polar-orbiting satellites by direct readout users is now commonly
accomplished by computeralthough it is possible to calculate the satellite's location
rather than having the computer do the work.
One freque tly used tracking program, entitled Bird Dog, is c. /ailable on NASA
Sp,icelink (see the Resources section for more information about NASA Spacelink), and
the DRIG and Bordertech bulletin board systems. This software enables the tracking of
environmental satellites, but it does require that current orbital data be inserted and
that the orbital data be revised every two or three weeks. (Using old data makes it
impossible for any software to accurately identify the current position of a satellite.)
Instructions for using Bird Dog and updating the ephemeral data accompany the
vac king program

GROUND STATION SET-UP

nvironmental satellites, equipped with a variety of
sensors, monitor Earth and transmit the information back to Earth electronically. These signals are
received by a ground station, also known as an
Earth station. The signals are displayed as images
on a computer monitor that is a component of a
ground station, see the diagram on page 119.

The NASA publication entitled Direct Readout
From Environmental Satellites, A Guide to
Equipment and l&ndors (EP-301) describes
ground station components and sources of the
equipment. See the introduction to this hafting
Manual for more information about the Guide.
This section describes the procedure for placement
and installation of a ground station to ensure
optimal signal reception and system operation.
The procedure outlined below is described in
detail on the following pages.

Identify appropriate locations for the
computer and antenna(4*.
Drill holes in the exterior wall for coaxial
cable.

Set-up the antenna(s) by attaching it to
either the building or to a plywood base.
(Geostationary system only) Attach feedhorn
and down-converter to the parabolic dish.
Connect the receiver and antenna with coaxial
cable.

Consult appropriate personnel to ensure compliance with local building and electrical codes.
Local amateur radio clubs may be able to assist
with installation. To locate the club nearest you,
contact:
American Radio Relay League
225 Main Street
Newington, Connecticut 18601

A system which receives be", oolar orbiter
and geostationary images uses an antenna and
a feedhorn, downconverm and parabolic dish.

1 4,

GROUND STATION SET-UP
Section 1

Ground Station Configuration

Section 2

Setting-Up
Placing the System
Polar-Orbiter System Antenna
Geostationary System Antenna
Feedhorn

. .......

Downconverter

Antenna Feed line
System Safety
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GROUND STATION
CONFIGURATION
ection 1
Direct readout ground station components
polar-orbiting system

requires a personal computer and a receiver connected to
an antenna by coaxial cable

geostationary system

requires a personal computer, a receiver, feedhorn, downconverter and a parabolic dish connected by coaxial cable

dual system

may require all of the above, although the basic set-up varies
among manufacturers
(the quadrifilar helix antenna
shown is an example of an
omnidirectional antenna )

feedhorn

antenna

1691 MHz to 137-138 MHz

downconverter
coaxial cable
such as Belden 9913 or 9311

exterior components
interior components

level

audio
cable

adjust
box

CA-B

Switch Box
for dual system only

figure 59
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INGection 2
Placing the System
The computer equipment and antenna(s) should be placed as close to each other as
possible to minimize radio signal loss and interference. The computer and receiver
should be adjacent and easily accessible to an exterior wall and electrical outlet.
Locate the equipment so that is protected from water, sinks, and gas jets. The equipment should be accessible to users but placed so that electr ical and cable connections won't be disturbed.
The antenna(s) will be located on the roof, away from power lines, electric motors,
and exhaust vents. The antennas should be grounded to a cold water pipe in order to
drain atmospheric static charges and to protect the computer and receiving equiment.

Polar-orbiter System Antenna
Antennas for polar-orbiter systems should be located at the highest point on the
building, away from surrounding objects such as air conditioning units. The antenna
can be attached directly to the building or mounted on a weighted plywood base.
Either technique requires a standard exterior TV antenna mast and associated
mounting hardware. To mount the antenna, use a TV mast support tripod and bolt
the tripod to a 4' x 4 x 3/4" sheet of exterior-grade plywood. Place at least three
50-pound bags of cement or gravel on the plywood sheet for stability. If using bags
of cement, poke several small holes into the top of the bag to allow rain to wet the
concrete and provide additional stabilization.

Geostationary System Antenna
Antennas for geostationary systems require an unobstructed, direct line-of-sight path
to the satellite. A geostationary ground station typically uses a six foot parabolic
reflector known as a satellite dish. (A TV satellite dish may be used but requires
sophisticated modification.) The satellite dish should be located on a flat roof.
Installation will be dictated by the desired mounting, but the mounting platform or
structure for the dish must be secured to prevent the dish from moving in the wind.
It should be weighted, as above.
A Yagi antenna may be used to receive geostationary images and should be installed
according to the manufacturer's instructions.

Feedhorn
A feedhorn is a metallic cylinder which collects the radio signal reflected from the
satellite dish. The feedhorn, available as either an open or closed cylinder, contains c.:r
probe which is the antenna. The closed feedhorn prevents birds from nesting and
protects the antenna .om snow and rain. The fnedhorn is mounted on a strut(s)
that positions it at a specified distance from the parabolic reflector.

126
120

Aim the feedhorn to face the parabolic reflector. With an open feedhorn, turn the
open end (the other end is closed) toward the satellite dish. With a closed feedhorn, turn the plastic-covered end (the other end is metal) toward the dish.
Note 'hat the antenna inside the feedhorn must be mounted in a vertical position
for GC ES (U.S.) satellite rc _eption and in a horizontal position for METEOSAT
(Europe :in) satellite reception. Enclosed feedhorns are marked horizontal and vertical. The placement of the antenna must be correct to receive the desired signal.

Horizontal

Vrtical
11111

figure 60

Downconverter
A downconverter required to convert geostationary sateHite signals to a form that
can be used by the computer. Power is supplied to the downconverter by either a separate 12-volt source applied directly to the unit or by the receiver. The downconverter
is housed in a weather-proof case with predrilled mounting holes and connected to
the feedhorn with coaxial cable. Typically, the signal strength from a downconverter is
high enough to permit the use of a smaller diameter cable between the downconverter and receiver Cable runs of less than 200 feet may use a cable such as Belden 931 1
Longer runs should use Belden 991 3
.

Antenna feedline
The antenna feedline is perhaps the most important component in a ground station.
iirc)vide 01(1X1111um sign,i1while reducing stray radio frequency
A good feectline
(RE) or man-made noise (interferenc el Coaxial cable is teedline whose center condielec tric m,itenal with an outer braided shield. The
ductor has been encased
shielding greatly redur es the introdi a lion of RE or manmade noise into the receivnot provide (idecio,ite shield or lasting
th,,t
ing system Avoid incxpi
construc tion

1

1

Cable such as Belden 9913 and 9311 have a special foil wrap around the dielectric
in addition to the copper braid. 9311 cable is approximately 1/4 inch in diameter
and a good choice for cable runs of less than one hundred feet. 9913 is about 1/2
inch in diameter and will necessitate additional coaxial cable adapters if the antenna
or receiver require a BNC-type connection. Support for the cable must
be provided at BNC connection to avoid damage to its
mated connector on the receiver or antenna.

dielectric spacing

outer
shield

inner conductor
figure 61

Never:
Run the antenna feedline next to power lines or electric cables
Bend the coexial cable sharply

Run the cable through a window and shut the window on the cable
Use twist-on cable connectors
Pull or twist connectors installed on the cable
Allow cable to be walked on or crushed
Leave the antenna feedline connected to your receiver during electrical storms

Always:
Solder the shield of the coaxial cable to the connector
(not applicable for crimp connectors)
Ground the antenna to a cold water pipe or grounding rod, or both
Secure the antenna feedline so that the wind cannot sway it
Seal the antenna connection with electrical tape or non-conductive sealant
Purchase the best cable available
Replace worn or broken cables and ground connections immediately
Inspect the system at least once a year to reduce troubleshooting nme

System Safety
Once the systYm is set-up, always disc onnect the antenno at thy «mc lusion of uw
,ind Ii ir ir 1 stor ins to prevent damage to the system

11)

RESOURCES

A

variety of resources are available to
teachers, many of those listed have
education materials available without

charge. Please note the importance of
making requests on school letterhead.
Many excellent publications about, or
organizations focusing on Earth system
science, weather, remote-sensing technology, and space exist. Those appearing in the resource section were listed
because of their relevancy to the use of
environmental satellite imagery and
their accessibility nation-wide.

Many additional resources are likely to
be located in your area.

o

Contact your local Red Cross or
office of emergency preparedness
for information about severe or
hazardous weather;
contact local science centers or
museums for information related to
global change, the atmosphere,
satellites, etc.;
utilize your schools, school systemt, or county's experts to assist

you with technology;
contact nc.,arby colleges and
universities for assistance/collaboration on atmospheric studies,
Earth observation, etc.;
contact your local newspapers and

television stations for information
about how weather forecasts are
prepared. All of these suggested
sources are also potential providers
of guest speakers.

RESOURCES

Section 1

Bulletin Boards
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Section 2

Federal Agencies and Programs
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Section 3

NASA Educational Resources
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Regional Teacher Resource Center
NASA Core
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AskERIC

Internet Society
Anonymous File Transfer Protocol
Gopher
World Wide Web Servers
Books, Articles, and Other Resources
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BULLETIN BOARDS
ection 1
Keplerian Elements
Keplerian Elements, or satellite orbital elements, are the group of numbers required
to define a satellite orbit. The elements are a critical components of satellite tracking
and essential to APT system-users for identifying optimal signal reception. Keplerian
elements can be obtained by modem, at no charge other than the long distance
phone fees, from the following electronic bulletin boards.

NASA Spacelink
205-895-0028
Huntsville, Alabama
24 hours

2400/1200/300 baud
8 bit NO parity stop
or through Internet
http://spacelink.msfc.nasagov
World Wide Web
1

gopher://spacelink.rnsfc.nasa.gov
Gopher
ftp://spacelink.msfc.nasa.gov
Anonymous FTP
Telnet
telnet://spacelink.msfc.nasa.gov
Two-line Keplerian elements are contained in the following directory of NASA Space link:
instructional materials/software/tracking elements

Celestial RCP/M
(205) 409-4280
Montgomery, Alabama
SYSOP: Dr. T.S Kelso

24 hours

9600/2400/1200 baud
8 bit NO parity 1 stop

Border Tech Bulletin Board
410-239-4247
Harripstead, Maryland
SYSOP: Mr. Charlie Davis

24 hours

14400/9600/2400/300 baud
8 bIt NO parity I stop

Data link Remote Bulletin
Board System
(Dallas Remote Imaging Group)
214.394-7438
Gyro Ilton, Tems
SYSOP. Dr. Jeff Walloch
24 hours
9600/2400/1200 P,.turi

hit NO rority 1 stop

For Border Tech Bulletin Board and
Datahnk RBB System

Dial the BBS and login
Type "FY for download,
type "BULLE T90" as the file to download,
Open a ZMODEM file transfer mode with
your telecommunications software
(The file name is always called BULLET90 )
This will transfer the NASA 2-line elements
to a file on the users computer
I chi out of the BM

FEDERAL AGENCIES AND PROGRAMS
ection 2
The GLOBE Program
Thomas N. Pyke, Jr., Director
744 Jackson Place
Washington, DC 20503
(202) 395-7600
FAX (202) 395-7611

Global Learning and Observations to Benefit the Environment (GLOBE) is an international science and education program, which is establishing a network of K-12 students
throughout the world making and sharing environmental observations.

National Air and Space Museum
Education Resource Center (ERC)
MRC 305, NASM

Washington, DC 20560
(202) 786-2109
For teachers of grades K-12, ERC offers educational materials about aviation, space
exploration, and the Museum's collections, including curriculum packets, videotapes,
slides, filmstrips, and computer software. Free newsletter published three times annually.

National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR)
PO Box 3000
Boulder, Colorado 80307-3000
(303) 497-1000

Educational materials, request ordering information

U.S. Department of Agriculture
Soil Conservation Service

Public Information
PO Box 2890, Room 6110
Washington, DC 20013

Conservation education activities and technical information on soil, water, and
other resources.

U.S. Department of Energy
National Energy Information Center FI-231
Room 1F-048, Forrestal Building
1000 Independence Avenue, SW
Washington, DC 20585
(20?) 586-8800
Energy-related educational materials for pr ern,iry
educators, frne or low cost.

1

m!«.ina try stuckTits and

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
Public Information Center
401 M Street, SW

Washington, DC 20460
(202) 260-7751

Request list of publications, many of them free, and a sample copy of EPA Journal, a
forum for the exchange of ideas in elementary-level environmental education.

U.S. Geological Survey
Geological Inquiries Group
907 National Center
Reston, VA 22092
(703) 648-4383
Teacher's packet of geologic materials and geologic teaching aids, information for
ordering maps. Requests must be on school stationary and specify grade.

Hydrologic Information Unit
Water Resources Division

419 National Center
Reston, VA 22092
Free Water Resources Div Info Guide, water fact sheets (Acid Rain, Regional
Aquifer Systems of the U.S Largest Rivers in the U.S., Hydrologic Hazards in Karst
Terrain); leaflets (Groundwater: The Hydrologic Cycle).

U.S. Government Printing Office
Superintendent of Documents
Washington, DC 20402
(202) 783-3238
Request free Subject Bibliography Index that gives descriptions, prices, and ordering
instructions.

University Corporation for Atmospheric Research (UCAR)
Office for Interdig.iplinary Earth Studies
PO Box 3000
Boulder, Colorado 80307-3000
(303) 497-2692
FAX (303) 497-2699
Internet: oiesOncar tgar edi

Educational materials, including a series of three climate publftations under Ore sri
Reports to the Nation On Our ChangioVlanet:
The Climate System (Winter I 991);
Our Ozone Shield (Fall 1992) and
,

El Nino arid Climate Piedu (ion (S )r. Ir 41 I 994)

I

NASA EDUCATIONAL
RESOURCES
ection 3
NASA Space link: An Electronic Information System
NASA Space link is an electronic information system designed to provide current educational information to teachers, faculty, and students. Space link offers a wide range of
materials (computer text files, software, and graphics) related to the space program.
Documents on the system include: science, mathematics, engineering, and technology
education lesson plans; historical information related to the space program; current status reports on NASA projects; news releases; information on NASA edcuational programs; NASA educational publications; and other materials such as computer software
and images, chosen for their educational value and relevance to space education The
system may be accessed by computer through direct-dial modern or the Internet.
Space link's modem line .is (205) 895-0028.

Data format 8-N-I VT-100 terminal emulation required.
The Internet TCP/ IP address is 192.149.89.61
Spacelink fully supports the following Internet services
,

World Wide Web http://spacelink.msfc.nasa.gov
Gopher:
Anonymous FTP
Telnet.

spacelink.rnsfc.nasa.gov
spacelink.msfc.nasa.gov
spacelink.msfc.nasa.gov
(VT-100 terminal emulation required)

For more information contact.
Spacelink Administrator
Education Programs Office
Mail Code CL 01
NASA Marshall Space Flight Center

Huntsville, AL 35812-0001
Phone: (205) 554-6360

NASA Education Satellite Videoconference Series
The Education Satellite Videoconference Series for Teachers is offered ,is an inservice
education program for educators through the school year. The content of each program varies, but includes aeronautics or space science topics of interest to elemenrary
and secondary teachers. NASA program managers, scientists, astronac and education specialists are featured presenters. The videoconference series is fit e to registered
educational institutions To participate, the institution must have a C-band satellite
receiving system, teacher release time, and an optional long distance telephone line foi
interaction. Arrangements may also be n lade to receive the satellite signal through the
local cable television system The programs may be videotaped and copied for later
use. For more information, contact

Videoconference Producer
NASA Teaching From Space Program
308 A CITD
Oklahoma State University
Stillwater OK 74078-0422
nasaedutv@smtpgate osu Lrq nasa goy

,
,

NASA Televition
NASA Television (TV) is the Agency's distribution system for live and taped programs.
It offers the public a front-row seat for launches and missions, as well as informational
and educational programming, historical documentar ies, a.-.d updates on the latest
developments in aeronautics and space science.

The educational programming is designed for cldssr000m use and is aimed at inspiring
student: to achieveespecially in science, mathematics, and technology. If your school's
cable TV system carries NAA TV or if your school has access to a satellite dish, the programs may be downlinked and videotaped. Daily ar d monthly proaramming schedules for NASA TV are also available via NASA Spacelink. NASA Television is transmitted
on Spacenet 2 (a C-band satellite) on transponder 5, channel 8, 69 degrees West with
horizontal polarization, frequency 3880.0 Megahertz, audio on 6.8 megahertz. For
more information contact:
NASA Headquarters
Technology and Evaluation Branch
Code FET

Washington, DC 20546-0001

NASA Teacher resource Center Network
To make additional information available to the educcthon community the NASA
Education Division has created the NASA Teacher Resource Center (TRC) network. TRCs
contain a wealth of information for educators: publications, reference books, slide sets,
audio cassettes, videotapes, telelecture programs, computer programs, lesson plans,
and teacher guides with activities. Because each NASA Field Center has its own areas
of expertise, no two TRCs are exactly alike. Phone calls are welcome if you are unable
to visit the TRC that serves your geographic area. A list of the Centers and the geographic regions they serve starts on pc:ge 130.

Regional Teacher Resource Centers (RTRCs) offer more educators access to
NASA educational materials. NASA has formed partnerships with universities, museums, and other educational institutions to serve as RTRCs in many states. Teachers
may preview, copy, or receive NASA materials at these sites A complete list of
RTRCs is available through CORE.

NASA Central Operation of Resources for Educators (CORE) was established
for the national and international distribution of NASA-produced educational mate
rials in audiovisual format. Educators can obtain a catalogue of these materials
and an order form by written request, On school letterhead to:
NASA CORE

Lorain County Joint Voc ation l Sc hool
15181 Route 58 South

Oberlin, OH 44074
Phonc. (216) 774.1051, Ext. 293 or 294

GENERAL INFORMATION FOR
TEACHERS AND STUDENTS
Center Education
Program Officer

Teacher Resource Center

Nevada
Oregon
Utah

Mr Garth A. Hull
Chief, Education Programs Branch

NASA Teacher Resource Center
Marl Stop T1 2-A

Marl Stop 204-12

Washington
Wyoming

NASA Ames Research Center
Moffett Field, CA 94035-1000
PHONE (415) 604-5543

NASA Ames
Research Center

If You Live In:

Alaska

Arizona
California
Hawaii
Idaho
Montana

Connecticut

New Hampshire
New Jersey
New York
Maine
ennsylvania
Rhode Island
Maryland
Massachusetts Vermont
Delaw,;:ire
DC

Colorado
Kansas

Neb'aska
New Mex

North Dakota
Oklahoma
South D )Lota
Texas

Moffett Field, CA fr' 1035-1000
PHONE (4 I 5) 604-.3574

Mr Richarcl Crone
Educational Programs
Code 130
NASA GSFC
Greenbelt, MD 20771-0001
PHONE: 13011 286-720,'

NASA Teacher Resource Lab
Mail COde 130 .3
NASA GSFC

Dr. Robert W Fitimaunce
Center Education Program Officer
Education and Public Seryice
Branch AP2

NASA Teacher Resource Rc,.(Thr

NASA Johnson Space Center
Houston, TX 77058-3696

Houston, TX 77058-.3696
PHONE
3; 483-8696

Greenbelt, MD 20771-000 I
PHONE:

3011 286-857 U

Mail Code AP2

NASA Johnson
Space Center
I

PHONE: 1713; 483-1257
Dr. Steve Dutczak
Chief, Education Services Brar

NASA Educator s Resuurce I ab
Mail Code ERL

Mail Code PA-ESE3

NASA Kennedy Space Center

NASA Kennedy
Space Center

Kennedy Space Center, FL
32899-0001

Kenn,
cf-)ace Center. F I
32899-0001

PHONE 140/1867-4444

PHONE H07i 867-4090

Kentucky
North Carolina
South Carolin
Virginia

Ms. M.Irchelle Conright
Center Lducation Program Officer
Mail Stop 400

NASA Teacher Resource Cer ;ref

NASA Langley Research Center

West Vrginia

Hampton, VA 23('81-0001

Virginia Air and Space Center
600 Settler's Landing Road
Hampton, VA 2.3699-4n33
PLIONE 18041727-0900 x 70 /

Florida
Georgia
Puerto Rico
Virgin Is 'ands

Pf IONE 804) 864 3.?li
Ms _1( ) Ann Charleston

NASA Teacfler Resotir(
Mail Stop 8 1

A( rind Chief, Office of
ational Pro()r,irm
%,1

NASA Lewis Research Center
2 nno Brooi, I rar1 Rnad
PI If iNf

i2 16 1

441 Y
2n01,/

Cente

NASA Lewis
Research Center

.11 Stop 7-4

I

NASA Langley
Research Center

191

21000 Brof )1xpar).

ieveIand. nI 1 44 13')
011( IN!

i:i61433 201/

Teacher Resource Center

If You Live In:

Center Education
Program Officer

Alabama

NASA Teacher Resource Center
Mr. JD Horne
Director, Education Programs Office NASA MSFC
U.S. Space and Rocket Center
Mail Stop CL 01
PO. Box 070015
NASA MSFC
Huntsville, AL 35807-7015
Huntsville, AL 35812-0001
PHONE: (205) 544-5312
PHONE: (205) 544-8843

Arkansas

Iowa

Louisiana
Missouri
Tennessee

Mississippi

Dr. David Powe
Manager, Educational Programs
Mail Stop MA00

NASA John C. Stennis
Space Center
Stennis Space Center, MS

39529-6000
PHONE: (601) 688-1107
The Jet Propulsion
Laboratory (JPL) Center
serves inquiries related to
space and planetary
exploration and other JPL
activities.

California
(mainly cities near Dryden
Flight Research Facility)

Dr. Fred Shair

NASA Teacher Resource Center

Building 1200
NASA John C. Stennis
Space Center
Stennis Space Center, MS

39529-6000
PHONE: (601) 688-3.338
NASA Teacher Resource

Manager, Educational Affairs Office JPL Educational Outreach
Mail Stop CS-530
Mail Code 183-900
NASA Jet
NASA Jet

Propulsion Laboratory
4800 Oak Grove Drive
Pasadena, CA 91109-8099
PHONE: (818) 354-8251

Propulsion Laboratory
4800 Oak 6rove Drive
Pasadena, CA 91109-8099
PHONE: (818) 354-6916
NASA Teacher
Resource Center
Public Affairs Office (Trl. 42)

NASA Dryden Flight
Research Facility
Edwards, CA 93523-027.3
PHONE: (805) 258-3456

Virginia and Maryland's
Eastern Shores

NASA Teacher Resource Lab
NASA GSFC

Wallops Flight Facility
Education Complex
Visitor Center
Building J-17
Wallops Island, VA
2 3 3 3 7-5099

Phone (804) 824 1197/12V8

NATIONAL OCEANIC AND
ATMOSPHERIC ADMINISTRATION (NOAA)
ectIon 4
Educational Affairs Division
Joan Maier McKean, Educational Affairs, E3
SSMC4, Room 1W225
1305 East West Highway
Silver Spring, Maryland 20910
(301) 713-1170
FAX (301) 713-1174

National Climatic Data Center
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Admin.
Federal Building
Asheville, NC 28801-2696
Archived, historical climate data.

National Environmental Satellite, Data,
and Information Service (NESDIS)
Colby Hostetler
NESDIS Outreach Office
Federal Building 4, Room 1045
Suitland, Maryland 20233
(301) 763-4691
FAX (301) 763-4011
NESDIS primary education goal is to enable teachers to access and interpret satellite
imagery as an Earth science education tool. Data can be accessed by direct readout
from orbiting satellites or via the Internet.

National Marine Sancti ary Program and the
National Estuarine Research Reserve System
Lauri MacLaughlin, Education Coordinator
Sanctuaries and Reserves Division
SSMC4, Room 12409
1305 East West Highway
Silver Spring, Maryland 20910
(301) 713-3145
FAX (301) 713-0404
Identify, designate and manage areas of the meir ne environment of national significance. Thirteen sanctuaries have been established, visitor centers at these sitec, promote
education activities

NOAA Public Affairs Office
Correspondence Unit
Room 317
1825 Connectic ut Avenue NW
Washington, DC 10135

-

Limited number of publications suitable for classroom instruction that teachers can
request by mail. Some of these titles are available on the Internet.
Natit. ial Sea Grant College Program
Director, National Sea Grant College Program
SSMC3, Room 11843
1315 East West Highway
Silver Spring, Maryland 20910
(301) 713-2431
FAX (301) 713-0799
Develop and analyze U.S. marine resources. Office's divisions are: living resources,
non-living resources, technology and commercial development, environmental studies
and human resources

National Snow and Ice Data Center (NSIDC)
Box 449
Cires Campus
University of Colorado

Boulder, Colorado 80309
(303) 492-6197

National Weather Service (NWS)
Ron Gird

Office of Meteorology
SSMC2, Room 14110
1325 East West Highway

Silver Spring, Maryland 20910
(301) 713-1677
FM (301) 713-1598
Supports educational programs developed by a variety of outside organizations such
as American Meteorological Society and the Weather Channel. Provides a series of publications on severe weather and broadcasts NOM weather radio to increase public
awareness and responsibility in the event of severe weather.

ORGANIZATIONS
ection 5
American Meteorological Society
1701 K Street NW, Suite 300

Washington, DC 20006-1509
Request information about the Atmospheric Education Resource r \gent (AERA) program
and the AERAs in your state.

American Radio Relay League
225 Main Street

Newington, Connecticut 18601
Amateur dub with local chapters, possible source of technical assistance with equIpment.

American Weather Observer
401 Whitney Boulevard
Belvedere, Illinois 6 Guu-J772

Weather interest group with publication

Amsat
PO Box 27

Washington, DC 20044
(301) 589-6062
FAX (301) 608-3410

Non-profit organization, members are a potential source of local technical assistance
to schools (e.g., direct readout ground station set-up). Amsat also publishes low-cost
software

AskEric
ERIC Clearinghouse on Information Resources
Center for Science and Technology
Syracuse University
Syracuse, New York 13244-4100
(315) 443-9114
(315) 443-5448
email. askericgericir syr edu

See The Internet, this section
Dallas Remote Imaging Group (DRIG) Information System
Dallas, Texas

;YSOP: Dr Jeff Walla( h
(214) 394 74 38
24 t loun,

14 400/9600/2400 baud
A bit Nu parity ',top
1

International organization of professionals interested in image-processing techniques,
tracking satellites, and telemetry analysis. DRIG's bulletin board system provides
Keplerian elements free; fee to access other services.

Educational Center for Earth Observation Systems
School of Education
West Chester University
West Chester, Pennsylvania 19383
(215) 436-2393
FAX (215) 436-3102

Annual (March) Satellites and Education Conference, other educational information.

International Weather Watchers
PO Box 77442

Washington, DC 20013
American weather interest group with publication.

Internet Society
1895 Preston White Drive, Suite 100
Reston, Virginia 22091
(703) 648-9888
FAX(703) 620-0913
email. isoc@isoc.org

See The Internet, this section
The Weather Channel
Education Services

2690 Cumberland Parkway
Atlanta, Georgia 30339
(404) 801-2503

Televised weather documentaries, educational programming, educational materials
for sale.

VENDORS
ection 6
This is not an endorsement, recommendation, or guarantee for any person or product,
nor does a listing here imply a connection with NASA or the MAPS-NET project. These
vendors sell direct readout hardware, software, and/or services.

Amsat

OFS Weatherfax

PO Box 27

6404 Lakerest Court
Raleigh, North Carolina 27612
(919) 847-4545

Washington, DC 20044
(301) 589-6062
FAX (301) 608-3410

Clear Choice Education Products
PO Box 745

Helen, Georgia 30545
800 533-5708
FAX (706) 865-7808
ERIM
Earth Observation Group
PO Box 134001

Quorum Communications, Inc.
8304 Esters Boulevard
Suite 850
Irving. Texas 75063
800-982-9614
(214) 915-0256
FAX (214) 915-0270
BBS (214) 915-0346

Satellite Data Systems, Inc.

Ann Arbor, Michigan 48113
(313) 994-1200, ext 3350
FAX (313) 668-8957

Fisher Scientific

800 Broadway Street
PO Box 219
Cleveland, Minnesota 56017
(507) 931-4849
FAX same as voice number

4901 West Le Moyne Street

Chicago, Illinois 60651
800 955-1177
FAX (312) 378-7174
GTI
1541 Fritz Valley Road
Lehighton, Pennsylvania

Software Systems Consulting
615 S. El Camino Real

San Clemente, California 92672
(714) 498-5784
FAX (714) 498-0568
182:35

(717) 386-4032
FAX (717) 386-5063

Tri-Space Inc.
PO Box 7166
McLean, Virginia 22106-7166
(703) 442-0666

Lone Eagle Systems Inc.
5968 Wenninghoff Road
Omaha, Nebraska 68134

FAX (703) 442-9677

(402) 571-0102
FAX (402) 572-0745

8301 Ashford Blvd Suite 717
Hure1, Maryland 20707
(301) 490-0967
FAX (301) 490..0963

Marisys Inc.
131 NW 43rd Street
Boca Raton, Florida 334 3 I
(407) 361-0598
FAX (407) 361-0599

MultiFAX
143 Rollin Irish Road

Milton, Vermont 05468
(802) 893-7006
FAX (802) 89.3.6859

U.S. Satellite Laboratory
,

Vanguard Electronic Labs
196-21 Jamaica Avenue

New York 11473
I/18) 468 2720

WEATHER FORECAST
OFFICE LOCATIONS
ection 7
The following are Weather Forecast Office locations proposed under the National
Weather Service modernization. Teachers are encouraged to contact their nearest
office for information about local and hazardous weather.

WFO Name

Proposed Office Location

Metropolitan Area
Aberdeen, SD
Albany, NY

Albuquerque, NM
Amarillo, TX
Anchorage, AK
Atlanta, GA
Austin/San Antonio, TX
Baltimore, MD/Washington, DC
Billings, MT
Binghamton, NY
Birmingham, AL
Bismarck, ND
Boise, ID
Boston, MA
Brownsville, TX
Buffalo, NY
Burlington, VT
Central Illinois, IL
Central Pennsylvania, PA
Charleston, SC
Charleston, WV

Cheyenne, \W
Chicago, IL
Cincinnati, OH
Cleveland, OH
Columbia, SC
Corpus Christi, TX
Dallas/Fort Worth, TX
Denver/Boulder CO
Des Moines, IA
Detroit, MI
Dodge City KS

Duluth, MN
Eastern North Dakota, ND
El Paso, TX

Elko, NV
Eureka, CA
Fairbanks, AK
Flagstaff, AZ
Glasgow, MT
Good land, KS

Aberdeen Regional Airport
State University of New York, Albany
Albuquerque International Airport
Amarillo International Airport
Anchorage International ,=\irport
Falcon Field, Peachtree City
New Braunfels Municipal Airport
Sterling, VA
Billings-Logan International Airport

Binghamton Regional Edwin link Field
Shelby County Airport
Bismarck Municipal Airport
Boise Interagency Fire Center
Taunton, MA
Brownsville International Airport
Greater Buffalo International Airport
Burlington International Airport
Logan County Airport
State College, PA
Charleston International Airport
Ruthdale, VW
Cheyenne Municipal Airport
Lewis University Airport
Wilmington, OH
Cleveland-Hopkins International Airport
Columbia Metropolitan Airport
Corpus Christi International Airport
Fort Worth, TX
Boulder, CO
Johnson, IA
Pontiac/Indian Springs Metropark
Dodge City Regional Airport
Duluth, MN
near University of North Dakota
Dona Ana County Airport at Santa Theresa, NM
Elko, NV
Wood ley Island, CA
University of Alaska, Fmtxinks, AK
Navajo Army Depot, Bellmont, AZ
Glasgow City and County Int] Airport
Goodl,ind Muni( Oil Airport

WFO Name

Proposed Office Location

Metropolitan Area
Grand Junction, CO
Grand Rapids, MI
Great Falls, MT
Green Bay, WI
Greenville/Spartanburg, SC
Hastings, NE

Honolulu, HI
Houston/Galveston, TX
Indianapolis, IN
Jackson, MS
Jacksonville, FL
Juneau, AK
Kansas City/Pleasant Hill, MO
Knoxville/Tri Cities, TN
La Crosse, WI
Lake Charles, LA
Las Vegas, NV
Littie Rock, AR
Los Angeles, CA
Louisville, KY
Lubbock, TX

Marquette, MI
Medford, OR
Melbourne, FL
Memphis, TN
Miami, FL
Midland/Odessa, TX
Milwaukee, WI
Minneapolis, MN
Missoula, MT
Mobile, AL
Morehead City, NC
Nashville, TN
New Orleans/Baton Rouge, LA
New York City, NY
Norfolk/Richmond, VA
North Central Lower Mic higan
North Platte, NE
Oklahoma City, OK
Omaha, NE
Paducah, KY
Pendleton, OR
Philadelphia, PA
Phoenix, AZ
Pittsburgh, PA
Pocatello/Idaho Fah, ID
Portland, ME

Walker Field, Grand Junction Airport
Kent County International Airport
near Great Falls International Airport
Austin-Straubel Field
Greenville/SpartanbL rg Airport
Hastings, NE
University of Hawaii Honolulu, HI
League City TX
Indianapolis International Airport
Jackson Municipal Airport
Jacksonville International Airport
(not yet determined)
Pleasant Hill, MO
Morristown Airport Industrial District
La Crosse Ridge, La Crosse, WI
Lake Charles Regional Airport
Las Vegas, NV

North Little Rock Municipal Airport
Oxnard, CA
Louisville, KY
Lubbock, TX

Marquette County Airport
Medford-Jackson County Airport
Melbourne Regional Airport
Agricenter International Complex
Florida International University
Midland International Airport
Sullivan Township, Jefferson County
Chanhassen, MN
Missoula International Airport
Mobile Regional Airport
Newport, NC
Old Hickory Mountain, TN
Slidell Airport

Brookhaven National Lab, Upton, NY
Wakefield, VA
Passenheim Road, MI

North Platte Regional Airport
University of Oklahoma Westheimer Airpark
Valley, NE

Barkley Regional Airport
Pendleton Muni( ;pal Airport
Mt. Holly, NJ
Phoenix, AZ
Coraopolis, PA
Pocatello Regional Airport, IC)
(.)r ,iy ME

WFO Name

Proposed Office Location

Metropolitan Area
Portland, OR
Pueblo, CO
Quad Cities, IA
Raleigh/Durham, NC
Rapid City SD
Reno, NV
Riverton, VVY

Roanoke, VA
Sacramento, CA
Salt loke City, UT
San Angelo, TX
San Diego, CA
San Francisco Bay Area, CA
San Joaquin Valley, CA
San Juan, PR
Seattle/ Tacoma, WA
Shreveport, LA
Sioux Falls, SD
Spokane, WA

Springfield, MO
St. Louis, MO
Tallahassee, FL
Tampa Bay Area, FL
Topeka, KS
Tucson, AZ
Tulsa, OK
Wichita, KS

Wilmington, NC

near Portland International Airport
Pueblo Municipal Airport
Davenport Municipal Airport
NC State University, Raleigh, NC
Rapid City, SD
Reno, NV
Riverton Regional Airport
Blacksburg, VA
Sacramento, CA
Salt Lake City International Airport
Mathis Field
(not yet determined)
Monterey, CA

Hanford Municipal Airport
Luis Munoz Marin Intl Airport
NOM Western Regional Center
Shreveport Regional Airport
Sioux Falls Municipal Airport
Rambo Road, Spokane, WA
Springfield Regional Airport
Research Park, St. Charles County
Florida State University
Ruskin, FL

Philip Bi !lard Municipal Airport
University of Arizona, Tucson, AZ
Guaranty Bank Building
Wichita Mid-Continent Airport
New Hanover International Airport

iver Forecast Centers
River Forecast Center Name

Co-located Weather Forecast Office

Southeast RFC
Lower Mississippi RFC
Arkansas-Red Basin RFC
West Gulf RFC
Ohio RFC
Middle Atlantic RFC
Northeast RFC
Colorado Basin RFC
California-Nevada RFC

Atlanta, GA
New Orleans/Baton Rouge, IA

Northwest RFC
North Central RFC

Portland, OR
Minneapolis, MN
Kansas City/Pleas,int I gill, MO
Anc horage, AK

Missouri Basin RFC
Alaska RFC

Tulsa, OK

Dallas/Fott VVorth, TX

Cincinnati, OH
Central Pennsylvania, PA
Boston, MA
Salt Lake City, UT
SacrarTiento, CA

THE INTERNET: ANOTHER
SOURCE OF IMAGERY
ection 8
One of the fastest growing resources of information today is the Internet. Pick up a
recent newspaper or magazine, turn on your television, and chances are you will read
or hear about this powerful tool. A leading proponent of the Internet, Vice President
Albert Gore recently set a goal for the year 2000 to connect every school and library in
the United States to the "National Information Infrastructure."
The Internet contains text, images, and software on a broad range of topics. It is a
computer network (commercial, government, research, and educational) which spans
the globe and provides instant access to information and communication. Users can
download text, images, and software for both IBM and Macintosh computers. Users
can also participate in discussion groups and have instant access to experts worldwide.
For tnose who do not have ac.cess to an environmental satellite direct readout system,
the Internet is an alternative source for up-to-date polar and geostationary environmental satellite images. Images downloaded from the Internet can be used with the environmental satellite lesson plans that have been developed as part of the Looking at
Earth From Space series.

This listing of Internet sites where environmental satellite (polar and geostationary)
imagery may be downloaded, also includes brief information describing some common Internet tools In this section, resourr.es are identified by their Uniform Resource
Locator or URL The following code is used'
ftp://host name. dornain/direc tory/(filename)
http://host.narne domain/direc tory/(filename)
telnet://host. name domain
gopher .//host. name. domain

File Transfer Protocol (FTP) Site

World Wide Web (WWW) Server
Telnet Site

Gopher Server

Check with local colleges for <ivailability of no-cost access. Other possible sources are
local libraries and dial-up services.

As you explore the Internet, please keep in mind that this is an ever-changing environmentsome of the sites you use today may be gone tomorrow. The network services
listed in this section have proven depenaible However you will discover that some of
these references h,ive chang(cl and that many ne\v resources exist.

A

skERIC
The Educational Resources Information Center (ERIC) is a federally-funded national
information system that provides access to education-related literature at all education
levels. AskERIC is an Internet-based question-answering service for teachers, library
media specialists, and administrators, Anyone involved in K-12 education may send a
question to AskERIC, whose policy is to respond to all questions within 48 hours.
AskERIC

ERIC Clearinghouse on Information Resources
Center for Science and Technology
Syracuse University
Syracuse, New York 13244-4100
(315) 443-9114; FAX (315) 443-5448
email. askeric@ericir syr. edu

he Internet Society serves as the international organization for
cooperation and collaboration.
Internet Society
1895 Preston White Drive, Suite 100
Reston, Virginia 22091
(703) 648-9888; FAX (703) 620-0913

email. isocasoc.org

ANONYMOUS FILE
TRANSFER PROTOCOL (FTP)
File Transfer Protocol (FTP) allows the user to connect to another computer and copy files
from that system to the usert computer It also allows the user to upload files. Files may
include ASCII text files, PostScript files, software, and images. Many computer systems also
allow general public access to specific sections of their files through Anonymous FTP The
following Anonymous FTP sites contain polar and geostationary satellite images, in formats such as GIF that can be used on IBM and Macintosh computers Note that these
addresses are valid with World Wide Web browsers If you are using FTP software, omit
ftp:// from the following addresses.

Description:

Address:

Ii irricane Andrew cirid Erni!y images

ftp./s Of SI.Ex1r/pub/weather/
ftp

SO('`,t howair edu/pub

'.1

University of HriwaH Satellite Oceanography
Japanese Geostationary
Laboratory
Meteorological Satellites (GMS), AVHRR data from
HRPT stations, and public domain software for
accessing data

Address:

Description:

ftp://early-bird.think.com/pub/
weather/maps

Hourly GOES visible and IR (last few days)

ftp://earthsun.umd.edu/pub/
jei/goes

Anonymous FTP site for the "Blizzard of 93"
movie in .fIc format

ftp://explorerarc.nasa.gov/
pub/weather

GOES and Japanese Geostationary
Meteorological Satellite (GMS) images

ftp://ftp.colorado.edu/pub/

Includes satellite images for several U.S. cities
and regions, as well as images of hurricanes
Andrew and Emily in the subdirectory
"hurricane.andrew." Also included are radar
summary map GIF and PICT files and surface maps.

ftp://ftp.ssec.wisc.edu/pub/irriages

University of Wisconsin FTP server

ftp://hurricane.ncdc.noaa.gov

NOM climate archives

ftp://kestrel umd edu/pub/wx

Hourly CJOES visible and IR (last few days)

ftp://photo I .si.edu/More.

NOM and other satellite images

Smithsonian.Stuff/nasrri.

pllnetarium/weather gif
ftp://rainbow.physics.utoronto.ca/
pub/sat_images

Images of Hurricane Emily

ftp://sumex-arrn.stanford.edu/
pub/info-mac/art/qt

Anonymous FTP site for Quicktime (for
Macintosh) rnovie of the "Blizzard of 93"

ftp://thunderatms purdue.edu

Purdue University, 'The Weather Processor" -current GOES visible and IR images and other
weather information

ftp.//unidata ucar edu/images/

Images of hurricanes Emily, Hugo, Beryl, Kevin

Images gif

ftp://wrnaps o nr,i0 edu/pub/wx

Hourly GOES visible and IR (last few days)

ft(y//wx.rese,irch.att (orn/vvx

f.bourly GOES visible tind IR (last few days)

GOPHER
Gopher servers present information to users through a series of menus. By choosing
menu items, the user is led to files or servers on the Internet. Gopher can also retrieve
files because it has a built-in interface to FTP Note that these addresses are valid for
World Wide Web browsers. If you are using Gopher software, omit gopher:// from the
following addresses.

Address:

Description:

gopher://cmits02 dowon.doe.ca

Car .idian Meteorological Centre server, GOES
visible and IR images and other weather
information

gopher://downwinci.sprl.umich.edu

University of Michigan Weather Underground-current GOES visible itnd IR, climate and
weather data, images of historic weather events
(e.g.. Blizzard of 93, tiurricanes Andrew, Hugo,
Emily. Elena)

gopher://gopheresdirri.noaa.gov

NOM Environmental Satellite Information
Service includes GOES, Meteosat, and polarorbiting satellite imagery

gopher://gopher gsfc.naso. gov

NASA. Goddard Space Flight Center ir iformation
server

gopher://g( ,pher ssec wisc edu

University of Wisconsin server
GOES image

gopher ://informns k 1 2. mn us

Gopher information related to grade K-12

gopher://metlah 1

. met . fsu

edu

daily full-disk

Hourly GOES visible and IR (last few days)

gopher://thunder arms purdue.edu

Purdue University Gopher server containing
meteorological satellite imagery arid other
information

gopher//unidata u ar edu

Images of hurricanes Emily, Hugo, Beryl, Kevin

gopher //wx atmocs !MA( edil

University of Illinois Weather Machine
inc.ludes GOES image,,

Lit rent and , it( niVed

WORLD WIDE WEB
(WWW) SERVERS
The \W/W is a hypertext-based, distributed information system created by researchers
in Switzerland. Users may create, edit, or browse hypertext documents. The WVAX/
servers are interconnected to allow a user to travel the Web from any starting point

Address:

Description:

http://cmits02.dow on doe.ca

current
Canadian Meteorological Centre
GOES visible and infrared images in jpeg format
(Text in English and French)

http://meawx I nrrc.ncsu.i du

North Carolina State University server, includes
latest visible and infrared satellite images, current
regional and national weather maps, climatic
data, tropical storm updates, and other weatherrelated information

http://vortex.plymoutri.edu

Plymouth State College-Plyrr )uth, New
Hampshire Weather Center Server, includes cur
rent U.S. infrared satellite images and IR satellite
loop (movie), surface analysis and radar/precipitation summary, historical weather events and
other weather-related information

http //rs560.cl nisu edu/weather

Michigan State University server containing cur.
rent weather maps, images (GOES, Meteosat,
and GMS), and movies

http //satftp.soest hawaii edu

University of Hawaii Satellite Oceanography

Laboratory server

http://thunderatms.purdue.edu

The Weather Processor at Purdue University
server containing GOES visible and IR satellite
images and other weather and climate information

http://ur data ucar edu

Weather-related datasets, including satellite
images, radar scan images, hour ly observations
from international weather reporting stations, et(

http.//w.wv atmos.uruc.edu

University of Illinois Daily Planet, including
weather and climate information, hypermedia
instructional modules related to Ineteorology
and WWW version of the University of Illinois
Weather Machine, which includes c our nt and
archived GOES irra, les

http

NOM Environmental Satellite
Serw es rkime Page

esdirn

goy

http /Av\v\v met fi J her lir d.1
),itaSourr es/Mntlndex htrni

The World Wide Web Virtual 1.15r, rry

Meteorologyproduced by the I Muer
thr, server is ategon/cd by si ;Her

t

nt

http://vwwinc dc noaa.gov/ncdc.html

National Climatic Data Center Server

http://http.ucar.edu

NCAR server, includes current satellite image,
weather maps, and movies

http://zebu.uoregon.edu/weatherhtml

University of Oregon current weather page,
including latest IR and VIS images of the U.S.,
surface analysis map, and local weather
information

http.//www.usra edu/esse/ESSE.h ml

Earth System Science Education Program
server developed by the Universities Space
Research Association. Contains current GOES
VIS and IR images, surface analysis map, and

information and materials related to Earth
svstem science education

esources for Software
Name:

Description:

gopher://downwind sprl umich. edu
ftp://modlab.sprl.umic h. edu/pub/

Sources for BLUE-SKIES, a unique weather display

Blue-Skies

system developed for K-12 schools by the
University of Michigan. BLUE-SKIES allows
interactive access to weather and environmental
images, animations, and other information. The
program requires a TCP/IP network connection.

ftp.//mac archly(' llf111(

Anonymous FTP site for Mac intosh software

ftp //ncsa Lag. edu

Nation,i1 Center for Supercomputing
Applications public domain software for image
processing, data analysis, and visualization,
applications are available for Macintosh, PC,
UNIX platforms. NCSA is also the developer of
Mosaic, ri hypertext-based interface to the
WWW, designed for Macintosh computers. A
PPP or SLIP Conner tion is required for running
Mosaic

ttp /Aumex aim stantord edu
ftp ,/,/wtiar( hrv

iul edu

ftp //spacelink niSf( 7),11 goy
yq,ner //spa( elink msic masa
telnet //spac elink insfc masa goy
rir,fr masa qnv
http

Anorlyrimi.is VIP site for Macintosh software
Mirror site tor many major ITP sites

NAA Spu leril
ouri . for public
d( qualm software wlated to satellite
tracking arid image-viewing programs,

well as many other NAA edt i ow-mai
rt '01.tr

BOOKS/ARTICLES/
OTHER RESOURCES
Experience the Power: Network Technology for Education Video released by the
National Center for Educational Statistics. Contact: National Center for Education
Statistics, 555 New Jersey Avenue, N.W. Room 410 C, Washington, DC 20208-5651,
Phone: (202) 219-1364; FM: (202) 219-1728; email: ncerinfoanet.ed.gov.
FY/ on Questions and Answers to Commonly Asked Primary and Secondary School
Internet Users Questions by Jennifer Sellers of the NASA Internet School Networking
Group, February 1994(Request for Comments (RFC] number 1578, FYI number 22, ).
Details on obtaining RFCs via FTP or EMAIL may be obtained by sending an EMAIL message to rfc-info@ISI.EDU with the message body
help: ways_to_get_rfcs.

The Internet for Dummies by John Levine and Carol Baroudi, IDG Books Worldwide,
1993. An easy-to-understand and entertaining reference, which is written for the
beginning Internet user. Covers IBM, Macintosh, and UNIX computers.
Global Quest: The Internet in the Classroom is a short video produced by the NASA
National Research and Education Network (NREN) K-12 initiative. A copy can be
ordered from NASA Central Operation of Resources for Educators (CORE). Teachers
may also make a copy by bringing a blank tape into their local NASA Teacher Resource
Center. Information on CORE and the TRCs is included in section 3 of this Chapter.

Internet World, Meckler Corporation Westport, CT. A monthly magazine, which started
publication in 1992.
Meteasat Images on CD-ROM, 1986.199/, Meteosat Data Service, European Space
Agency, Robert Str.5, D6100 Darrnstadt, Germany (price available on request).
Contains one full-disk infrared image per day, one visible image on day 1 of each
month (at the same time as the infrared image), one water vapor image on day 1 of
each month of 1991. Also included are images of the Blizzard of 1993 over the east
coast of the United States and images of Kuwait during the Gulf War.
Sources of Meteorological Data Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ), by liana Stern,
1993. Available through Anonymous FTP to rtfm.mitedu, from the files

weather/data/part 1 and weather/data/part 2 in the directory
/pub/usenet/news.answers. If you can't use FTP send an email to mailserver@rtfm.mit.edu with the following message as the text:
send/pub/usenet/news.answersAveather/data/part I or
send/pub/usenet/news.answers/weather/data/part2 (note send separate email messages for part 1 and part 2)

Zen and the Art of the Internet. A Beginner's Guide by Brendan P Kehoe, TPR Prentice
Hall, Englewoud Cliffs. NJ, I 99 3.

ACTIvm ES

he following classroom activities
are organised by grade level.

o

ACTIVITIES
Using the Activities

149

Imagery from Environmental Satellites

150

Activities

Grade Level 4-6

Grade Level 6-8

Grade Level 5-8

Using Weather Symbols

.........................

Forecasting the Weather: Satellite Images & Weather Maps

161

Cloud Families

171

Cloud Identification

183

Classification of Cloud Types Through Infrared APT Imagery
Background: Clouds

190

Comparison of Visible and Infrared Imagery
Background: APT Imagery
Grade Level 8

151

.

.

.......
..... ..........

Right Down the Line: Cold Fronts
To Ski or not to Ski

.

......

.

......

.............

Infrared and Visible Satellite Images
The Electromagnetic Spectrum

Grade Level 9

Understanding a Thunderstorm Development Through Expiration

...... ........

...............

.

.233

.

.

.242
.255

Wherefore Art Thou, Romeo?
Background: U.S. Geostation:ry Environmental Satellites
Background: Hurricanes

Grade Level 9-12 A Cold Front Passes

.223

229

Grade Level 9

Grade Level 7-12 Animation Creation

21.3

.

..........

Will There he a Rain Delay?

257

.265

272

Seasonal Migration of the ITCZ
Background: Intertropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ)
.

Using Weather Satellite Images to Enhance a Study of
the Chesapeake Bay

.280

288

USING THE ACTIVITIES
The activities presented here were developed by pre-college science teachers for use in
their own classrooms. The contributing teachers are all participants in a NASA-sponsored project to enhance science education through expanded knowledge of Earth
system science and the use of satellite technology and remote-sensing techniques. Tt e
NASA series, Looking At Earth From Space, was published to provide a comprehensive
resource for educators who want to utilize data from environmental satellites in their
classroom. Refer to r le other publications in this series for additional information.
These innovative activities reflect creative approaches to specific classroom needs, yet
they have virtually universal application. The activities enable multi-disciplinary learning,
engage higher-level thinking skills, and present real-life applications. The activities suggest appropriate grade levels; minor adjustments for ability and time constraints will
broaden their use.

We advocate the excitement that is generated by using ground stations in the classroom.
However, the lessons can be used with the satellite imagery contained in this publication,
and/or supplemented with imagery from the Internet. Many of the images that accompany the activities have answer pages, that is, images with additional information to assist
you with analysis. These images are all labeled with an a, such as image I and I a. Some
of the lessons have visible and infrared image pairs (indicated by v and r). See pages 94,
95, and 192 for more information about these two types of images.

Satellite imagery may be both a new resource and new frontier for you. The following
notes should help
The activities were developed by teachers from Maryland and Washington, D.C.
and emphasize local weather conditions, topography, and in the one case, the
home team. You are encouraged to make these lessons equally relevant for your
students by substituting local scenery and focusing on weather (good and
bad) common to your area.
You are encouraged to duplicate and use the wci ksheets and other materials in
the lessons. Some of the illustrations will make effective transparencies.

loesn't always duplicate well. When multiples of the images are
needed, cope; ; ode on a high-resolution copy machine (type commercial copying
companies use) may prove adequate. Photographing the images in the book to
obtain slides may be more effective than copying. Classrooms with ground stations
and/or Internet access can print appropriate images in needed quantities.
Satellite imager'

Tap local and electronic resources for support. Local Weather Service Field Offices,
weather forecasters, and newspaper and television predictions can assist with and
confirm your interpretations of the imagery. The Internet allows access to both
satellite imagery and experts who can help with image analysis
Thc we, rher symbols ari. ( loud abbi, viations used in the acrivities are listed in the
(Ilossary of the bar k of this publication

A «)rq)lete itation
the bibliocjraThy

reteren«.s listed with individual activities c an be found in

IMAGERY FROM
ENVIRONMENTAL SATELLITES
Environmental (also known as meteorological or weather) satellites are unmanned spaceships that carry a variety of sensors to observe Earth. Two types of meteorological satellite
systems are used to ensure comprehensive coverage. The two types of satellites are

named for their orbit pathsgeostationary and polar-orbiting.
Both types of satellites carry remote-sensing equipment to obtain visible and infrared
images of Earth. The images can be captured and displayed with a direct readout
ground station (direct readout is the ability to obtain information directly from satellites).
Satellite images can also be obtained via the Internet.
It is importc.int to note that satellite imagery should be used in conjunction with other data.
Satellite imagery was not intended to serve as either an isloated or comprehensive resource

The U.S. launched the world's first environmental satellite, and continues to operate both
geostationary and po!ar-orbiter systems. Direct readout from U.S. geostationary satellites is
called Weather Facsimile (WEFAX). Direct readout from U.S. polar-orbiting satellites is
called Automatic Picture Transmission (APT). Both WEFAX and APT* are essentially brand
names, referring specifically to U.S. satellite data. Direct readout from other nations satellites is correctly referred to as either geostationary or polar-orbiting satellite data.
The following activities specify whether geostationary or polar-orbiter data (images) will
be used, and whether visible or infrared images are needed.
* The terms WEFAX and APT refer to low-resolution satellite imagery. High resolution
(more detailed) data is available, but requires more expensive equipment than is usually
found in the pre-college classroom

figure 62
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USING WEATHER SYMBOLS
Authors:

Russ Burroughs, Harford Day School, Bel Air, Maryland
Edward Earle, Norwood School, Bethesda, Maryland
Sue McDonald, Canton Middle School, Baltimore, Maryland

Grade Level: 4-6
Objectives:

Students will be able to recognize relationships between weather symbols and weather patterns indicated by satellite images. Note that clouds may indicate weather activity
(such as a thunderstorm) but may be present without producing any such activity
Note ciko that forecasts are developed by assessing a variety of datait will be advisable to utilize other data with the imagery (TV and newspaper forecasts, information
from National Weather Service and/or obtained from the Internet, etc.).

Rationale:

Students will gctin experience in creating a weather map using satellite imagery, and
will learn some ot the symbols commonly used on weather maps,

Relevant Disciplines:
Forth science, language arts, geography

Time Requirement:
Two 45-minute periods

Image Format:
GOES visible image

Prerequisite Skills:
Knowledge and comprehension of different forms of precipitation, clouds, and fronts.

Vocabulary:
front, precipitation, satellite irnagery

Materials:
2.
3

`)

6

A

1,trqe classroom map of North America
GOES satellite image (photocopies or overhead)
(Iopies of weather symbols and weather symbols key for distribution
S map with symbol keys
(Jory hart (for symbols)

o ww, and glue

ctivities
Day One
Divr (hilt( (or prole( t) the cdtellite irn,i(je (Ind discuss the Inforrnaw in represented

on the if),t(

iss rio din tission regarding the imporGince of using weather symbols
the 1,1%5 ml Tr nips of fotir, for ooper,itive lecirning

(',1(1 Ole
f

I

4

Distribute the sets of symbols, and instruct each group to cut the symbols apart
and categorize them into three groups. Each group of symbols should be somehow related, and should be given a name that describes its meaning or function.
Each team of students will then present their three categories of symbols, and
explain their reasoning for their classification.

Day Two
.

2
3

Divide the class into groups of four.
Distribute the U.S. maps with symbol keys, and the satellite image.
Groups will draw as many symbols on the map as seem appropriate.
Ea( h group will complete five maps, one for each student and a combined group
map
C.hc.ck work by having jigsaw groups, four members from four different groups,
ther to c ompare their group's weather map.

Conclusion:
Displ,iy group weather maps wherevk appropriate

Questions:
2.

Wl-h it tire we ablt. to obseive from a satellite image,'
i iuw ,ire weather symbols useful?
How, ii t weather symbols categorized, and why?
low du we (..ise weather symbols to transfer what is observed from a satellite
iniacie or ito a weather map?

Extension:
f lave students develop or discover other weather symbols.

References:
Ahrens, Donald C Meteorology Today. An Introduction to Weather Climate, and the
Enorerimetit
G( T.S satellite image

Weather
Symbols
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WEATHER SYMBOLS
CLASSIFICATION
Group Members:

Category #1:

Category #2:

Category #3:

figure 63

clear sky, no clouds

C!,

2110 - 3/10 cloudy

CIO

11001
stationary front

clear sky, no clouds

IANAMAN

cold front

cold front

AAA.

2/10 - 3/10 cloudy

warm front

light rain

half the sky
covered with clouds

**
**
**

light snow

heavy rain

clear sky, no clouds

heavy snow

Ave.&
stationery front

**
**
**

thunderstorm
completely overcast

light rain

moderate snow
moderate rain

IANAMAI
warm front

thunderstorm

41111

statinnery front

IAMANAN

half the sky
covered with clouds

completely overcast

411.911.

light snow

moderate snow

moderate rain

411

heavy rain

clear sky, no clouds

heavy snow

stationary front

ASIAN&
cold front
2110 - 3/10 cloudy

AAA.

cold front
2110 - 3/10 cloudy

warm front

half the sky
covered with clouds

half the sky
covered with clouds

thunderstorm
completely overcast
light rain

**
**
**

light snow

thunderstorm

heavy rain

figure 64

heavy snow

**
**
**

completely overcast

light snow

light rain

41.

moderate snow
moderate rain

ANIL&
warm front

moderate snow

moderate rain

heavy rain

"

g*

heavy snow

Key Wc,Oler symbols (C opy keys ,ind distribute ((n (IN two)

A_

g*

fidure 65. GOES infrared image. November 5, 1994
image courtesy of M. Ramamurthy, University of Illinois. Ur bina/C hin p
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figure 65a. GOES infrared image, November 5, 1994
image courtesy of M. Ramamurthy, University of Illinois, Urbana/Champaign

Information in addition to the satellite image is necessary to determine whether the
precipit,ition is rain or mow, and how heavy the precipitation is (which symbol to use).

1.
le*

figure 66. NOM 10, March 29, 1994 morning satellite
image courtesy of D. Tetreault, University of Rhode Island

*f

figure 66a. NOM I 0, March 29, morning satellite
image courtesy of D. Tetreault, University of Rhode Island

FORECASTING THE WEATHER:
SATELLITE IMAGES & WEATHER MAPS
Authors:
Russ Burroughs, Harford Day School, Bel Air, Maryland
Edward Earle, Norwood School, Bethesda, Maryland
Sue McDonald, Canton Middle School, Baltimore, Maryland
Linda Webb, Jarrettsville Elementary School, Jarrettsville, Maryland

Grade Level: 4-6
Objectives:

Students will use satellite images and weather (outcome) maps to forecast weather for
the Maryland region.

Rationale:
Students will be able to see the relationship between satellite images, weather maps,
and forecasting.

Essential Learnings:
1.

2.
3.
4.

Weather across the Northern Hemisphere can follow recognizable patterns.
Satellite images show the movements of air masses that affect weather.
Cloud movement and types are related to the weather in a region.
The presence of clouds does not necessarily indicate any weather activity.

Relevant Disciplines:
Earth and Space Science, geography of North America, math (movement measurements, scale, temperature differences), language arts (predicting and writing a weather
forecast report)

Time Requirements:
Allotted 45 minute classes will be used as follows
one 15-minute class
two to three 30-minute classes
one 45-minute class

Image Format:
GOES and APT, visible images

Prerequisite Skills:
2

Knowledge of weather symbols
The ability to recognize cloud masses on a satellite irn,rge iricl as,.,oc rated weather
maps

An understanding of the use of weather inorirments to collect cl,ita on
temperature, wind, etc

Vocabulary:
fore( ast, front, imagery, pre( ipitation, stationary, temf wratore

Materials:
I

,)

Weather moos from local papers (several d,.lys in stiff f,ssion)
(JOTS (rr APT satellite II11. +ries for the same days as the ,fc. cumul,rted vve,rther rn,
Student map of the United States
Stildent weather forec,ist sheet

y,

A

ctIvItles
Day 1
I. Divide the class into cooperative learning teams of four students each.
2. Distribute day-00 weather map and the matching satellite images.
3. Compare the satellite image and weather map, and match features relating to
cloud cover and weather events.
4. Report team findings and discuss (whole class).

Day 2
Distribute day-01 weather map and satellite image.
Compare the image and the weather map, and relate it to the previous day
Record and report any differences. Discuss.

5.
6.
7.

Days 3-4
Distribute the third set of weather maps and images.
Compare them, and report any differences.
10 In individual groups, look for patterns that are occurring on the maps and images

8.
9.
1

1

.

Discuss as a class.

1 2 In teams, use the patterns from the maps and images to predict the weather for
the next day.
13 Each team member completes a weather map and forecast for toe next day
14 Share and post forecasts and maps.
15 Use a satellite image and weather map for the next day to compare the actual
weather to the forecasted weather.

note: Daily comparison of the images and weather maps could be done in one or two
40-45 minute classes instead of daily for four or five days.

Questions:
How are the satellite images and the weather maps the same?
2. How are temperature, clouds, and precipitation related?
3. How does the movement of cloud patterns help us to find weather fronts?
4. How did the satellite images and weather maps change each day?
5. What patterns could you find in the changes each day?
6. How can finding these patterns help us to predict (forecast) the weather?
1.

Extensions:
1

2

Continuation of daily weather forecasting from maps and images by ear h group in
rotation.
Exploration of the factors that might have caused the forecast not to nlatr h trm
actual weather.
Investigation into weather forecasting history, tools, benefits

References:
rens, Donald ( Meteorology Today: All Introduction to We,qber, Climote,
Etivironnierit
Berman, Ann E. Exploring the Environment Through Satellite Imagery
For Spacious Skies Sky Watcher's Cloud Chart.
Summary of Forecast Rules by Cloud Types

EATHER

BSERVATIONS
name

day and date:
humidity:

temperature:
barometer:

high wind direction:

rising/falling

wind speed: fast, slow

cloud type:
cloud cover

general conditions:

predictions.
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figure 68

GOES image, April 11, 1994, 0900 CDT
image courtesy of M. Ramamurthy, University of Illinois, Ur banci/Cf 1,1f11 oign

old storm

stationary front

new storm forming

light rain

figure 68a. GOES image, Apnl 11, 1994, 0900 CDT
image courtesy of M. Ramamurthy, University of Illinois, Urbdno/Chrimp,Aign

Old storm is producing rain. Arrows irdicate wind direction Imdges
-3 fig this ,ictivitv
appear in the chapter entitled Weather Systems and Satellite Images dS figures 2k,
I

1 f,
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77d, and 271 irkiges 40, 41, and 43)
figure 69. GOES imJqe, April 12, 1994, 0100 CDT
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figure 70. GOES image, April 14, 1994, 0600 CDT
image courtesy of M. Ramamurthy, University of Illinois, Urbana/Champaign
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figure 70a. GOES image, April 14, 1994, 0600 CDT
image courtesy of M. Ramamurthy, llniyersity of Illinois, Urhano/Chomp,rign
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CLOUD FAMILIES
Authors:
Angeline Black, Kenmoor Middle School, Landover, Maryland
Renee Henderson, Forestville High School, Forestville, Maryland
Karen Mattson, Ballenger Creek Middle School, Frederick, Maryland
Allen White, New Market Middle School, New Market, Maryland

Grade Level: 6-8
Objectives:
Students will be able to:
Identify and describe the four major cloud families high, middle, low, and
I
vertically developed; and
Associate cloud families and satellite images with daily weather patterns

Relevant Disciplines:
Ecgth and space science, meteor( logy, photography art, «.)mput(r science

Time Requirement:
2-4 class periods

Image Format:
APT and GOES

Prerequisite Skills:
Students should be able to.
Identify cloud families they can see from the ground,
Identify cloud families from visible and lofrared satellite im,iges
identify typical weather associated with cloud families,
4. Operate a camera; and
Access a satellite image from the computer bank.
5
1

Vocabulary:
umul

Ato, cur us,

Materials:
1

2

35,rirn cam( ,a and/c.) Polaroid
Satellite cloud identification (hart
l'oster board
r,..onstruction paper
Gluc, sossou,, «.-)tte

/

(),Itellite images «)rnputer bank
Photos of clouds camera or macyzinr-,

8

1-(1k1X

6

(

r

511(1('`, (4 ',ON:1111(1111110(V. ri'11

Wmrk,.hret (

1/11

)tdi f.,fmvros

Preparation:
Before beginning the tticleht e tiont's the ty,f( her
On
Obt,lim vNble arl infr,ired
rily l'vrinped
111(111 ii il verti
'111(111i(

,111

t

,'(); W;;,tr, +tin,

k

Organize materials into stations:
a. Computer with software and stored images:
b Comer,i to photograph images once accessed.
c
Camera to take outside photos and/or magazines as sour s
d Materials to assemble display: posterboard, glue, scissors etc
e
Materials to create :.;-D clouds: cotton, glue,
f
Reference materials: cloud charts, weather maps

f ck)ud photos;

Note that current conditions may be cloudless or offer only uninteresting clouds
Also note that morning and afternoon sessions may observe very different types of
cioucis. Cloud observation schedules should be sensitive to these con( erns: requirin;:i
stidents to observe clouds early in the m()rning and before sunset ( Ill ,)ffset pre
Actable daily patter, .s

ctivities

2
3

-I

J.

6

/

Take students outside to discuss, view, and identify current
fi iirr
Revicv,.. weather associated with the current formation
Revic-A cloud families via satellite images using slides or tele\
Review dire(.tions for assignrt'ent see Cloud Families \Nor Lshynt
Divide students into droups of four (cooperative leaf rlind droopti
Day 1: LLIve students plan/outline in their droups
( loud tamIlvs jc hart, t;ook etc
Day 2: Ori.jan;7e cyoups into rotatinu stations V) thJt mO
Jaciss materials for each activity.
Day 2-4: Havt.: groups rntatt: stotir )ns ,1M(.1 conlplcqc
groups present their final projei t,
Final Day: i siiry Ind h,

Questions:
issociated yoth thunder
(. loud t\ pe is made op of ice ryst,

Vcillat C Hiud type
N.x:nat

r.ttt'i1 srtf1 f,Irr

ry;

(. q1);.).irt,/( c,r1t,,r,.

Extensions:
KHUI!t'

)t{ J,:lynN. to t..,!tak cln,ril fumilie nt

ihatun, idcntitiei in th

AtI(.1

,ntAn r(),11
)(I,

\.%

tn't

Ihratr Jr-1J Clf()Hr1;1

Livt)

IC th.'11%.

1t..1.01(1 ath.") i)r1 tfCr!

rrrharn )rnvinJ., n
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CLOUD FAMILIES
STUDENT WORKSHEET
bjectives:
To identify and describe the four major cloud families higri, middle, low, and
vertically developed .

nrstruc.f. a display identifying cloud families

riteria:
I

construct a display idt.'ntifyin, the major ( loud far1rift
LI(
ro'ddle. I(.;;., and vertic,illy developed
must inc.lude the foilov,..!ng
Lid family harm.'

looln(j
Photo 0 magazine picture of each cloud family 1H1m
,itellite image of each cloud family vvith the cloud c.ientified horn space
ricj

A Ur icf description of each of the cloud families thHt !n(. lddes
,issocs)ted .,,vith the cloud family
model of eac h cloud family using «-.)lt,on
h

lay most

PA' titled

group memhers identified
,11 «.;1 ate

heat/(

0173;

Location

Cloud Type

Description

Satellite Name Ground Image 3 Dimensional Type V aather

High

Middle

Low

--,-Vertically
Developed
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little thunderstorms

cumulus congestus or towering cumulus
mid-level, vertically developed clouds
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figure 73

NOAA 1(), Jam iry 10, 1994
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CLOUD IDENTIFICATION
Authors:
Angeline Black, Kenmoor Middle Schc3I, Landover, Maryland
Renee Henderson, Forestville High School, Forestville, Maryland
Karen Mattson, Ballenger Creek Middle School, Frederick, Maryland
Allen White, New Market Middle School, New Market, Maryland

Grade Level: 6-8
Objectives:

Students will become familiar with dentifying clouds on satellite images.
Student will be able to predict weather using satellite images, weather maps, and
other weather data over a series of four days as a low pressure area passes north
or soLith of two predetermined locations

I

2

Rationale:
associcite cloud typos ,Ind

irmides of clouds with chilly weather patterns.

Relevant Disciplines:
Earth and spo«.' science, meteorology, «)mputer S(.1(11«'

Time Requirement:
One 40-`)0 minute per lo(1

Image Format:
Ar f

Prerequisite Skills:
Students should be able to
Identify cloud types they c..ln see from the sitellite imories,
I
Identify typical weather (iSSOC I ited with cloud types,
2
Access d satc;Ilite im,fge from the computer Nink, ,;nd
3
Identify cloiid typys asso( iated with fronts
4

Vocabulary:

<mit pressure /millibar/inches), clouds (Ilto, C irrus, cumulorvutx is, curniili is, nimbostr atus,

stratus), «)Id front, erosion, precipitation, stationary front. temperatux, ;,A.arm front, wind

I

;I

Wive days stored in a computer honk, or
eries of (Itellite Images for four
,ilotographs of visibk; rind infr..iry(1 satellite images for follr consecutive days
( loud identification I hart
Cloud ldentthcotiori student worksheet
) of four (msecutive
VI(
onsec awe (1 lys
Newspaper weatt ler maps for foi
" her C h, Immo
))/) thf
days if weath( 'r ;ii.ips

Preparation:
Hefore beginning the student ac tivitirs the instri IC tor should
iftiodw, ond nev,',poher or tidevron vv( thiq
( )litain Visible 111 introied
;1),11); on video r four consec olive days P'F' images and wr;ither maps should
st in \A; ,1 tym

I )111111,1( loud formation, ani

ont A to the north of the low pressilre ,Ifea on the images and maps, ond
laPyl point 13 to the smith of the low pressure arca on the images ,.inc1 mops
I

)1,H

A

ctivities
With student discussion, the teacher will model the current days weather 'el,itive
to the previously identified locations (point A and point B).
a
Display the satellite image of current day on the overhead/computer sc reiir
b Discuss the current day's weather associated with cloud types
Relate the current dayS newspaper or a video of a television wt..'atf ir m,E0
Inn satellite image
Divide students into groups Icooperritive learning)

ind

)istrbute Clowl Id ritificat. n worksheet, review the dire( riot
.qupiete the worksheet

Discuss and draw hypothesis about four COrlSecutive davs of satellite ;e, tut
I i,ive the clouds moved ?
lave clouds 1issl')ate( it h.tve more c lauds dev( lopt't1)
Wh..tt kinds of clouds are at points A and B?
Wh,it t'ipe of weather currently exists at points A and 3/

.1

1

1)istribute vve,cher hops or show weather maps saved on video t,
otive dos lu does the (ir
we,ither rulote to \your hyoi'thesi,,
,hr,( Lissed Hf s,itellite images?

lavt. students, working in groups, complete the Cloud hionM",ftl'n 0
trends obst.'rved over the four COnS,
silt( 'bite in irit

possiLe responses to tOt

,iss, re%

Ative d,cvs th,it

,ind ( in the weather mops
ur kSh(q't

Extension:
,4.r) hti I oin)leted iri ()operative groups or as a v. hole oy,
,ome tear llers rim .v,int students to \,,,,rite their ret,ponses for waded eva:ej
`ri,o

ri far flier living at point B
)v, vo,,ild the weather ,iffect your crops ,..iver the f,
\N,
concerneo about surface erosion your fit
f
intim, t' 1chy or \.vtly riot
',/our farming tic ;ivit;es
af'c,(ted/
,tsf the after ts of the ,.4.e tiller in f,tre.-,
I

f

/Lint
h (1,'y
it ,';)e
`

trih Ii point A
yHld hi, the tii,st for yr.,'
r HO ring ,,Fioi
,!.;!

,irtpir)(;
A,
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CLOUD IDENTIFICATION
WORKSHEET
name

Point B

Point A
DAY 1

DAY 1

Cloud type:

Cloud type:

Weather conditions:
precipitation:
wind:
speed/direction:
front type:
temperature:
air pressure:

Weather conditions:
precipitation:
wind:
speed/direction:
front type:
temperature:
air pressure:

DAY 2

DAY 2

Cloud type:

Cloud type:

Weather conditions:
precipitation:
wind:
speed/direction:
front type:
temperature:
air pressure:

Weather conditions:
precipitation:
wind:
speed/direction:
front type:
temperature:
air pressure:

DAY 3

DAY 3

Cloud tyi e:

Cloud type:

Weather conditions:
precipitation:
wind:
speed/direction:
front type:
temperature:
air pressure:

Weather conditions:
precipitation:
wind:
speed/direction:
front type:
temperature:
air pressure:

DAY 4

DAY 4

Cloud type:

Cloud type:

Weather conditions:
precipitation:
wind:
speed/direction:
front type:
temperature:
air pressure:

Weather conditions:
precipitation:
wind:
speed/direction:
front type:
temperature:
air pressure:

;

rce

4

ii

,

figure 75v. NOM 10, March 28, 1994
visible image courtesy of G Chester, Smilhwhi,in Intitution, Albert rinstein
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figure 75i. NOM 10, March 28, 1994
infrared image courtesy of G. Chester, Smithsonian li)stitution,
Ahert Einstein Planetarium
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figure 76y, NOM 10 March 29, 1994
visible mow courtesy of G Chester, Smithsonian Institution,
Albert Eirmein Planetarium
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figure 761. NOM 10, March 29, 1994
infrared image courtesy of G Chester, Smithsonian Institution,
Albert Einstein Planetarium
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CLASSIFICATION OF CLOUD TYPES
THROUGH INFRARED APT IMAGERY
Authors:
Stu Chapman, Southampton Middle School, Bel Air, Maryland
BIN Davis, Du al High School, Lanham, Maryland
Tony Marcino, Margaret Brent Middle School, Helen, Maryland

Grade Level: 5-8
Objectives:
Students will be able to:
1. Use statistical methods to analyze and display direct readout APT infrared (thermal)
imagery;
2. Communicate experimental procedures through mapping and computer simulation;
3. Classify clouds into three types according to the altitude of the cloud tops using
infrared APT imagery photographs; and
4. Use cloud classification data to predict possible locations where precipitation may
be forecast.

Science Thinking Skills:
Categorizing, classifying, constructing, contrasting, decision-making, defining, describing,
discussing, generalizing, identifying, identifying the main idea, justifying, observing, organizing, sequencing, summarizing, visualizing

Relevant Disciplines:
Earth and space science, geography matherr:atics, art

lime Requirement:
Three science periods on successive days:
day 1 warm-up exercise, classifying clouds
day 2 classifying clouds on infrared APT images
day 3 simulating computer imaging software

Image Format:
APT infrared imagery

Materials:
1.

2
3.

4

35 mm slides depicting at least nine major cloud types. If slides are unavailable,
substitute textbook pictures.
Four to five sets of cloud cards displaying various cloud types and classifications
(pages 199-20 I ).
Student worksheets and Cloud Type Survey, U.S. outline map, one student scanner
map, and the computer simulation worksheet, all enclosed.
APT groundstation(s), images obtained via Internet, or photographs of satellite
images.

5

One infrared APT image of the local geographic area large enough to display
to the whole class which clearly displays local topographic surface features
(such as the Great Lakes), and -111three of the major cloud types as classified by
height.
APT infrared images at least three per group showing at least two of the major
r loud types (high, rniddle, low). These may be supplied on disk', for available
q; ound stations, or as photographs of satellite images.

Preparation:
Prior to the first lesson, divide the class into cooperative working groups of four or five
and have each group cut out a set of six cloud cards (included). Each card will display
the following information:
1. Picture of the cloud with its name
2. Altitude range (0-2 km, 2-6 km, 6-12 km) for each type some altitudes may be
supplied in meters or feet to encourage student conversion of units
3. Composition of the cloud (water, water and ice, or just ice)
You may want to add to the cards provided by making additional cards for altostratus,
altocumulus, cirrostratus, cirrocumulus, and nimbostratus.

Reference:
Berman, Ann E. Exploring the Environment Through Satellite Imagery

BACKGROUND: CLOUDS
Clouds may be classified by shape, content, or cloud heiaht For day 1. students will
classify clouds by height, based on the appearance of cloud types in the polar-orbiter
imagery. Infrared imagery is thermally sensitive, so areas of different temperatures display as different intensities on a gray scale (white is coldest, black is warmest, middle
temperatures are shades of gray).
The two basic shapes under which clouds may be classified are:
stratus layered and sheetlike and cumulus puffy and heap-like
Many clouds exhibit combinations of both traits. Cloud content may include water
droplets only, a mixture of water and ice, or just ice. Cloud heights are generally
described as low (under 2 km), medium (2-6 km), or high (6-12 km); these are aver
age cloud heights for the mid-latitudes.

The temperature of the atmosphere generally decreases with height. The rate of
decrease in air temperature with elevation is called the environmental lapse 'te An
average value for this lapse rate is about 7 degrees Celsius per kilometer. The direct
relationship is adiabatic (page 48)--moisture helps control and decrease temperature
In an nfrared (thermal) image, temperature provides a quantitative measurement of
cloud top temperature with the coldest areas appearing to be the brightest. Low-level
clouds, which are closest to the ground and therefore the warmest, appear dark gray
and may be hard to distinguish from the ground. Mid-level clouds appear in medium
(brighter) shades of gray due to their cooler temperature. High level clouds, the coldest, appear very pale gray or bright white on thermal images.
If you have an APT groundstation, you may wish to demonstrate how image process
ing can be used to help identify areas of differing temperature. Each pixel in the image
represents a temperature value. Stretching the pixels (increasing the contrast) will niake
temperature variations more discernible. Students can readily see how the tops of
cumulonimbus clouds appear dark on a white background, though they would
appear all-white without the software manipulation of the image.
figure 77

12 km

High Clouds
These clouds are generally found between 6 and 12 kilometers. Composed primarily of ice, they
appear bright white on infrared imagery. Two examples are towering cumulonimbus and cirrus
Cumulonimbus appear as bright white splotches and are often associated with thunderstorm
activity. Cirrus clouds appear as bright white streaks
as if they had been painted by a brush

Middle Clouds

6 km

2 km

Heights are generally between 2 and 6 kilometers. On infrared images. they appear as a lighter
shade of gray than the surface or low-level clouds. Two examples are alsocumulus and altostr tus
The former will have a mottled texture while the latter will appear more sheet-like Be aware that
the middle level clouds are usually the hardest to determine because they are often shielded by
higher level clouds.

Low cloud('
Heights generally do not exceed 2 kilometers Two of the lowest clouds are stratus and fog Di
the image, they appear a uniform dark gray shade and lack any texture Often they are hard to
distinguish from the ground because of similarities in temperature and the resulting similarity nf
r! gray shades.

CLASSIFICATION OF CLOUD TYPES
THROUGH iNFRARED APT IMAGERY

A

ctivities
Day 1 - Warm-up

Explain to the students that you will be assessing their prior knowledge of the characteristics of cloud types. To do this, you will show them slides or illustrations of various
types of clouds. Be sure not to present the clouds in any sort of order. Describe each
cloud as you present them with phrases such as "puffy or heap-like" for cumuliform or
"layered or sheet-like" for stratiform clouds.
After all slides have been viewed, assign each cooperative group to a workstation
and distribute the set of index cards with the cloud information. Instruct students to
lossify the cards into two or more groups, based upon criteria they choose.
After ear h group has completed their classification, have t1rem share their classification criteria with the class.

Have students answer the first two questions on the worksheet, Classiling Cloud
Types Through Infrared APT Imagery After they have answered questions (1) and
(2), explain to students that they will Cassify clouds on the basis of their cloud
height because the imagery provides temperature information which is directly
related to cloud height. (Cloud temperature decreases cis the altitude inc reases.)
To see how the temperature varies with cloud height, ask students to use the standard atmosphere data provided on their worksheets to make a graph of the
dec.rease in temperature with altitude. These temperature differences con be
detected on infrared photographs. They should sketch the different cloud types
found in each of the three layers, described as simply low, medium, or high on
their Cloud Type Survey. Their completed should resemble figure
I

Display one infrared APT image large enough for the entire class to sec
tains examples of all three cloud types as classified by height.

that con-

Point out the relatively dark and warmer surfaces along with the familiar geographic
feature you've included (stu I) as the Great Lakes, Chesapeake Bay estuary, or the Baja
peninsula) If you are working with an image at on active ground station, use the
imaging software to reveal surface terriperatures tit various point,, on the image. Then
point out the low, middle, <Ind Mgh cloud types ,ind their cultincj ,ippy,irrrIN: on APT
infr,ued

Day 2 - Classifying clouds on infrared APT images
For procedure, see student worksheet entitled Cloud Classification. For the answer to
question I, see Ist paragraph of Background: Clouds

Day 3 - Fimulating Computer Imagining Software
Procedur on Day 3: Activities, student worksheet titled Computer Simulation, and
student scanner map, included.

12 km

6 km

2 km

e3,
-60
figure 18.
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CLASSIFYING CLOUD TYPES THROUGH
INFRARED APT IMAGERY
name
Your teacher will provide your group with a set of cards containing information about clouds. Lay each card on the desk.
Look at the illustrations of each cloud and the information contained.
1. Divide your cloud cards into at least two or more - groups based on the inforratirs and pictures with which you have
been provided. Give each of your cloud-groups a name. How did your science group classify the clouds? List each
group and describe how your group made its decisions.

2. Name some other ways that the same clouds could have been clastified. Do you think any one way of classification is
better than any other? Why or why not?

3 The temperature of the air in the atmosphere changes with its altitude above the surface. Your teacher will provide you
with a worksheet entitled Cloud Type Survey. To understand how this change occurs, plot a gt aph on the worksheet that
indicates air temperature at several different altitudes. Assume that the temperature of the surface is about 15 degrees
Centigrade (about 59 degrees Fahrenheit) Use the data provided in the table, standard atmosphere. altitude and
temperature, to plot your graph.

name

altitude in meters
0

r-

r-

temperaturec C
15

1000

8.5

2000

2

3000

45

4000

11

5000

-17.5

6000

24

7000

30.4

8000

36 9

9000

- 43.4

10,000

- 49.9

11,000

51, 4

Table 1. standard atmosphere, altitude and temperature

3a. Using the graph you have plotted, estimate the temperature of the air at each of the following altitudes:
a. 6,500 meters
b.

9.5 kilometers

c.

1,250 meters

d.

0.5 kilometers

e.

1 mile (5,280 feet) [1 meter = 3.28 feet]

4.

The Earth's atmosphere is believed to extend to about 120 kilometers (120,00(. meters). Using the graph you have
constructed, explain in your own words how the temperature of the air is related to thu altitude. (hint: Do you have
enough data from your graph to answer this question with certainty?)

5.

On the left-hand section of the Cloud Type Survey, sketch at least two of thn different kinds of clouds which can
be found in the low, middle, arid high levels of the weather.producing part of the atmosphere (the troposphere).

2C1

__________1.1111.1111111111111111

12 km

-60

-40

-20
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20 temp C

CLOUD CLASSIFICATION

Your group will be provided with two or three polar-orbiting satellite
images and a corresponding number of US outline maps. If you
have a ground station, your teacher will help you locate images
stored on the computer. Use the following criteria to help you in
your classification of clouds.
12 km

HIGH CLOUDS
These clouds are generally found between 6 and 12 km. They are composed primarily of ice, and
appear bright white on infrared imagery. Two examples are towering cumulonimbus and cirrus.
Cumulonimbus appear as bright white splotches, and are often associated with thunderstorm activity.
Cirrus clouds appear as bright white streaks - as if they had been painted by a brush.

MIDDLE CLOUDS
e km

Heights are generally between 2 and 6 km. These appear as a lighter shade of gray than the surface
or low-level clouds on infrared images. Two examples are altocumulus and altostratus. The former
will have a mottled texture while the latter will appear more sheet-like. Be aware that the middle level
clouds are usually the hardest to determine since they areoften shielded by higher level clouds.

LOW CLOUDS
Heights generally do not exceed 2 km. Two of the lowest clouds are stratus and fog. On the infrared
image, they appear in a uniform dark gray shade and lack any texture. Often they are hard to
distinguish from the ground because of similarities in temperature.

information

a.

At the top of one of your outline maps, write the name of the satellite and its pass date
shown on the computer screen or provided by your teacher.

b.

Work with your group members to determine the positions of low, medium, and high clouds on the image.

c.

Use a color code and color in portions of your three maps as follows:
dark color
gray
red or yellow

d.

low level clouds, identify them by name on your map
mid level clouds, identity them by name on your map
high level clouds, identity them by name on your map

1

Repeat this process with each map and image.

1.

In this activity, clouds are classified according to height (low, mt:dium, high). Why is this classification method used
instead of another?

2.

Are there any areas on your maps where precipitation may be occurring? Which map, and in what states?
How do you know?

3.

Sometimes the images can be processed by computer software. One of many possible enhancements of an image is
called stretching (increasing pixel contrast). You have probably seen stretched cloud images by a weather forecaster
on television. To illustrate the process of stretching, choose a colored pencil which has not been used in your color
code, S. 'ch as blue or green. On one of your maps, color over all of the mid-level clouds with your blue or green pencil.
Using the graph you made yesterday, what temperatures correspond to the areas that you have stretched?

,

Name: Cumulus
Altitude: < 2 km
Composition: Water
Temperature: 5° to 15° C

Name: rog
Altitude: < 5000 ft.
Composition: Water
Temperature: 10° to 20° C

Name: Stratus
Altitude: < 2 km.
Composition: Water
Temperature: 5° to 15° C

Name: Cirrus
Altitude: < 6 km.

Composition: Ice Crystals
Temperature: -50° to -60° C

Name: Cumulus congestus
Altitude: 6 km
Composition: Water
Temperature: -100 to -20° C

Name: Cumulonimbus
Altitude: 12 km
Composition: Water and Ice
Temperature: -50° to -60° C

figure 79
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C\1

SIMULATING COMPUTER
IMAGING SOFTWARE

A

ctivities
Day 3
In this exercise, the method for producing a satellite-generated image will be studied.
The concept of computer enhancement will be introduced, but instead of using a
computer, the student will generate an image on a piece of graph paper superimposed upon a map of the eastern U.S. seaboard.

Studems should imagine a broadcast of infrared data from a NOM satellite oo a
descending orbit from the North Pole in the morning hours. An area is observed by the
sat?llite as a series of temperatures, the information is encoded, and sent as radio sig
nals. When the signal is received by an Earth station, the radio sigrklls are decoded
and displayed on a computer monitor. The image (this is not a photchiraph) produced
<ictually made up of thousands of tiny squares called picture elements or pixels.
Each pixel is assigned a number value between 0 and 255. The number assignments
ate determined by the temperatures that were measured by the NOM catellite sensi irs
during its pass. In this system:
0 represents pure black (warmest)
255 represents pure white (coldest)
all values in between ore shades of gray.
The value of each pixel is electronically transferred ds ci byte. A byte is a unit of eight
bits of data or memory in microcomputer systems. Bit is a contraction of binary digit,
which is the basic element of a two-element (binary) conlputer language.
Provide each student with:
a Computer Simulation worksheet
the Scanner Map Shading Chart
a Student Scanner Map composed of 26 squares by 34 lines to repr(sent 884 pixels
Students will use colored pencils to shade in each square (pixel) accading to the suggested color code on the map and on the shading chart. They should ou:e their strIr t
and completion times to enable them to calculate their rate ond comport it with a
NOM satellite rate. It is important that they shade in one row of the image at a time,
beginning at the top, since they are simi..ilating a satellite descending from the North
Pole. When the image is completed (p 207) students should observe the familiar geo
graphical features of the United States with a large cold front ar ir I its associated comma
cloud formation over the Ohio Valley. A comma c loud is a band of curnulifer m louds
that look like a comma on a s,itellite rn ige M,Ike several transparenc y mpies of the Fast
mast map on the pre( eding page to help students loc ate the \Neither pr itter ns
ISWer s for Compute( Simulation \Norksneet
1

1

30/ 200 pixek
640 pixels x 400 pixek
x 36 pixels = 864 bytr = 69 11 hits
24

Answer fr N exten'm

T he knary mde equiv.ilent ( ) f 00 is 01010000

.

COMPUTER SIMULATION

name

Imagine a broadcast of infrared data from a NOAA satellite descending from the North Pole in the
morning hours. The observed image must be encoded and then sent as a radio signal. The entire
image seen is actually made up of tiny squares called picture elements or pixels.
The brightness of each pixel is assigned by a number value between 0 and 255. In this system,

0 represents pure black (warmest)
255 represents pure white (coldest)
IL

all values in between are shades
of gray

1 pixel

=

1 byte = 8 bits

1 pixel is electronically transferred as 1 byte
1 byte equals 8 bits of data

1. The APT images you have been working with are rectangular, 640 pixels wide by 480
pixels long. How many pixels compose the image?
2.

Pretend that you are a computer that will analyze several bytes of information. You will
be presented with a table of 24 x 36 pixels. How many bytes of data is this?
How many bits of data?
-

To determine your transmission rate per minute, enter your start time.

3. Shade the figure according to the information on page 205. When acquiring an image
from a NOAA satellite in descending orbit, the satellite image will appear one line at a time
from top to bottom. That is, all 26 pixels in the top row are colored in first. Then the second
row is completed, and so on.
Write the time when you completed the shading.

4. What is your bit rate? (How many squares--pixelscould you fill in per minute multiplied
by eight bits per pixel.)
5. NOAA satellites transmit data at 120 lines per minute. How does this compare with your
personal transmission? Remember, you have 34 lines by 26 pixels.
6. What cloud patterns might be detected from your observations?

7.

From your map, can you determine if any precipitation might be occurring?

SCANNER MAP SHADING CHART
Shade the scanner map as shown in the box below.

Decimal Equivalent

0-45

Temperature Range

> 15 ° C

Color

black

46-90

between 10° C and 14° C

dark blue

91-135

between 5° C and 9° C

light blue

136-180

between 2° C and 4° C

orange

181-225

between -22° C & + 1° C

yellow

131-255

colder than 22° C

white
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EXTENSION
How does the computer know which number (0 to 255) is
being encoded? It receives the information in the form of
computer information storage called a byte. The byte
itself is actually sent as a number in binary code
the binary system describes all numbers with combinations uf 0 and I Each digit of the binary code is
called a bit. So each bit is either a 0 or a I.
Examine the chart below and you will see that the binary number code system is very
much like the decimal system that we use, except that ones, tens, hundreds, and thousands places are replaced by ones, twos, fours, eights, sixteens, and so on.
figure 80.
128

1_

64

32

16

8

4

2

1

1

1

1

= 255

plaCe

1

1

1

1

1

0

0

1

0

0

1

0

1

= 37

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

= 128

1

1

0

0

0

1

1

= 203

= 80
The example above shows how only four of the pixels in a picture are encoded. Each
of the three signals is called a byte, composed of eight bits.

In the bottom row (or byte), see if you can provide the binary code which would
provide the value of 80
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A COMPARISON OF VISIBLE
AND INFRARED IMAGERY
Authors:

Stu Chapman, Southampton Middle School, Bel Air, Maryland
Bill Davis, Du Val High School, Lanham, Maryland
Tony Marano, Margaret Brent Middle School

Gre de Level: 5-8
Objectives:

Studen's will compare APT visible and infrared imagery to demonstrate:
I. Organizing and presenting data; and
2. Interpreting evidence and inferring.

Relevant Disciplines:
Earth and space science, geography, art, oceanography

Time Requirement:

At least two science periods, one for lab, the other for assessment Additional lab time
may be provided to ensure student success

Image Format:
APT, visible-infrared image pairs

Materials:
1

.

2.
3.
4.
5.

World atlas
Student worksheets, including outline maps of the areas described below
Colored pencils
APT visible and infrared images in pairs, large enough to display to tl)e entire class,
or as slides for projection
APT image pairs of visible and infrared images of:
Eastern USA containing low, middle, and high clouds
Southern Great Lakes region preferably images recorded from an evening
pass during the summer months
Gulf stream area preferably taken during the winter months
Assorted images for assessment. The images should include several cloud
types in thermal and visible images, as well as other objects such as a guff
stream on an infrared image

note: These images may be supplied as prints if an Earth station is not available

Advance Preparation:
1.

2

Divide the class into coopt.rative groups of at least 4 students.
Provide each group with at least three image pairs (infrared and visible images).

A

ctivities
Warm-up:
Place a visible-infrared APT image pair on the screen for the entire class to view. The
pair should contain at least two of the differences between the types listed in the
Teacher Background, which can be readily pointed out to the students. Explain, using
specific examples, some of the differences between infrared (IR) and visible imagery.

Procedure:
Pass out the visible-IR image pairs (listed under materials) to each cooperative group.
Hand out worksheets. Ask students to examine the images and determine which are IR
and which are visible. After students confer, you may wish to check with each group
before allowing them to proceed.

As you walk about the room to monitor the students success, the following points
about the images will be helpful:
The warmer waters of the Gulf Stream will be readily distinguishable from the
colder waters of the North Atlantic on the IR image. This differentiation will not be
noticeable on the visible image.
2.

Clouds will look white on the visible image because they show reflected sunlight.
Shadows will be readily apparent. If the shadows point westward, it is a morning
image (sun in the eastern sky). If the shadows point eastward, it is an evening
image (sun in the western sky). Clouds on the IR image will appear in differing
shades of gray depending upon their temperature (related to their height).
A July IR image of a hot day will easily distinguish cities from their surroundings.
The warm asphalt and concrete are radiating more infrared energy than the surrounding vegetation. The following are some of the cities that should be easily dis-

tinguished by studentswith the help of a student galetteer (a book containing
geographical names and descriptions). This list is applicable when using imagery of
the Southern Great Lakes region.
Detroit, Michigan
Milwaukee, Wisconsin
Toledo, Ohio
Indianapolis, Indiana
Dayton, Ohio
Columbus, Ohio
Fort Wayne, Indiana
4.

On the following day, you may wish to give your students an assessment of their
individual ibility to identify visibk, rind infrared im,fges. Student instr u trans are on
page 2 I P Using additional image pairs and pia( IK e will help ensure their 5t.1(

e

BACKGROUND: APT IMAGERY
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration :NOM) polar-orbiting satellites
provide both visible and infrared imagery of Earth in a low-resolution format
called Automatic Picture Transmission (APT). Some ground station software
is able to display both types of images side-by-side, greatly enhancing
the comparison process.
The visible images display see-able

topography, and are dependent
upon sunlight to illuminate features.
Consequently, it is productive to
acquire visible images only during daytime. Only visible images contain shadows. Those shadows fluctuate with the time of
day--shadows early and late in the day will be
more pronounced than shadows in mid-day images.
Infrared images display gradients in temperature, with the warmest temperature
appearing dark gray or black, and the cc dest temperatures displayed as very pale gray
or white. Infrared images are not limited by daylight, and provide equally informative
images at roon or midnight. Large urban areas will appear on the image as a dark
indicating the concentration of concrete and other building materials that
spot
retain heat, as well as heat-producing inhabitants (people, cars, utilities, etc.). Such an
area is called a heat island and is distinguishable from less developed areas that more
quickly react to nature (heating up during daylight, cooling off at night, etc.).
The dominant feature in each image will be clouds.
In the visible image, almost all the clouds will appear bright whitebecause
reflected light is being observed.
In the infrared image, the same clouds will appear as varying shades of gray
depending upon their temperature (determined by their altitude above the Earth).
Shadows appear only in visible images.
Another distinguishing feature between two types of images is that shades of gray
may appear in infrared images where little or no contrast is seen in visible images.
For example, an image pair of the North Atlantic in winter will display far more
shading of the Gulf Stream meshing with the cold Atlantic in the infrared image,
than will the visible image.

COMPARING VISIBLE AND
INFRARED IMAGERY
tudent Activity Worksheet

Iro*441Z
I.

name

Your teacher provided your group with three pairs of APT images. Work with your group to
determine which of the pairs are visible and which pairs are infrared. Atter class discussion,
write some of the differences between visible and infrared images.

Find the image pair of the Eastern seaboard. Locate some specific geographic features such as
capes, bays, estuaries, or peninsulas. Use your world atlas to help Write the names of some of
the featui es you have located.

On your infrared image, you should be able to easily see the warmer waters of the Gulf stream.
On your worksheet map, color the waters of the Atlantic ocean light blue. Use a dark blue
pencil to draw in the location of the Gulf stream, based on what you see in the infrared image.

If you have a direct readout ground station, hat/3 your teacher show you how to
determine the temperatures of the water in the Gulf stream and the water surrounding it. Place these temperatures in several locations on your map.
4.

Now loc,ite the image pair which shows the mid-Atlantic region. The clouds on the visible
image should ,ippear mostly white, while the clouds in the infrared image are various shades
of gray and white, depending upon their temperature. On the infrared image, the whites
clouds are the highest in altitude (coldest) and the darkest gray clouds are the warmest
because they ,ire losest to the ground Mid-level clouds will appear as a variation between
gray ,ind white, if tirey are visible at all. The whitest clouds are the highest in altitude (coldest)

Use your map of the mid Atlaritic region <111(i three cok)red pencils to color in at least two different
regions One regior i silOt /kJ shOW the loc,.ition of low altitude clouds

COMPARING VISIBLE AND
INFRARED IMAGERY
tudent Activity Worksheet
name

How does the appearance of the low-altitude clouds differ on each of the mid-Atlantic regions?

5.

Which of the two images readily shows shadows? Locate some shadows on the image. Sketch
the clouds and their shadows on your map. What time of day do you think this image was

recordedmorning or evening? (circle one)
lint: Which way do shadows point in the morontlg?
Place the final pair of images in front of you, This should be a pair of images taken of the
Great Lakes region during the summer months. On your map of the Great Lakes region,
label the Great Lakes, using your atlas if necessary. On the infrared images, why does Lake
Michigan appear as a different shade of gray than Lake Superior?

The image you are using was captured on a hot summer day On the infrared image, dark
areas indicate regions of higher temperature. Locate the city of Chicago, Illinois on your
infrared image. Why would Chicago appear warmer than its surroundings?

How does the Chiccido, lHinois nr e,..1 look different in the visible than in the infrared image?

Use your world atlas rind as many different cities is you r an Mark those cities names and
you find more than six?
locations on your Great I ake,, rmimn plop

COMPARING VISIBLE AND
INFRARED APT IMAGERY
lease complete each of the tasks individually.
1.

Write the word visible under the visible image. Write the word infrared under
the infrared image.

2.

Locate a specific geographical location. This should be very general, such as
Southern Asia or Northwestern North America. Write the name of the area at the
top of both images. You may use the atlas to help you.

3.

Locate a region of very high clouds (low temperature) on your pair. Place

few

snowflake symbols ( A ) on this region.
4.

Locate a region of very low clouds (higher temperature). Mark on of these with an X.

Do either (a) or (b), depending on which features are available on your rm,ige
a.

Identify a region of warm water (such as an ocean current) and m ii

th)?

region with the words warm H20.
b.

Identify a specific city on your infrared photo. Mark the nam.' of the uty directly
on the photo.

COMPARING VISIBLE AND
INFRARED APT IMAGERY
lease complete each of the tasks individually.
I.

Write the word visible under the visible image. Write the word infrared
the infrared image.

2.

Locate a specific geographical location. This should be very general. sur h
Southern Asia or Northwestern North America. Write the name of the rre
top of both images. You may use the atlas to help you.

3.
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figure 84i.

GOES infrared image, March 9, 1994
image courtesy of D. Peters, Linganore High School, Frederick, Marylond

low clouds (see IR image)
but appear to be high on this visible image

mid- to upper level clouds

figure 84a. GOES visible image, March 9, 1994
image courtesy of D. Peters, Linganore High School, Frederick, Maryland
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RIGHT DOWN THE LINE:
COLD FRONTS
Authors:
Gayle Farrar, Southern Middle School, Oakland, Maryland
Eileen Killoran, Glenelg Country Day School, Glenelg, Maryland
Stacey Mounts, Ballenger Creek Middle School, Frederick, Maryland

Grade Level: 8
Objectives:

Students will discover that a cold front is a boundary between air masses of different
temperatures by:
U.S. map,
1. Using a table of cities with temperatures and correctly labeling a blank
2. Differentiating between the coolest and warmest cities, and
3. Utilizing the satellite image and the map to draw in the location of the cold front

Relevant Disciplines:
Earth and space science, geography

Time Requirement:
One class period

Prerequisite Skills:
Students should have:

I. A working knowledge of air masses, and
2. A brief introduction to frontal systems.

Materials:
Classroom map of North America with states and cities
Satellite image of the United States, taken at the time (or same day) as an
approaching severe storm
3. Blank U.S. outline map
4. Weather page fron USA Today or other newspaper
S. Student activity shtfet
1

.

2.

A

ctivities
Warm-up:
.

2.
3.

Think of a time a strong storm occurred What can you remember about it? Write
Jown key words.
Now, pair with another student and share your "storm memories."
Note similarities to share with the class.

Give students an overview of the task. Then:
Distribute blank U.S. maps
Tell students to find the temperature for each city listed on the activity sheet.
Temperatures can be found on the USA Today (or other newspaper) weather page.
On your map, indicate the location of each city with its temperature. (Note: Be sure
you have cities on each side of the front and that temperature differences are easily
distinguished)
Circle the six coolest in blue, the 6 warmest in red
Have the students work through the student activity sheet.

Note: The lesson warm-up for the following day could include a viewing of AM
Weather from public television or other weather forecast. Be suie to videotape it tile
day of and after the storm

RIGHT DOWN THE LINE: COLD FRONT
name

period

tudent Activity Sheet

date

Step 1:
On your bkink map, locate the positions of the cities listed below, usu (it) atl,c,
needed. At the point on the map where each city is located, \.vrite tire temper, it
degrees Fahrenheit. Obtain the data from the newsp,iper

Cities:
Cincinnati, OH
Columbus, OH
Buffalo, NY
Richmond, VA

Albany NY
Baltimore, MD
Cleveland, OH

NoilniL VA

Pittsburgh, PA

Willminciturr. 1)1

L in

Philddel.ihid, I);\
WdshingtHn,

Step 2:
a.

b.

Circle the six coolest temperatures with d blue crdyon
Circle the six war,---st temperatures with i red (.r.tycir

(

pc, (

Step 3:
Look at your satellite imdcie of the United State

a

uestions
What do you notice dbout the locdtions of the couler,t

iiil ,\,,iimer,t It mii.(.!,t',urc,,)

Why (10 you think the ternpurdtures dire (.1),ii,ited the o..d\,. they

Now observe the satellite image of the eastern Uniti'd c,tdter,
is the temperatures.
A

Temperatures h,ive been given for If re ydrious
dre there dny dtrrimph(rtic b itt irns vt )r
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figure 86. GOES, April 30, 1994
image courtesy of M. Rarnamurthy, University of Illinois,
Urbana/Champaign
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figure 86a. GOES, April 30, 1994
image courtesy of M. Ramamurthy, University of Illinois,
Urbana/Champaign
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To SKI OR NOT TO SKI
Authors:
Gayle Farrar, Southern Middle School, Oakland, Maryland
Eileen Killoran, Glenelg Country Day School, Glenelg, Maryland
Stacey Mounts, Ballenger Creek Middle School, Frederick, Maryland

Grade Level: 8
Objectives:

Students will apply the interpretation of satellite imagery to a "real life" situation by:
Interpreting a satellite image, and identifying features (land, water, snow) on
1.
the image;
Compiling data for five potential winter ski resorts on a chart; and
2
3. Selecting the best ski resort site and suppornng the choice with written statements

Relevant Disciplines:
Earth and space science, geography, economics, language arts

Time Requirement:
One class period

Image Format:
Polar-orbiter image

Prerequisite Skills:

Basic knowledge of how to identify features such as ice, snow, water, and mountains
on a visible satellite image.

Vocabulary:
albedo

Materials:
1.

2.
3.

Globe and a variety of maps of North America
Satellite image of the Great Lakes region (winter image, with snow cover,ind
minimal clouds)
Student activity sheet

A

ctIvItles
Warm-up:
Think about what things must be present for a winter ski resort to be successful
(list individually).
2. Pair with another student.
3. Share ideas together with the class.
1.

Give students an overview of the task:
Group cooperative learning
1.

2.
3.

You will be given a satellite image of an area of the U.S.
First, identify the region using maps and globes.
Identify specific features by name (numbers).

Individual effort
4.
5.

Examine the potential ski resort sites (letters) and complete the data table.
Select the best winter ski resort site and support your answer. (Note: responses may
vary with student abilities)

Extensions:
I

.

2.
3.

What other features can you identify?
Can you name them specifically?
Give the latitude and longitude of each potential ski resort site.

Divide students into cooperative learning groups

To SKI OR NOT TO SKI
name
period

tudent Activity Sheet

date

.

_

Questions:
i

.

2.

region of the United States.

This satellite image shows the

Identify the numbered features by name.
#1

#2

#3
#4

#5

Data Table:

Winter
Ski Site

POSSIBLE TERRAIN

COLORS
white

black

gray

mts.

water

A

n 4 t.)

t./

ice

snow

low
land

NOTES

To SKI OR NOT TO SKI
tudent Activity Sheet

name

Conclusion:
I.

If you were financing the construction of a winter ski resort, which location would
you support?

2.

In your own words, explain why you would support one ski resort over all the
others. Remember, your data table is full of information for you to use...be specific!

INFRARED AND VISIBLE
SATELLITE IMAGES
Authors:

Bob Mishev, Du Val High School, Lanham, Maryland
Wayne Rinehart, North Hagerstown High School, Hagerstown, Maryland
Lonita Robinson, Suit land High School, District Heights, Maryland
Nancy Wilkerson, Prince George's County Public Schools, Maryland

Grade level: 9
Objectives:
Students will be able to:
the electromagnetic spectrum,
1. Distinguish between visible and infrared energy on
and
2. Compare and contrast visible and infrared satellite images.

Relevant Disciplines:
Earth and space science

Time Requirement:
One-two class periods

Image Format:

Geostationary and/or polar-orbiting, visible and infrared

Prerequisite Skills:
Map reading, graphing skills

Vocabulary:

crest, electromagnetic spectrum, infrared radiation, trough, visible radiation, wavelength

Materials:
1.

2
3.
4
5

A

Map of United States
Graph paper
Textbook
Chart of electromagnetic spectrum
Visible and infrared satellite imagery

ctivities

3

Plot values on Activity 1 to show waves of varying lengths. Identify parts of a wave
using vocabulary: crest, trough and wavelength.
Use textbook and chart to gather information on ele( tromagnetic spectrum
Answer questions on Activity 2.
I ise infrared and visible satellite imagery to complete Activity
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THE ELECTROMAGNETIC SPECTRUM
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figure 87.
For hundreds of years, scientists believed that light energy was made up of tiny particles
which they called "corpuscles." In the 1600's, researchers observed that light energy also
had many characteristics of waves. Modern scientists know that ail energy is both particles

which they call photonsand waves.
Photons are electromagnetic waves. These waves oscillate at different frequencies, but
all travel at the speed of light. The electromagnetic spectrum is the range of wave frequencies from low frequencies (below visible light) to high frequencies (above visible light).
The radio wave category includes radio and television waves, and cordless and mobile
telephone waves. These low-energy waves bounce off many materials including the ionosphere, a characteristic that enables radar applications. Radio waves are received and retransmitted by satellites for long-distance communication.
Microwaves pass through some materials but are absorbed by others. In a microwave
oven, the energy passes through the glass and is absorbed by the moisture in the food The
food cooks, but the glass container is not affected.
Infrared or heat waves are more readily absorbed by some materials than by others. Dark
materials absorb infrared waves while light materials reflect them.

Visible light waves are the very smallest part of the spectrum and the only frequencies to
which the human eye is sensitive. Colors are different frequencies within this category.
The atmosphere protects Earth from dangerous ultraviolet rays from the Sun. Ultraviolet
and extreme ultraviolet radiation are absorbed in Earth's atmosphere, although some longer
ultraviolet wavelengths (UVB) penetrate to the ground. UVB can cause sunburn and is
linked to most cases of skin cancer.

X-rays can penetrate muscle and tissue, making medical and dental Xfay photographs possible

Gamma-ray waves, the highest frequency waves, rife more powerful than X-rays and are
used to kill cancerous cells.

Humans' limited senses are extended by technology. Technology that utilizes the full electro
magnetic spectrum enable the most comprehensive investigation of Earth
.
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INFRARED AND VISIBLE
SATELLITE IMAGES

A

ctivity 2
Light and other kinds of radiation consists of photons that travel in w,ives.

The Spectrum and You
Different !ridiation wavelengths are part of your everyday life Wmte the nonic: of alt.'
`1.',ivekncjth ri the hLink the way that it affects your life
MUSIC

HU(

infrited

visiNe

A

ctivity 3
Visible Radiation

Seen because of light reflected from objects such as land, clouds, etc.

[ight areas indicatf very reflective surfaces or colors: dark areas may be
indicate an area Q refraction or the absorption of light.

shadows, or

Infrared Radiation

Seen because of the temperature or heat energy contained in an object.

ight IRIS indicate objects with lower temperatures while dark areas Indic ite \A/armor
or ii101e liltense hecit radiation.
Acivontages/Disadvantages cf visible vs infrared images

Infrared Images

Visible Images

Day or night use
Students unfamiliar

Daylight use Only
Students familiar

3. Divide
ticc ii ifrared and visible satellite imagery of same area to complete Activity

cri( 0 in laqc into tour quadrants.

Infrared Image 2

Visible Image
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uestions
\A/n, a listinquishing features can be identified?
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INFRARED AND VISIBLE
SATELLITE 1MAGES-PART 2
Authors:
Bob Mishev, Du Val High School, Lanham, Maryland
Wayne Rinehart, North Hagerstown High School, Hagerstown, Maryland
Lonita Robinson, Suit land High School, District Heights, Maryland
Nancy Wilkerson, Prince George's County Schools, Maryland

Grade level: 9-12
Objectives:
Using weather satellite images, students will:
1. Identify areas of cooler or warmer surfaces
on land and water;
2. Use currents to show some magnitude and direction of weather vectors
(movements); and
3. Use water currents and cloud formations to identify some temperature differences.

Relevant Disciplines:
Earth and space science

Time Requirement:
1 -2 class periods

Image Format:
Geostationary and/or polar-orbiting, visible and infrared

Materials:
Direct readout station or computer equipped to display imagery
Picture displays or a television that can interface with and display a computer screen

1

2

Procedure:
Display model images on the screen or bulletin board with identifiable features of:
land masses, water bodies, clouds and/or currents.
2. Use a data display (liquid crystal displayLCD)
or other display method to enable
all students to see imagery.
Entire class interacts with imagery displayed.
I

A

.

ctivities
Hands-on student identification of:
Land masses e.g., Florida, Baja
Water bodies e.g., Great Lakes, Chesapeake
Cloud formations (small storms, thunderstorms, cyclones, hurricanes)
Currents (air or water, jet streams)
Note. Some events, such as hurricanes, are seasonal. Timing is c rat( al \Mien using
time imagery Developing an archive of files will )..)rovide flexibility

Extensions:
Practice, war tice, practiw
2 Follow a storm, make predir
I

figure 88
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figure 89v. GOES visible image, March 9, 1994
image courtesy of D. Peters, Linganore High School, Frederick, Marylrind
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figure 89i GOES infrared image, March 9, 1994
image courtesy of D. Peters, 1..inqInor(
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UNDERSTANDING A THUNDERSTORMDEVELOPMENT THROUGH EXPIRATION
Authors:
John Entwistle, Damascus High School, Damascus Maryland
Carolyn Ossont, Du Val High School, Lanham, Maryland
Hans Steffen, Du Val High School, Lanham, Maryland
John Webber, Aberdeen High School, Aberdeen, Maryland

Grade Level: 9
Objectives:
Students will be able to:
1.
Identify the features, patterns, and stages of a thunderstorm; and
2. Explain how the thundercloud evolves.

Relevant Disciplines:
Earth science, meteorology, computer science

Time Requirement:
Two to three periods

Image Format:
APT, visible and infrared

Prerequisite Skills:
1.
Knowledge of how clouds form
2.

Ability to analyze satellite images

Materials:
APT images (visible and infrared pairs preferable, one per group) with a particular
cloud type circled for identification
2
Thunderstorm reference sheet
3. Data sheet
4 Cloud tact cards, cut apart (pages 246-248)
5. Teacher-provided reference materials about clouds and satellite imagery
6. Thunderstorm Reference Sheet (page 245) for each cooperative learning group
1.

Preparation:
The teacher should spend at least one period preparing the class for this activity.
During this preparation time, discuss with the class why and how clouds form. Once
students understand the dynamics of cloud formation, go into specific detail concerning the evolution of a thunderstormfrom cumulus cloud through dissipation stage.
Note that this activity describes standard thunderstorms. The development of multiand super-cell thinderstorms won't match what is described here

Reference:
Ahrens. Donald C Meteorology loday An Introduction to Weather, Climate, and the
Environment.

;

A

ctivities
1

Divide students into cooperative learning groups (each group has five roles to fill).

.

2.

Pass out one Data Sheet to each group.

3.

Each group divides up the tasks hsted at the bottom of the data sheet (chairperson,
recorder, traveler, reporter, researcher).
Teacher randomly gives one satellite image to each group as well as a
Thunderstorm Reference Sheet.

After analysis of the satellite image, the group decides which five cloud facts they
should receive from the teacher. Making multiple sets of the cards will ensure that
each group decides which cards they want, rather than choosing by default. The
card types describe: appearance, temperature, source card, associated weather,
and vertical development.

5.

After reviewing their five cloud fact cards, the group must decide which, if any, of
the fact cards pertain to the cloud indicated on their satellite image. Do research
from provided materials, allow ten minutes for research.

7. When it is determined which cards are needed or not needed, students may
to obtain the cards
choose to trade cards with other groups through the traveler
they need.
The traveler may approach other groups which have determined the cards they
need and make trades for cards to complete the data sheet.
When all fact cards are collected, the recorder should complete the data sheet and
arrange the fact cards in the order on the data sheet.
10 The reporter for each group, in turn, names the group's cloud and reads each
cloud fact card (start with cumulus and go through each stage, ending with dissipating cumulonimbus).
1

1

Data sheets and fact C ii ds are tor ned ink) the teacher for grading.

Extensions:
On the day following this activity, disc uss in detail with the class the formation of light
ning, tornadoes, hail, and the chimage they infii t
Investigate nhiiiti nil Hrid/or super

ell thiJnderstorms

DATA SHEET
Group Number
Cloud type indicated on your satellite image
Cloud Facts: MUST pertain to your cloud

Source

Temperature

Appearance

Vertical Development

Associated Weather

Satellite Image, describe what you see.

Names
Chairperson: Controls discussion, directs reseat, h

Recorder: Completes data sheet compiled by group

Traveler: Moves efficiently through other group', to
trade for needed cloud facts.

Reporter: Reports result', of groups con( luwns

Researcher: Optional depending on i/c'

(poi

THUNDERSTORM
REFERENCE SHEET

L

)

Aloh>

\

.14
"111-71

;

1
figure 90

Appearance Card

Temperature
-50° C top

Towering Cumulus

0° C base
Resembles head of cauliflower

Appearance Card
Cumulus
Puffy, floating cotton

Temperature
-10° C top
24° C base

Appearance Card
Temperature
Mature Cumulonimbus
(thunderhead)
Top
Mid

ice crystal
ice crystal/water droplets

-15° C top
20° C base

Low water droplets

Appearance Card

Temperature

Dissipating Cumulonimbus

-60° C top

Cirrus anvil cloud remains

24° C base

Source Card

Associated Weather

Evaporation continued due to
increase in temperature

Occasional showers

Associated Weather

Source Card

Light showers

Evaporation from lakes, oceans,
or other bodies of water

Increased clearing

Cooler temperature

Associated Weather

Source Card
Evaporation causes air to become more
moist. Rising air is now able to condense
at higher levels and the cloud grows taller.
The freezing cloud particles become too
heavy to be supported by rising warm air
and it rains. Lightning develops when the
cloud becomes unstable and experiences
turbulance.

Moderate thermals
Fair

Associated Weather

Source Card
Downdrafts occur throughout the cloud.
Deprived of its rich supply of warmed
humid air, cloud droplets no longer form.
Light showers below and upper level
winds dissipate the cloud.

Possibility of hail, rain,
lightning, thunder--some or
all of each.

Strong winds
I

Vertical Development

Vertical Development

top 12 km

top 1.5 km

base 1 km

base 1.0 km

Vertical Development

Vertical Development

top 11 km

top 6.0 km

base 5 km

base 1.5 km

figure 91v. NOM 10, March 28, 1994

visible image courtesy of G Chester. Smithsonian Institution,
Albert Einstein ri,inetdrium

figure 911. NOM 10, March 28, 1994
infrared imdge cOurtesy of G Chcver, Ynttlymon
Albert Einstein Planetoriurn

cumulus congestus and smaller cumulus

mature thunderstorms

F.
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fk pre 910 NOM 10, March 28, 1994
mil* image courtesy of G Chester, Smithsonlan Institution,
Alhert Finstein Planetarium
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figure 92v NOM 10, March 29, 1994
imaq :. courtesy of G Chester Smithsonian Institution,
Alhert Finstein Planetarium
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figure 92i. NOM 10, March 29, 1994
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infrared image courtesy of G. Chester, Smithsonian Institution,
Albert Einstein Planetarium

dissipating thunderstorms
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figure 92,1 NOAA 10, March 29, 1994
visible image courtesy of G Chester, Smithsonian lnstituti(m,
Albert Einstein Planetarium
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ANIMATION CREATION
Authors:
John Entwistle, Damascus High School, Damascus, Maryland
Carolyn Ossont, Du Val High Schoot, Lanham, Maryland
Hans Steffen, Du Val High School, Lanham, Maryland
John Webber, Aberdeen High School, Aberdeen, Maryland

Grade Level: 7-12
Objective:
To create a computer animation of a sequential series of WEFAX images which will
assist in identification of fronts, clouds, hurricanes, and storm movement

Materials:
1.

.3

IBM/compatible computer system
Romeo file (see page 256)
A collection of visible or infrared WEFM satellite images on computer disk in GIF
format. The images should have been obtained at consistent time intervals

Background:
Two programs are needed to create the animation. ANIMATE creates the animation,
and PLAY displays the animation file created by ANIMATE.
2. The programs must be run frorn a hard disk drive.
3. The animation is smoother if run on a computer with a fast microprocessor
4. Only .GIF format image files can be animated using these programs
I.

Procedure:
Make a new directory on your hard drive using the following command
I

LIVIIID

2

IDErb; m Lg (6i

ENT

Change to the new directory using the following command

Artil

TE-1, o

r ENTER

hrr,
Copy the file named "ROMF.O.ZIP- from the directory/drive where ROMEO
either been downloaded, or the drive on which ROMEO.ZIP IS loc.ated, using the
following command.

rt-r-C.Tri5TYF. 1,7FkiroiriskrtiroirT21:0577TraTFIRT-CTMitH
L.

4

ENTER

L

Unzip ROME 0./IP using the following command (this commarid assumes tr,it you
PIC INZIF on your hard drive and in your path. If you don't have PKIJN/If'
h
Y.voload it fri.)m a bulletin board system IBBSI such as those listed on the foil(
The newest version of PKUNZIP and associated files is callecI -PK7204() I.Xf

p,tqc

P K !UJN! Z!!

!!IP'

R1104:41[EIA1!..1Z,! 1701

!

ENTER

Net(' Yril iii 151 have eit lst 2 ri MR of free hard drive mace In order to iinzip ,q1(1 f in
(I)! , pr()(r,Irn AdiJItU n,il Hifi griLition (g) the PATH statement in your At II( .)! XV( HAT tO
A ',rim& PATII vaternrnt Pu k lih rhr,
1)() ,noni
t/,tv lx nind y!
f Arl I = ( \( \n(
ARCFILI

Procedure (con't):
5.

Collect.your sequential WEFM image files.

6.

Place the image files in the ROMEO subdirectory Be sure the image files are listed
in the subdirectory in chronological order. The closer together the chronological
files are obtained, the smoother the animation. Images collected every hour work
best, although images collected every two, four, or six hours also give good results
Animation works well with 10 or more image files

To animate the files, be sure you are in the subdirectory containing the file DTA
To create the animation file, type
A

!* LI

7ENTER-

s LbiairsiAi

5 [--Q /

where the path is the path to the imacie files. This wdl create the file ANIM F I, thy
more images in the animation, the longer this process will t,:ike
I

9.

To show the animation, type
I_ TA-1571j [711-Nilril rivT7.11F171:7

F.-EN-TER 7

10. The file, ANIM.FLI should be renamed since eacb subsequent oniniaton
created by DTA will be called ANIM.FLI
1

1. Additional, in-depth information about tfie prodrarns DTA ,ind PlAY
their DOC or .TXT files

References:
Mason, David K., DTA (Dave.s.FGA Animation Prcgr,irn) 1 8!
Mason, David K., Ariimate, 1992.
r The Romeo file may be obtained from:
NASA Spacehnk via modern at II(.!`)1 8) 1)0(),,8
Intt'rnet dt spdcelink rnsfc fl IS, I Ijny

),,f

E3(gderlech BulIetr [3()0,C1 ,4 10, 2 0 4;4/
noUds Remote Imoolncl (Aro,,{) 1 )1.1(.11
Th(qc
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WHEREFORE ART THOU, ROMEO?
Authors:
John Entwistle, Damascus High School, Damascus, Maryland
Carolyn Ossont, Du Val High School, Lanham, Maryland
Hans Steffan, Du Val High School, Lanham, Maryland
John Webber, Aberdeen High School, Aberdeen, Maryland

Grade Level: 7-12
Objectives:
0(,
Students wW be ,ible to follow the path of i Pac.
Identify (I hurricane by its properties, as shown in

, I)))

Lti.), I
)1

I

in r1i

11

at Iv itt

GOES Images,

Determine ,,(ucti size, velocity, and dire( lion of movement
Pred« (he pith that (1 hurficane will take

2
3

lime Requirement:
to 4 class periods

Image Format:
Geostationary intrareci images

Background:

3

Recid U S Gcostdbortroy Frivircvmentai sit Out s sill 13,i( Ncit,.;iti,1 I hit r,(
(olk.q t a series of infrared GOES satellite Images on «.)mt)()tet '1:Ja«turred it (urie hour intervals)
f )ownk),«1 the files described in the prevrous less( rn AllIcr,1t11
icie(1 are rwo <inimation files <Ind 9 frldtvict;;,il ftlIC tqc', 71it H PC )\11(
111(
;r
lb, On ()t
(...)nt,urr, 10 images, each taken from GOES West. wvering
ungirlril
10
the hurricane The file ROMEO.ALL contains tt
.)f
tional number or frames that extend the (inimation ) over ,r (I

Materials:
Ct )iiputc)r
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U.S. GEOSTATIONARY
ENVIRONMENTAL SATELLITES
ackground
Geostationary or geosynchronous sate: es orbit the Earth at a
speed and altitude (approximately 22,240 miles) that allow
them to continuously hover over one area of the Earth's
surface and provide constant coverage of that area. The
U S. Geostationary Operational Environmental Satellites
(GOES) view almost a third of Earth's surface and provide
continuous western hemisphere coverage.
GOES provides low-resolution direct readout service called
Weather Facsimile (WEFAX). WEFAX transmissions include
visual reprodLictions of weather forecast maps, temperature
figure 93.
summaries, cloud analyses, etc. via radio waves. WEFAX
images have a resolution of eight Kilometers, meaning eac
pixel re[gesents an area eight kilometers on a side. Infrared images have resolution
of 4 kilometers. WEFAX is formatted in a 240 lines-per-minute transmission rote.
OES

Provides c ontinuous day and night weather observations
Monitors weather event, such as hurricanes and other severe s5orms
Relays environmental data from surface collection points to <1 proc esso id «inter
Performs facsimile transmission of processed weather data to users (WFFAX)
i''rovides low-cost satellite image services; the low resolution version is called
wea'her facsimile (WEFAX)
Monitors the Earth's magnetic field, the energeti c. particle flux in Ole vicinity of the
satellite, and x-ray emissions from the sun

GOES I-m Primary Sensor Systems:
Imager is five channel (one visible, four infrared) imaging r,idiorneter th,it senses
t,idiant energy and reflected solar energy from the Earth's surto( e .ind the atmosiTheie
The imager also provides a s.:tr-sensing capability, used for image n:ivirt,ition and rekw,
tn

itmi ii pur pose.,

Sounder is a I 9.channel discrete-filter radiometer that se ises spec ific r. dint encidy
for verti il rtmimitsph''ric temperature and moisture profiles. siirft
tiil uiui (Lip ((Ili
ann o/orTh distribution.

Communications S....jsystem includes wcsither ft yirO

FAX1

tile sear( h and rev ire (SAR) transponder

Space Environment Monitor ISLMi (..onsists of a mittnetumt 'tt'f, x
1(0( 6/ pr tori and alph,) detec tor, and an energetic parti(
seriss,r.

ty
II lisc.,1 1,

if

in

survf ,ying of the near Earth space environment The re, ir tithe data is or, )\,..1(1(,1
Lnvironment Services Center --whK h rec elves, inonitor, rind inert lets (i(
kir
ff",trI,11 stilt and forecasts special events su( his
1,1r fl,ires or 1(')!1!,1(
Ji/ri

HURRICANES
ackground
Hurricanes are severe tropical cyclones with pronounced rotary circulation whose winds
consistently exceed 74 mph or 64 knots (1 knot = 1.15 miles/hour). One beneficial quality of hurricanes is serving as a source of rain to land in their path, although the rain is
often delivered in devastating quantities. A mature hurricane orchestrates more than i
million cubic miles of atmosphere, typically has an 8 to 12 day cycle, and averages about
300 miles in diameter. Winds may exceed 150 knots, and generate waves of 50 feet or
more over deep ocean.
Hurricane winds are produced, as all winds <ire, by differences in atmospheric pressure.
The hurricane's energy is derived from the latent heat of condensation. The maximum
strength that a stc-rm can achieve is determined by the temperature difference between
the sea surface and the top of the storm. Water below 80 degrees Fahrenheit does not
contribute much energy to d hurricane so all st, )rms are doomed once they leave warm
tropical waters. However; the remnants of some large hurricanes may travel for days over
cold ocein before dissipating.
Hurricanes form over tropical waters where the winds are light, the humidity is high, and
the surface water temperature is warm (typically 79 degrees F or greater) over a vast area.
All hurricanes develop an eye Within the eye, an average of 20 to 50 kilometers in diameter, clouds are broken and winds are light with very low surface air pressure. Hurricane
strength is generally unrelated to overall size, however very strong hurricanes usually have
small eyes (less than 10 miles or 16 kilometers in diameter), which has the effect of concentrating the hurricanes energy. Hurricane Gilbert's (1988) eye displayed the lowest sea-level
pressure ever recorded in the Western Hemisphere with 26.22 inches (888 millibarc; of
mercuty---compared to the standard 29 inches of mercury in North America, and 30 inches in the tropics. Surrounding the eye is the eye wall, a ring of intenre thunderstorms that
whirl around the storm's c enter and extend upward to almost 15 km above sea level.

Mt lough the high winds of hurricane, inflict a lot of damage, it is the waves and flooding
asso( i,ited with the storm surge that cause the most destruction. High winds generate
waves ovr 10 meters (3:3 feet high), and an average hurricane brings six to twelve inches
of rain to the area it (Tosses. Storm surge claims nine of ten victims in a hurricane.
While a hurt 1( Inn lives, the rele<ise of energy within its circulation is immense. The condensation heat energy released by a hur r !cane in one day, converted to electricity, could supply
the United St,ite,' electric,i1 r weds for ,ibout six months Hurricane season in the Northern
Hemisphere norrn,,illy lasts from) Rine thrc.R. kin NoverTrbcT more hurricanes occur in the
AtIdnti(
R m fit th,

storm surge The «)mbine(i tflet I uf high ,^v.,iter ,ind high winds thtit produce rise in
low lying
ocean level Plot drenc

storm tide
storm surge

I fit «
iq high tide ,lnd
MAri

it -1-41

17' storm tid...1

15 surge .02' normal high tide
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TEACHER NOTES FOR

ACTIVITIES 1 & 2

A

a

ctivity
J.

Run the computer animation by ty'p:ng PAYfl

2.

Slow the animation by typing

3.

Observe the animation, identify the hurnccirie

4.

Answer the observation questions

lMEE oi

ENTER

9.

uestions
la. Which direction the nurri( one mo,,:ri(J'('
do you kno',:y%
lb. Which direction are the ciuuds in the nur!icane moving?
lc Using a copy of Coucl Pattern 5.. ;)es used In Intensity Ana/pis chart, locate the
shape of the hL;rrK.,.1he and ('-ie;Thf\,r the ',trehgth of the hurricane
_

ctivity 2
1.

Before beginning :he activity tr tedcher
set-up the computer system (in display trie p;cture
-SCALE from the Romeo disk Y typing

!PH L'rk-7

ENTER

E

,

2

Tape a piece of acetate t(.. the compL,ter

3

Students need to cop'y the dtarre

;

tfle

screen onto the ,icetate
4

Vew the inct!,.';duai nurr

PLAY

R0ME0
(:)f hu",(..lhe

5

Mark

o

Trace :he (..,.!,",tiv.t.

r-pt

.

ENTER

1

,

r;

ecord the Following Information on Your Data Sheet

.

1.1,inci the Y

.'",.,!("1
:f !)1L

DetL.rrrliht,

ld f)etermir)r, the

J.

:.#0
,4r.lt

f)0

,

;

WHEREFORE ART THOU, ROMEO?
STUDENT ACTIVITIES

A

ctivity 1
I. Run the computer animation by typing:
Lzn.tzl..1_1L=.1

[PI

r ENTER 1

Slow the animation by typing: 191

2.

Observe the animation, identify the hurricane
Answer the observation questions

4

a
A

uestions
la Which direction is the hurricane moving? How do you know /
b Which direction are the clouds in the hurricane moving?
loc,ite the
lc. Using a copy of Cloud Pattern Types used in Intensity Analysis ( h rrt,
strength
of
the
hurricane.
shape of the hurricane and identify the

ctivity 2
ture

Before beginning the activity, set-up the computer system ,ind display tH
'SCALE" from the Romeo disk by typing
-I

rkiC-114.E...-Til

ENTER

Tape a piece of acetate to the computer monitor

2
3.

Students need to copy the distance scale from the sc men oily) the ,i«t,ite

4

View the individual hurricane sequence by typing
LP.1[...(MA.1Y

FfilEolMK[Oriii

rNITER

%/1<irk the center of hurricane Romeo
6

Trace the coaqIine onto the acetate

/

Repeat i),o«.,dures 4

9

Rt.tmlli )ve the acetate trom the computer silt 'tn

5 for frames Ron nO 2,

ROM(

)

ht1('( I PIC' pc)inh matking the (t'ntor )f thy h uric

ecord the Following Information on Your Data Sheet

I?

7ci (Icing the sc<mle, determine the distance between ecicli p
lb 1).'terraine the total (Iistance hurricane Romeo trovvled

l(

I )etr 11111r itt the Sf reed the center of the hum( .,rne nit ivt tr

2J Determine Ihe average speed the hum( one mr Wed

cm

t

t

)

,t

STUDENT ACTWITIFS (CONTINUED)

A

ctivity 3
1.

Return to the computer and tape the acetate onto the computer screen, aligning
the center of the hurricane images with the dots on the acetate.
Load ROMEO. 1

Draw a line (radius) from the center of the hurricane to the southern edge of the
spiral bands.

Repeat procedures 2 & 3 for each frame.

Remove the acetate from the computer screen.
Determine the diameter of hurricane Romeo for each image Record this information on your data sheet.

a

uestions for Activities 2 & 3
3a. Describe the circulation pattern of the clouds around hurricane Romeo.
3b. Como3re the distances traveled between each of the images. Is there a pattern?
Explain your answer.
3c. Compare the diameters of the hurricane images. Is there a pattern?
Explain your answer
3d. Based on your drawing and ie data collected, predict a possible location for
Romeo in the next 3, 6, 9, 12, 24 hours. Check to see if your hurricane movement
prediction was correct by typing:
L IAILFJ

(1:11g1A1 l

ri A

II-1

ENTEFT

3e. Predict what will happen to the shape of Romeo over the next 3, 6, 9, 12, 24 hours.
3f. Based on your drawing, what might be one reason that a hurricane would lose
strength?
3g. If you were a meteorologist in Hawaii, would you iss,ie a hurricane warning?
Explain your answer

Extensionc:
I

Collect GOES wn, iges and animate (I sequence.

Using ROMEO ALL, compare the movement of hurrk one 1t deo to the clouds in
tio. r or th-centrai and the central parts of the U S

References:
Ahrens, Donald (v. Merr.,owlogy Today An Ir7trothic lion
to Wr.',Ithet Climote, and the
Environmer7t

'A.M. Weather fur Teachers
Dvorak, Vernon 'Tropical Cyclone Intensity Analysis Using Satellite Data
Mason, David K "DT:\ Dave'ciTGA Animation Program I 8f I 992
Mason, David K "Animate I 992
Williams, Jock The Weather Book

HURRICANE ROMEO
ACTIVITIES DATA SHEET

Distance Between
Hurncone Image
( enters rcnii

Irri<ige

Ronlk .c)

qllec

Pt mit:,

(.)

Pi.vic

/

'r

lt

ttl

)11,1?

I(

Actual Distance
Between Hurr
Centers

Hurric,ine lrnqe
Diameter rr. rt)I

Ac It Jr-II Hurricane
DI,q11( 'ter

0 rill

T 1.5 ± .5
T 2.5

Minimal

T 3.5

Strong

Tropical Storm

.

,

.

,CF4

BF 1.2

BF 1 2

1CF5

CF4

BF1

BF 1 /2

BF1-1 2
.

T

1CF6.

CF5

1 /2

4,

.

81

BF I

BF 1

BF2

T6.5 -T

15.5

T 4.5

CF4

Super

Strong

Minimal

.

Hurricane Pattern Types

for tropical number representing vv,nd speed. The rate is defined as T-number per day
CDO Central Dense Overcast cloud mass over curved features or over eye.
CF
Central Feature such as CDO or eye.
Banding feature The amount of banding that coils around the CDO. Banding features can be very important in
BF
visible imagery analysis, adding as much as 2.5 T.numbers to the intensity estimate

Shear Pattern Type

Visible Images Only

Central Dense Overcast (CDO)
Pattern Type

Enhanced Infrared Image (EIR)

Curved Band

Primary Patte.oypes

Curved Band

Developmental Pattern Type

PreStorm

A COLD FRONT PASSES
Authors:

Sarah Clemmitt, Montgomery Blair High School, Silver Spring, Maryland
Onyema Isigwe, Dunbar High School, Washington, DC

Grade Level: 9-12
Can be adapted for other grade and ability levels.

Objectives:

At the conclusion of this project, the students will be able ta
Identify satellite-viewed features associated with a cold front,
I
Identify surface data trends associated with the passing of a «ild front,
2
Track the movement of a cold front, and
Predic t the arrival of the cold front.

Rationale:

To enable students, in groups of four, to apply the information they have learned
,ibout cold fronts to analyze satellite images and synoptic dant ttrey have collected

Relevant Disciplines:

Farth and space science, computer science, mathematics, Enctlish

Time Requirement:
One-and-a-half to two weeks

Image Format:
APT or GOES, visible and/or infrared

Prerequisite Skills:
This lesson is not intended as an introductory activity
Th:_ students should be familiar with manipulating and enhancing satellite images
'The students should be familiar with weather patterns, including cold fror its, and
the variabies inherent in their passing.
The students should have experience in using ,t then mornetL1 i b,w.)11neter, an
)
anemometer, and a sling psychrometer

Vocabulary:

,tir mass, clouds (c irrus . cumulonirrbus) cold fro, 1, dew point. velor ty

Materials:
1

<R.( (.";S IO Inlel(jeS

irreriloritoter

tororticter
Fvy( hrornr,ter
,rnInThr

2b

A

ctivities
Introduction:
At this point students have already learned quite a bit about weather patterns. They
know what a cold front is, as well as the variables that will change as a front passes In
this activity that knowledge will be used to:
I
Identify satellite features associated with a ccld front,
2. Identify surface data trends associated with the passing of a cold front,
3. Track the movement of a cold front, and
4. Predict the arrival of the cold front
.

Student instructions are on page 268 and can be copied and distributed to the class.
Students are expected to turn in a written report that includes thc following sections

Title page names of group members and dates of study
Introduction summary of what you know about cold fronts (include citations) and
a statement about the objective of your report
Materials and methods
Data
Inbrrnition collected from the satellite images including the position of o cold front
Predicted velocity of the front
Table of surface data

Graphs demonstrating ground data trends
5.

6.

Discussion
Citations

Pull up the days satellite image of your location

Depending on the computer facilities available, this can be done a number of
ways. Most likely you WM need to save the image CY discs for the studerits to use
during their class periods.
2

Using the satellite image, indicate the position of the cold front Also, note the types
of clouds you see ancl their positions relative to the cold front (are they on the
leading edge? trailing edge? middle?)
Because the students need to include this infbrmation in their report, you may wish
to use the 'Position of ci Cold Front" worksheet on page 267, or allow each group
to devise their own presentation format In order for the students to indicate the
position of the cold front, they may need a printout of the image to trace, or (f map
to transfer the location' onto

3

Step #2 should be repeated for 2 or 3 images in order to get a ci(y)(1 idea of the
movement associated with this front
lhe front may be moving quickly SC it may IR) best tc d() this with a few Inirigt's
captured on the came day `")therwise the c,,id front may .),.rss before tl ii st 1 /CI it
VIVe Mack' their ivedictior

4

Based on the images you have arl<ily/cd thi is
ulate the avertiqe velcx ity of
the cold front. There are a number of ways to do this Students should der Kte on
method, then show all thtir steps to illustrate how they have c.hcnen to pro«,ed

2

Decide how much information about velocity to give your students. Distances can be
determined in a number of ways, such as counting pixels or creating a scale based
upon known distances. More advanced students should be made aware that the distance between the fronts does not necessarily follow the boundaries of the pixel. To be
accurate, they may need to find the corner-to-corner distance across the pixel. Also,
beware that a derived distance scale may be distorted due to the Earth's curvature.
5.

Using your velocity calculations, predict when this cold front will pass through your
area. Show your work.

6.

For the next few days (in some cases, h( lurs), until the «)Id front passes through,

do two things:
a. Record the following information in the table on page 2/16
cloud type sketches or photos may be included
date
dew point (relative humidity if hygrometer +s
time
pressure

b.

precipitation
temperature
wind direction and speed
any other observations
Continue to analyze the daily (or more frequent) satellite images Prediction of
the arrival time for the cold front should be adjusted if the velocity of the cold
front varies with time. Include all of the predictions in the final report

After the front has passed, write a discussion section that includes the following
a A summary ot the satellite observations.
General location and movement of the front (latitude and longitude)
Velocity and arrival predictions made (discuss any adjustment made to the
prediction)
b A summary of the trends seen in the surfice data collec ted
General trends seen in each variable
Does the data match what is expected when a (old frc)nt p.isses"
Can you explair1 the variables that do not match a cold front ?
A discussion of the similarities and differences between a an,..1 1.)
Wc-,s your prediction accurate? Why or why not?
Do the cloud types seen in both data sets coriciatc? Why or v, iy not
How accurate is this rnethod of prediction?
Nhat could be done to ensure a more ac( (irate t)redic tion ((1isc us it lea .t
two options)?

7

Variations on this Lesson:
I

3
,1

,pproprlate
grade level
Limit the study to just one or two)
Stagger the due dates tor the reports to cisc ire th,it thic st+;(it't dc t rot fIH bet,
and become overwhelmed
Require peer editing of a rough draft of the report
;nt,
Use other pheriomena cit Oa( e of a «JO front. eq +1 if(
hurricane
Have students from period to period (cHild ilte till, surf,qe dita tic tHin
,

mom accurate pich ire of CCP' fIle ic trilty

tudent Activities
Written Report
StUdentS :Ire expected to turn in a wntten report that includt", the foil( wonci strc.tron

Titk.f pade namec, of group members and dates of study

Introductron summary of what you know about (okt fronts oncrudt.,
stater/1f rht about r hi cbJe(. five nf your rennrr

'\,1,fteri,r1rind rmethurk

Infl ,fmaton ii die( ttH ffr)fr, the ',.'trdL fn,i(jcf', if if 1,;(1,ri,; !nt. p,
dd front

i ii ii ty 1. it thc ti ;rit
frble r urfriudii
f. frat,hs der-normtratrid dr, ,und (i.iri

iH

Pf(ffl,,, t((

r.)

I

'r if if.

,1,/t1

(.!t,ftfun",

Observation of the Front
1

()t)rv
t..JsInd 'd)c.f rl1cu
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temperature
time
wind direction and speed
any other observations
b

Continue to analyze the daily (or more frequent) satellite images. Prediction of
the arrival time for the cold front should be adjusted if the velocity of the cold
front varies with time. Include all of the predictions in the final report.

Analysis

Atter the front has passed, write a discussion section that includes the following
A summary of the satellite observations.
General location and movement of the front (latitude and longitude)
Ve loc ty and arrival predictions made /discuss any adjustment made to the
pr edi( non).

A summary of the trends seen in the surface data ollected
;eneral trends seen in each variable.
Does the ddta match what is expected when a cold front passes?
C.,in you explain the variables that do not match a cold front?
A discussion of the similarities and differences between a and b
Was your prediction accurate? Why or why not?
Do the cloud types seen in both data sets corr6,ite? Why or why not?
low accurate is this method of predR non?
What could be done to enure d more accurate ,nediction (dIscdss at least two

optionsl?

other
observoticm

cloud type
ond coverage

wind speed

wind direction

temperature

precipitation

pressure

dew point

time

date

2:t;

POSITION OF THE COLD FRONT

place Image here

date

time
satellite

cloud type
oUier

obsery,itions

ndmes

WILL THERE BE A RAIN DELAY?
Authors:
Terrence Nixon, Maryland Science Center; Baltimore, Maryland
Sandra Steele, Pikesville High School, Baltimore, Maryland
Sushmita Vargo, Washington International School, Washington, DC

Grade Level: 9-12
Objectives:
Using satallite images, students will be able to:
1.
Identify general cloud types,
2. Identify areas of precipitation based on the locations of appropriate cloud types,
3. Identify areas of low pressure and frontal boundaries based on cloud patterns, and
4. Predict weather based on analysis of visible satellite images and other weather
information.

Relevant Disciplines:
Earth and space science, geography, meteorology, marketing, business

Time Requirement:
One class period

Image Format:
APT or GOES images. Use images from different time periods so student predictions
will vary.

Prerequisite Skills:
Students should be familiar with elements of mid-latitude cyclone development. This
could be the culminating activity for a weather. unit.

Vocabulary:
cloud types, cold front, pressure systems, warm front, weather symbols

Materials:
1.

2.
3.

APT or GOES visible images (1 visible image per par of students)
Outline map of the United States
Student handout

A

ctivities
1.

Distribute to each pair of students: 1 visible satellite image, 1 political map,
1 student worksheet

Explain that the first game of the world series will be played in Baltimore (or your
city or nearest city with a team) tomorrow and that they are the meteorologists
responsible for predicting the weather. Note: you may wish to reword the activity
to reflect your location and team.
.3.

Allow the students 20-25 minutes to disciASS and answer the worksheet questions
in pairs.

Have students share their predictions with the class. Insure that each group can
back up their predictions by asking questions concerning cloud identification, front
location, etc. Allow other students to ask questions
Instead of forecasting game day weather, have students forecast weather over a
holiday (will it snow on Thanksgiving, rain on Memorial Day, etc.?).
6.

Verify the forecasts by using weather information from newspapers or TV

Extension:
Track and compare Farmer's Almanac forecasts with local weather.

WILL THERE BE A RAIN DELAY?
tudent Worksheet
Objective:
The Orioles have won the American League Championship. The series will be played in
Baltimore at Camden Yards. Your objective is to predict the cloud cover and precipitation condition for the World Series game that will be played tomorrow by analyzing
the satellite image.

Materials:
I.
2.

Visible satellite image
Outline map of the United States

cthrities
Observe the satellite image and complete the following questions:
What large scale cloud type is associated with a low pressure system?

Can you find this cloud shape on the image, and determine its location on your
outline map? Label this location with the symbol for low pressure ( L ).
What image patterns are associated with thunderstorm activity? Comment on the
characteristic gray shade and shape.
Find these thunderstorm images on the satellite image and label them on your out
line map using the thunderstorm symbol (
).
5.

Shade in the area on your outline map which contains a concentration of

)

symbols.
6.

On the outline map you have just labeled, and using the satellite image, identify a
geographic location of a cold front. Label this on your map with the symbol for a

cold front ( )).

oc ate Baltimore on the outline map. Label it with a dot

(

).

Comparing the satellite image on your labeled map, predict the cloud cover and
precipitation in Baltimore for tomorrow, World Series Day.

,4
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figure 96

figure 97i. NOM 10, March 28, 1994
infrared image courtesy of G. Chester, Smithsonian Institution,
Albert Einstein Planetarium

little thunderstorms

cumulus congestus or towering cumulus
mid-level, vertically developed clouds

figure 97a. NOM 10, March 28, 1994
image courtesy of G. Chester, Smithsonian Institution,
Albert Einstein Planetarium

visible image counterpoint to figure 971
Images on computer will more clearly display temperature gradients arid far flit-rite
assessment of the infrared image

a

_----

:
figure 98i NOM 10, March 29, 1994
infrared image courtesy of G. Chester, Smithsonirtn
Albert Eimtein Planetarium

Ci on edges of thunderstorm

figure 98,1 NOM 10, March 29, 1994
image courtesy ot G. Chestnr, Smithsonian lr,,,titLition.
Albert Einstein Planetarium

yydbly image «.)unter bort to linage
Images on computer will more clearly display temiwiature giddier Its .111d toc.ilit,ite
,isseswient of the infrared image

q

SEASONAL MIGRATION OF THE ITCZ
Authors:
Mary Ann Bailey, Crossland High School, Temple Hills, Maryland
Terrence Nixon, Maryland Science Center, Baltimore, Maryland
Sandra Steele, Pikesville High School, Baltimore, Maryland
Sushmita Vargo, Washington International School, Washington, DC

Grade Level: 9-12
Objectives:
Students will be aole to:
1. Identify the ITCZ on a sateHite image,
2. Describe the fluctuation of the ITCZ, and
3. Hypothesize why the ITCZ shifts in position.

Relevant Disciplines:
Earth and space science, meteorology, geography

Time Requirement:
One class period

Image Format:
GOES

Prerequisite Skills:
Students should have knowledge and understanding of the following:
1.

2.
3.
4.

Latitude
Global wind patterns
Process of cloud formation
Se,isonal shifts in the sunS direct rays

Vocabulary:
cloud, convection, convergence, equator, intertropical convergence zone (ITCZ),
latitude thunderstorm, the Tropic of Cancer, the Tropic of Capricorn

Materials:
GOES infrared images showing the ITCZ at different times of the year
World map
.3
Blank transparencies
4. Colored transparency pens
1.

2.

6
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A

ctivities
I

.

2.

3.

Organize the class into groups of two for a pair-share activity.

Review the global wind patterns by asking students what they would expect to see
on a satellite image at areas of convergence and divergence.
Distribute to each group of two the fc,:nwing materials: GOES image and two blank
transparencies, world map, two different :olored transparency pens, work sheet.
Aternating groups should have GOES im.iges for opposite seasons of the year.
Direct the students to complete steps #1-3 ori their worksheet.

Pair each group with anothPr group that has a GOES image for the opposite
season of the year.
6.

Complete steps #4 and #5 of the procedure with the class.

Extension:

Compare seasonal rainfall data for cities in the ITCZ.

OBSERVING THE ITCZ
air-Share Worksheet
Objectives:
I

2.

.

Review the location of major lines of latitude.
Locate the intertropical convergence zone by observing where and when thunderstorms occur in the tropics.

Materials:
(per groups of two)
1. GOES image and two transparencies
2. World map
3. Two colored transparency pens

Procedure:
1.
Label one transparency sheet #1 and the other #2
2. On the transparency sheet labeled #1, use one colored transparency pen to do the
following:
a. Draw lines to identify and then label the equator, the Tropic of Cancer, and the
Tropic of Capricorn. Be sure to move transparency sheet #2 out of tne .vay
when your marking on sheet #1
b. Mark the location of the compass points IN. S. E. WI
c.
Mark your geographical location IhOrre' with an 'x
.

3

Answer the following questions
a
What latitude receives direct sunlight all year?
b What impact will this heating have on the c,urface ar
c
What will happen to this air?
d Is this air moist or dry? Explain why
e

On the satellite image, what cloud patterns do you OtY,er,;E: in the Prea of the
ITCZ?

f.

Does the position of the ITCZ change over a year? If so, .^.'ithin vhch aritude
is it usually located?

4.

Label the ITCZ on transparency sheet #2 u;ng a dfferent mior r:Anspr,irenc

5

Work with a group that has a d Herent
ff
GOES image fh.,:)nn iC):,Jr; to dr-r_%.e,
following questions'
a
Compare your image and your conclusion; n
_o you r,ee any 5Tri;1;An
Differences?
b

6

Suggest reasons or the SImIHrtICt ,r,d/cr r,-;fferr

Choose a spokesperson froh, yrH,r
class

187

ey, Question 3, a-f, page 282

K

Pair-Share Worksheet
3a. the tropi-al latitudes, especially 00

3b. Year-round direct heating of the equatorial regions causes the air to expand over
the equatorial regions and the warmed air to rise.

3c When the moist air reaches the "ceiling" of the troposphere (imposed by the
stratosphere), it will be forced to divergemoving poleward. As it moves away from
the equator, the air coolsbecoming more dense and sinks back toward Earth.

3d moistas a result of strong surface evaporation
.3e. tall thunderstorn is, that is, cumulonimbus clouds

3f. yes. 10°N-10°S

THE INTERTROPICAL

CONVERGENCE ZONE (ITCZ)
ackground
William F Ryan, University of Maryland, College Park, Department of Meteorology

The general circulation of the atmospherethe average motion of the winds around
the globeis driven by the differential heating of the Earth. In the simplest terms, excess
heating near the equ3tor causes the air to expand or swell over the equatorial l'egions.
Upward motion associated with this heating is typically concentrated in a relatively narrow band named the Inter-Tropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ). The satellite signature

of the ITCZ is a band of clouds, usually tall thunderstorms (cumulonimbus), that circles
the globe near the equator. The position of the ITCZ varies seasonally moving northward during the northern summer and moving south during the northern winter.

The ITCZ forms as a result of moist air rising under the influence of strong surface heating. Upward motion along the ITCZ is limited to approximately 1 5 kilometers by the
presence of the stratosphere.

figure 99

differential heating (latitjdinal)
Z2

Z - the optical path through
Earth's atmosphere

0101

A = surface area

Earth

Z2 » 21
A2 » A1
Result:
longer optical path at pole
- more reflection,

absorption, scattering
larger area per unit of
insolation at pole

Zi

3

.

The stratosphere, which is kept very warm by its abundance of ozone efficiently
absorbing solar radiation, acts as a lid on the lowest portion of the atmospherethe
in the
troposphere. For practical purposes, all the weather that we experience occurs
troposphere.
of the
The air that rises in the vicinity of the 1TCZ must spread out, or diverge, at the top
which
troposphere. We might initially believe that the Earth has a one-cell circulation in
and then sinks.
the air lifted at the ITCZ travels north until it reaches the cold polar regions
to
balance.
However,
due
to complex
This would be a direct way to restore the system
differential
heating
of
the
atmosphere
is nct a
effects, the circulation associated with the
pole.
Instead,
a
more
complex
multi-cell
strucsimple one-cell circulation from equator to
version
of
ture acts to transport heat energy from the equator to the poles. A simplified
point 1.
in
figure
100,
the
ITCZ
is
located
at
the Earth's general circulation is shown
figure 100.

tropopause
troposphere
7

6

Ferrel
Cell

4

3

5

Hadley
Cell

2

Equator

How is energy transported poleward9

Simplified View of General Circulation

travels north 2
The rising air near the ITCZ 1 diverges at the top of the troposphere and some portion
As the air moves north it radiates energy into space and cools. As it cools it becomes more dense and sinks
A region with strong subsidence is typically
3 . The area of sinking motion, or subsidence, occurs near 30^N.
very clear and warm with light winds. The subsiding air reaches the surface and branches outward 4 with
the northern branch traveling north 6 and the southern branch traveling south to complete Hadley cell
marked
circulation 5 . The northern branch collides with cold, dense polar air moving south 7 . This area,
disturbances.
) is often the location of frontal zones and cyclonic
.

by the cold front symbol (

T

L.

figure 101

GOES infrared image, November 24, 1994
image courtesy of SSEC, University of Wisconsin-Madison
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figure 102. GOES infrared image, M,7 31, 1994
image courtesy of SSEC. University of Wisconsin-Madison

USING WEATHER SATELLITE IMAGES TO
ENHANCE A STUDY OF THE CHESAPEAKE BAY
Authors:
Donald Allen, Hancock High School, Hancock, Maryland
Dale E. Peters, Linganore High School, Frederick, Maryland

Grade Level: 9-12
Objectives:
Students will be able to:
1.
Demonstrate an understanding of the relationship between environmental
parameters of an ecosystem and organism behavior,
2. Demonstrate the ability to use basic math functions,
3. Identify various geographic features of the eastern U.S. using weather sellite
images, and
4. Explain the differences in land and water surface temperatures obtained from
weather satellite images.

Rationale:
To show students how weather satellite images can be used in studying various environmental interactions.

Relevant Disciplines:
Biology, Earth science, environmental science, mathematics, English, social studies

Time Requirement:
2-3 class periods

Image Format:
APT (infrared), GOES

Prerequisite Skills:
1.

2.

Students should be familiar with using metric units.
Students should have some experience using information obtained from weather
satellite images.

3.
4.
5.

6.
7.

Students should be able to calculate area and find the average of a data set.
Students should have a basic understanding of Polar-orbiting and GOES satellites
and the images they produce.
Students should have a basic understanding of energy absorption and emission by
land and water.
Students should have a basic understanding of the properties of water.
Students should be familiar with the Gulf Stream.

Vocabulary:
albedo, APT, ecosystem, geosynchronous, GOES, infrared, NOM, parameter, salinity,
sun synchronous, water properties (heat capacity, specific heat)

Materials:
Metric rules
2
3.
4,

Cloud identification chart
Balance
Scissors

Colored pencils
String
Student activity answer sheet
Spring and fall satellite images of the eastern U.S. for each pair of students
Supplementary satellite images of the eastern U.S.
10. Map of the eastern U.S.
Map of the Chesapeake Bay drainage area for each student
11
12. 3 maps of the Chesapeake Bay for each student
13. Copies of "Blue Crab" and "Striped Bass" articles for each student
14. Cloud chart

5.

6.
7.
8.
9.

ctivities
note: The day before this lesson is to be started, distribute the GOES weather satellite
images and the cloud identification charts. Discuss with the class the basic features
illustrated in these images and the propertie.s of water The distinction between visible
and infrared images should be made at this time.

Warm-Up:
As a class, have students If'r'ntif-y the major tribut,ines of the C hesape,ike Bay on their
indMdual maps.

note: It is suggested that a wall map of the eastern U.S. be available to help the students identi the major tributaries of the Bay

Students should work in pairs for the remaining activities
Using the mop on page 294, cak ulate the art:'a of the Chesapeake Bay watershed.
Using one of the maps of the Chesapeake Bay. CAC uOte the surface area of the Bay

note.. One possible way to calculate the area of the Bay is to weigh the piece of paper
the bay map is or? Have students cut out the outline of the Bay and weigh this piece
of paper Calculate the area of the Bay using the followirig formula

arra of whole piece of pool

area of Ole Boy

mass of whole piew of p,iper

mass of cut-out pnic e of p, iper

Students coilld follow the ilerirnerer of the Rry Mit r
h.,terniir ti1C Hay\ ,itc,a
rectangle, and
Have students explore other icie,is they ma' h,ive

t

'

(It StI trip, rest lane it 111h )

3.

Using the satellite images containing temperature readings, calculate the average
temperature of the land surface, the surface of the Chesapeake Bay, and the
Atlantic coast water surface.

4.

Using the information from the salinity charts, the article on the blue crab, and the
satellite images with temperature readings:
Color the area on the Chesapeake Bay map where you would expect to find
blue crabs in the early spring;
Using a different color indicate where the blue crabs would be found in the
fall; and
Make a color key on your map.
Repeat step FOUR for the striped bass population, replacing the blue crab article
with the article on the striped bass.

Extension:
1

.

Determine the basic cloud types from the satellite images you have been given. Use
a cloud chart and briefly discuss the possible weatner conditions associated with
cloud type.

Write a letter of request seeking more information on the blue crab, striped bass, or
other threatened species living in the Chesapeake Bay.

References:
Chase, Valerie. The Changing Chesapeake.
Chesapeake Bay: Introduction to an Ecosystem. U.S. EPA
Lee and Taggart. Adapted from "A Satellite Photo Interpretation Key''
Blue Crab. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service.
Striped Bass. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service.

Additional Resources:
Berman, An E. Exploring the Environment Through Satellite Imagery
Chesapeake Liay Restoration: U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service,
"Mission to Planet Earth." Aviation Week & Space Technology
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOM) Education Affairs Division
Reports To The Nation On Our Changing Planet, The Climate System. UCAR
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A STUDY OF THE CHESAPEAKE BAY
name
period
date

cthrity Sheet

Please answer all of the following, exCept number three, with complete sentences.

I. What is the area of the Chesapeake Bay drainage area (krn')?
2.

What is the area of the Chesapeake Bay (km)?

3.

Average the following temperatures obtained from satellite images:
spring

fall

land surface
!

Chesapeake bay

I
I

Atlantic Coast

'

4.

5.

i

Explain you and your par tners selection of locations with Hue crab in spring and
fall (the areas you colored in). Be sure to consider salinity and temperature differences in your answer.

Explain you and your partners selection of locations with striped bass for spring
and fall (the areas you colored in). Be sure to consider salinity and temperature
differences in your answer.

6.

Discuss why the Chesapeake Bay has a greater temperature gradient between land
and water surfaces in the fall than in the spring.

7.

Typically, deeper water is cooler than shallow water. Why then, do the surface
temperatures of coastal waters get warmer farther from shore, as indcated on the
weather satellite images?

8

What possible explanations may account for the readingc of -1° C for land surface
temperature on the fall weather satellite image?

CHESAPEAKE BAY SALINITY
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Bay: A Field Guide
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BLUE CRAB
(CALLINECTES SAPIDUS)
he Bays Best
One can hardly say Chesapeake Bay without a picture of the blue crab
coming to mind. This pugnacious creature has been the honored center of attention at
many feasts over the years. Close your eyes and you can almost smell the spicy seasoning. Commercial crabbers harvest roughly 80 million pounds annually and recreational
crabbers take nearly as much. Blue crabs have a place of importance in the ecosystem.
They help regulate the abundance of benthic (bottom) populations by feeding upon
living and dead organisms. They serve as food for cownose rays, striped bass and bluefish. When small, or in its softshelled stage (after molting), the crab is a source of food
for wading birds and some mammals.

Ife History
The blue crab (Callinectes sapidus) is a crustacean,
one of a large group of animals characterized by a
hard external shell and many jointed appendages.
Other familiar crustaceans include lobsters, cray-fish,

and shrimp. Blue crabs belong to a group known as
"swimming crabs," identified by the paddle-like back
legs. The scientific name Callinectes is a Greek word
meaning beautiful swimmer. The st. cond part of the
blue crab's scientific name, sapidus, is Latin, meaning
tasty or savory. Blue crabs are omnivorous, meaning
that they will eat just about anything, dead or alive,
including other crabs. Living or decaying vegetation
also comprises part of their diet.
The shell of the adult crab is dark green on top and
white underneath. A deep blue coloring on the top
of the large claw gives this crab the common name
"blue crab." A crab's sex can be determined by the
shape of the abdomen or "apron" on the underside
of the crab. A male crab has an apron which is
shaped like an inverted "T." An adult female's is broad
and rounded, while an immature female's is more triangular. Red tips on the claws also indicate that the
crab is a female. A female carrying a cluster of orange
eggs beneath her apron is known as a "sponge crab"
and is nearing spawning time.

Zoea and Megalops

Male and Female

A crab increases in size through periodic molting or shedding of its shell. The hard shell
is incapable of expanding and must be shed in order for the new, soft, slightly larger
shell to be exposed. The crab pumps water into its body to enlarge the new shell and
within a tew hours, the shell hardens. In its first stage of life, the microscopic young blue
crab is known as a "zoea" and lives a planktonic or free-floating existence. After molting
about seven times, the zoea reaches a se ond Ian& stage known as a "megalops," looking like a cross between a crab and a lobster After one more molt, however, the "first
crab," no bigger than a "BB is revealed. The "first crab" begins migrating from its birthplace in the southernmost prIrt of the estuary to tidal rivers and throughout the Bay.
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,
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In 12 to 18 months, the juvenile crab reaches
maturity and measures about 5 inches from
point to point across the back. The mating of
the crab starts as the male crab struts about,
posturing with his claws and walking on tiptoes. At the end of the courtship, the female
turns her back to the male and may try to back
Linde; neath him. The male crawls on top and
cradles her between his walking legs until she
molts, (it which time mating occurs. Cradling
insures proper timing for mating and protection
the female while she is soft and vulnerable
during and after molting. After the female's shell
hardens again, the crab couple go their sepaShedding Blue Crab
te ways The male crabs remain in the fresher
reaches of the Bay and its tributaries until fall,
then move to deeper water. The female crabs migrate
to spawning areas near the mouth of the Chesapeake Bay
by the end of fall where the eggs will hatch the following summer.

rabs and 1Natermen
Bloc., crabs provide a commercial resource that many witermen and seafood enterprises depend 0.1 for their livelihood. Starting in late April and often continuing through

Decembei wermen set out in the pitch-black morning in s(oich of the blue crab. As
dawn breaks, ',.he watermen, clad in oilskin
aprons and rubber gloves, mark the beginning of
d new day by kicking their hydraulic "pot-pullers"
iiito motion. With gaffs in hand, they pull in the
(: rat) pots filled with the adult female that prevail
iiitfle southern Bay. Moving to deeper waters
',vaternten harvest the larger male crabs As
wintei approaches, the blue crabs conceal themtri the bottom mud. In the southern Bay,
ttle most determined watermen then resort to
(Iied(Jincl the bottom for the si !cculent treasure
sr arc ity brings higher prices.
ber
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fishing. In 1970, however, .1 downwmd trend !iedan and the blue
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Biologists are now studying the blue crab to understand how its numbers are affected
by a deteriorating Bay environment. One factor which has been found to have a definite impact on the crab's habitat is nutrient pollution. High discharges or runoff of
phosphates and nitrates from sewage plants and farm fields causes overfertilization cf
water wh ch, in turn, leads to massive algal blooms. When these free-floating, microscopic plar ts die, they decomr.,ase, leaving the water low in dissolved oxygen. A,reas of
low dissolve-1 oxygen are increasing in the Bay. When water containing a low amount
of dissolved oxygen is pushed toward shore by winds, crabs will avoid it, even to
the extent of rurning onto land, a phenomenon known as a "crab war."
The blue crab pop' !anon is not in serious Jeopardy at this time, as are populations of
American shad ano oyster. This treasure of blue crabs, however, may suffer adverse consequences if overharvesting occurs or the quality of its water habitat deteriorates further.

For more information on Chesapeake Bay restoration, contact:
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service Chesapeake Bay Estuary Program
180 Admiral Cochrane Drive, Suite 5.35
Annapolis, MD 21401
(301) 224-2732

,re Crab Facts
Other common names tor the blue lab include edible crab, sally crab (y( ung
females), sook (adult fertolesl, and jimmy, pmmy dick, or channeler (lardy rmile cr,ibs)
Female blue crabs mate it the time of their final molt from the immature to thy

adult stage, and then migrate tow,pd thy kiwer Bay
The female blue crab stores the maleS sperm in specialized sac s, where it
vive for up to a year before fertilization t,ikes pla«,.

The female crab's orange egg moss may wntain

C

in sin

rr liliR in eggs!

Out of this amazing number of eggs, lc,,s than one per( ent will red( h rniter ity
All !Vlaryland blue crabs begin their lives in Virginia The larvae are carried out of
the bay by surface currents soon after h,itching Silinities on the continental shelf
that range from 28 to .34 ports per thous,incl,ire optimum for the tiny lorwie After
(.) weeks or so, med,rlorrac wfurn to the Bay

After IV,Khing maturity
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U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
The Chesapeake Bay is the largest estuary in North America. Its waters provide food
and habitat for an abundance of fish and wildlife. It serves as a highway for commerce,

people who live
a playground, a storehouse of food, and a home for the 1 3 .6 million
the
Chesapeake
has
become
less able to supin its vast watershed. But in recent years
nutrients,
sediment,
did.
Increasing
amounts
of
excess
port the fish and wildlife it once
Studies show
serious
ecological
problems
in
the
Bay.
and toxic substances are causing
alarming declines in species of fish and wildlife and in the habitat available to them.
The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service is one of many Federal, State, and local agencies and
private organizations engaged in the Chesapeake Bay restoration program to reverse
the damage already done, to arrest further degradation and to restore the Bay--as

nearly as time, technology and resources allow to its former productivity.

As one of the primary Federal stewards of the nation's living natural resources, the U.S.
fish
Fish and Wildlife Service provides leadership in habitat and wetlands protection,
of
and
in
the
conservation
and
protection
and wildlife research, technical assistance,
certain
marine
mammals.
and
threatened
and
migratory birds, anadromous 'Ishes
endangered species. The Service also manages more than 450 National Wildlife
Refuges and 70 National Fish Hatcheries across the country, including more than a
dozen in the Bay area.

Take Pride in Chesapeake Bay!

STRIPED BASS
(MORONE SAXATILIS)
esource at Risk
Since colonial days, East Coast fisherman have delighted in the striped bass, (1 migratory
fish known for its size and fighting ability. Striped bass, often called rockfish in
Chesapeake Bay, have long been an important commercial and game fish from North
Carolina to Maine. During .he 1970s and 1980s, striped bass declined alarmingly,
especially in the Chesapeake, once the spawning and nursery, ground for nearly 90
percent of the Atlantic population.
From a record commercial catch of 14.7 million pounds in 197:3, the tlarvest dropped to
7 million pounds just 10 years later. Sport fishermen report an equally severe drop in their
harvest. The decline translated into a loss of about 7,000 jobs and 5270 million in 1980
1

Causes for the decline were numerous and interwoven. They included overfishing, por
lution, and the degradation or loss of habitat. Recently, due to improved management
techniques, a hatchery program and increased public awareness, the strqier populcitIon
has improved.

ife History
The silvery, striped b,,.s gets its ft ime from the 7 or 8 dark, continuous !Hies flung the
sides of its body. Most striped bass weighing rnore than 30 pounds
ft.lt
file fish
can weigh up to 100 pounds and reach nearly five feet in length!
Striped bass spawn in fresh water but spend most of their adtilt live') in thy oce,til
On the Atlantic coast they range from the St. Lawrence River in Car )<K1,i to 1.1(inch is
St. Johns River although they are most prevalent from Maine to Noi tO C,trolina.
After about .3 years, at the juvenile stage, the females begin to mighite to tht
<irl
where they mature. The males tend to remain in the estuary longer thcin Ole females
After 5 to 7 years, females return to spawn for the first time It takes severed ye<irs for
spawning females to reai i full productivity. An average 6 ye,irold ferrhik. pro( lcic(.'s
half million eggs while i t_. year-old can produce three million
I

When water temperature begins to rise in the spring, mature fish begin tH:11
i',^Sr
Rj
runs. Most Atlantic Caist striped bass spawn in freshwater rivers arid str( sinis
Ct iesapeake Bay Other imporNint areas include the Hudson River, D( 'la\e,ire ri,;( ru nd
rivers along the North Carolin,i coast
On( e Ole female cl(p)sits lier eggs, they arc
fertilized by milt isperm) je( tr,d from the
males Because they are only semibuoyant,
the eg(is require
p i W, itt,r flip,v to stay
nr 1 rtiysicritil they ft,itc
larval stni)ed bass obt,ilti mutricuts from the
yolk sac. for abig.it 5 days after liat( hing The
Orv,1(' cif(' partn ularly volner,ible to pollution,
Hy,
pre itt r,
hr, t )c.

100
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ause for Concern
The decline of Atlantic striped bass was so alarming that Congress enactc.d an
Emergency Striped Bass Act in 1979. Under the Act, a study was initiated to assess the
economic
size of the migratory stock, investigate the causes of decline, calculate its
importance and recommend measures for restoration.

agencies and
From this research, scientists from the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, state
striped
bass
to
assist
them
in restoration.
universities discovered new information about
showed
that,
because
of
overfishing,
the
Careful assessment of the present stock
susceptible
to
natural
stresses
and
pollution.
striped bass population was much more
the
They Aso discovered that fluctuation of water temperatures at spawning grounds is
most significant natural stress the fish face.
that
Research conducted in the Chesapeake's Nanticoke and Choptank Rivers indicated
The
highly (1( idic rain reacts with aluminum in the soil, causing it to dissolve in the water
Larval
combination of high acidity and aluminum is lethal to newly hatched stripers.
striped bass are also very susceptible to toxic pollutants like arsenic, copper, cadmium,
ciluminum, and malathion, commonly used pesticide. Studies showed that chlorination of effluent from sewage plants and electric power stations adversely affects zoo-

plankton, leading ding to stavation of newly hatched striped bass that feed on it.

The study t(' cii also concluded th,it reduciirg fishing pressure would have an immediate positive effect by enabling females with eggs to spawn An Atlantic Stares Marine
Fishery ComillISSIon man, igement plan, based party on recommendations of this study
set si/e ,ind poiind lirnts to reckic e the catch
by
In 1985, Maryland imposed a total moratorium on striped bass. Virginia followed
Four
years
later.
Virginia
also
imposed
lkinning striped bass fishing in spawning areas.
a total ban on striped bass fishing. However, fishery managers knew that harvest
restricti()ii', alone would not permanently restore striped bass to the Bay.

ringing the Striper Back
Under the Frnergency Striped B,iss Restoration Act, Congress designated the Fish and
Wildlife Service as the lead federal agency to determine the cause of the fishery's decline
Striped b..iss restoration began in 1980. Water quality problems on spawning grounds
were evaludted. By 1985, ro,ist-wide striped bass tagging and hatchery program \MIS
initiated to cleter Mine the r,ites of exploitation and natural morality, and determine if
si..mppk'ment wild stocks in severely depleted rivers
h.itr I iery.re.ired

f

tiny minc et s and biologists fri )ril the Fish and Wildlife Foundation, Natunal M, if in re
jcnr los from Mass,Khusetts to North Carolina :ind universo)r
Scrvic
1st
intiniie to prim( vote ill the striped bass tag

itabase, designed
,ind mar ),Ried by the Service, stores stocking

(png progi,im A wirtr.il

information, migratory riata from tag returns
Ind ()the! inform. +norm ill ion
Twrin der is1(

h.1 iii

maim( le

Arr hor or "spaghetti- tags rre
inserted into )uver»le striped bass

Since 1985, more than 190,000 hatchery-reared and wild striped bass have been
tagged with external anchor or "spaghetti" tags. Anglers returned more than 30,000
of these tags by 1993. In addition, all hatchery-reared striped bass, more than 9 million
fish in all, are tagged with tiny micro-encoded pieces of wire that anglers cannot see
but researchers can read with specialized equipment. These hatchery-reared striped
bass provide managers with information about population dynamics, growth and
migratory patterns.

In 1988, hatchery fish comprised nearly 50 percent of Maryland, land juvenile
striped bass in some rivers like the Patuxent. Today, as hoped, wild fish far outnumber hatchery fish. Evaluations continue on the potential contribution of hatchery fish
to depleted stocks.
During the years of the moratorium in Maryland, fishery managers continued to monitor striped bass populations in Chesapeake Bay. In particular the juvenile index survey
was closely watched. Conducted annually since 1954, this survey of the young-of-theyear reflects the success of spawning. The striped bass management plan set a goal for
loosening restrictions based on this index. The juvenile indices averaged from 1987 to
1989 met the management plan goal.
In 1989, both Virginia and Maryland lifted their moratoriums on striped bass. Limited
commercial and recreational striped bass fishing resumed.

he Future of the Fishery
Striped bass stocks continue to gradually increase. The 1993 juvenile index was the
highest since the survey first began. Besides the young-of-the-year index, managers
have noted an increase in adult striped bass and in the proportion of spawning
females, age 8 or older. This information is critical to establishing fishing seasons,
minimum fish lengths, daily catch lirnits and harvest quotas.
Since Chesapeake Bay is the primary, spawning and nursery area for 70-90 percent of
Atlantic stock of striped bass, restoration depends on protecting and improving habitat
and water quality We have much to gain from restoring striped bass and Chesapeake
Bay; we have much more to lose if we decline the challenge. Through harvest restrictions, pollution control, stocking and commitment, we can restore the striped bass to
Chesapeake Bay.

For more information contact'
LTS Fish and Wildlife Service Chesapeake Bay Estuary Pmgram
177 Admiral Cochrane Drive
Annapolis, MD 21401
(410) 22,12732

Striped Bass Facts
7 0-90 percent of the striped bass in Atlantic coast waters spawn in Chesapeake
Bay tributaries.

At one time striped bass were used to fertilize fields, so great were their numbers.
Maximum weight recorded for a striped bass is 125 pounds; age is 31 years.

Older striped bass produce more eggs than younger fish and the eggs are of
higher quality.

U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
The Chesapeake Bay is the largest estuary in North America. Its waters provide food and
habitat for a great variety of fish and wildlife. It serves as a highway for commerce, a

playground, a storehouse of food, and a home for the 13.6 million people who live in
its vast watershed. But in recent years the Chesapeake has become less able to support
the fish and wildlife it once did. Increasing amounts of nutrients, sediment, and toxic
substances are causing serious ecological problems in the Bay. Studies show alarming
declines in populations of fish and wildlife and in the habitat available to them.

The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service is one of many federal, state, and local agencies and
private organizations engaged in the Chesapeake Bay restoration. Nationally, the Service
provides leadership in habitat and wetlands protection, fish and wildlife research, technical assistance, and in the conservation and protection of migratory, birds, anadromous
fishes, certain marine mammals, and threatened and endangered species.

The Service also manages more than 500 national wildlife refuges and 75 national fish
hatcheries across the county including more than a dozen in the Bay area.
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figure 104a NOAA 12, Chesapeake Bay on May 3, 1994, with temperatures
image courtesy of F) Peters, lingonnre High School, Frederick, Maryland
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GLOSSARY
adiabatic

expansion results in
Process without transfer of heat, compression results in warming,

coolinr

advection

Horizontal transfer of any atmospheric property by the wind.

air mass
air of a simiLarge body of air, often hundreds or thousands of miles across, containing
lar temperature and humidity. Sometimes differences between masses are hardly
noticeable, but if colliding air masses have very different temperatures and humidity
values, storms can erupt.

air pressure

The weight of the atmosphere over a particular point, also called barometric pressure.
inch
Average air exerts approximately 14.7 pounds (6.8 kg) of force on every square
(or 101,325 newtons on every square meter) at sea level. See millibar

albedo

The ratio of the outgoing solar radiation reflected by an object to the incoming solar
ation incident upon ft.

radi-

alto

From the Latin altum (height), the prefix is used to describe some middle height
clouds. See clouds.

apogee

The point on an orbital path where the satellite is farthest from the Earth's center.

orbital plane

apogee

e
6.96,
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figure 108. apogee

figure 107. albedo
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APT, Automatic Picture Transmission
System developed to make real-time reception of satellite images possible whenever an
APT-eguipped satellite passes within range of an environmental satellite ground station.
APT images are transmitted by U.S. polar-orbiting TIROS-N/NOM satellites which orbit
500-900 miles above the Earth and offer both visible and infrared images.

argument of perigee (w)
One of six Keplerian elements, it describes the rotation of the satellite on the orbit, The
argument of perigee is the angle from the ascending node to perigee. The angle is
measured from the center of the Earth. For example, when co = 0 degrees, apogee
would occur at the same place as the descending node.

ascending node
The point in an orbit (longitude) at which a satellite crosses the equatorial plane from
south to north.

azimuth
The angle measured in the plane of the horizon from true north clockwise to the
vertical plane through the satellite.
North Star
example shows
azimuth of 30°

w

figure 109. ascending ncde

figure 110. azimuth

baroclinic
Instability In the atmosphere arising from a meridional temperature gradient.
Extratropical cyclones are associated with strong baroclinicity.

bit
A contraction of 'binary digit." The basic element of a two-element (binary) computer
language.

byte
A unit of eight bits of data or memory in computer systems

catalog (object) number
A five-digit number assigned to a cataloged orbiting object. This number is found in
the NASA Satellite Situation Report and on the NASA Prediction Bulletins.
4
eta

c

centrifugal

An apparent force present in a rotating system which deflects an object outward from
the axis of rotation.

cirrus
See cloud.

Clarke Belt

A belt 22,245 miles (35,800 kilometers) directly above the equator where a satellite
orbits the Earth at the same speed the Earth is rotating. Science fiction writer and
scientist Arthur C. Clarke wrote about this belt in 1945, hence the name.

cloud

A visible mass of water droplets or crystals suspended in the atmosphere above Earth's
surface. Clouds form in areas where air rises and cools. The condensing water vapor
forms small droplets of water(0.012 mm) that, when combined with billions of other
droplets, form clouds. Clouds can form along warm and cold fronts, where air flows
up the side of the mountain and cools as it rises higher into the atmosphere, and
when warm air blows over a colder surface, such as a cool body of water.

Clouds fall into two general categories: sheet-like or layer-looking stratus clouds (stratus
means layer) and cumulus clouds (cumulus means piled.up). These two cloud types
are divided into four more groups that describe the cloucl altitude.

High clouds form above 20,000
feet in the cold region of the troposphere, and are denoted by the

cl ud groups and abbreviations

prefix CIRRO or CIRRUS. At this alti-

high do, is

tude water almost always freezes so
clouds are composed of ice crystals.
The clouds tend to be wispy, are
often transparent, and include cirrus, cirrocumulus, and cirrostratus.

cirrus (CI)
cirrostratus (Cs)
cirrocumulus (Cc)

low clouds
stratus (St)
stratocumulus (Sc)
nimbostratus (Ns)

middle clouds
altostratus (As)
altocumulus (Ac)

vertical clouds
cumulus (Cu)
cumulonimbus (Cb)

Middle clouds form between
6,500 and 20,000 feet and are
denoted by the prefix ALTO. They
are made of water droplets and
include altostratus and altocumulus

Low clouds are found up to 6,500 feet and iric lode str,itoc umaus, nimbostratus, and
stratus clouds. Nimbostratus clouds are low, thick, dark gray louds that produce
steady rain or snow. They are actually the lowering ,ind thic kening ot altostratus
clouds, and are composed of water droplets and K e C rystals When stratus clouds contact the ground they are called fog Vet tic al c lauds, soc h is umiilus, rise far above
their bases and can form at many heights (1 timuloninfius clooris, or thunderheads,
can start near the ground and soar up to /1),000 feet

cloud deck
See satellite signrfture

cloud shield
Vernacular term for cloudy area associated with a weather disturbance such as an
extratropical cyclone or hurricane. In the case of the extratropical cyclone, the cloud
shield is typically a comma form.

cold front
See front.

comma cloud
The shape of the cloud pattern associated with mature mid-latitude cyclones.

convection
The rising of warm air and the sinking of cool air. Heat mixes and moves air. When a
layer of air receives enough heat from the Earth's surface, it expands and moves
upward. Colder, heavier air flows under it which is then warmed, expands and rises.
The warm rising air cools as it reaches higher cooler regions of the atmocphere and
begins to sink. Convection produces local breezes, winds, and thunderstorms.

convergence
Over a period of time, more air flows into a given region than flows out of it.

coordinated universal time IUTC)
Also known as Greenwich Mean Time (GMT) and Zulu time, it is the local time at zero
degrees longitude at the Greenwich Observatory, England. UTC uses a 24-hour clock,
i.e., 2:00 pm is 1400 hours, midnight is 2400 or 0000 hours.

Coriolis effect
An apparent force present in a rotary system such as the Earth

crest
The highest part of a wave. Radiant energy and weather features can be described
mathematically as waves.

culmination
The point at which a satellite reaches its highest position or elevation in the sky relative
to an observer. Also known as the closest point of approach

cumulonimbus
See cloud.

cumulus
See cloud

decay or period decay
The tendency of a satellite to lose orbital velocity due to the influences of atmospheric
drag and gravitational forces. A decaying object eventually impacts the surface of the
Earth or burns up in the atmosphere. This parameter directly affects the satellite's mean
motion. It is a real number measured in terms of revolutions per day per day
(REV/DAY/DAY).

declination

positive north and
The angular distance from the equator to the satellite measured
negative south.

density
mass of a substance

volume occupied by a substance
cubic meter.
Usually expressed in grams per cubic centimeter or kilograms per

dew point

exclusive of air
The temperature to which air must be cooled for saturation to occui;
begins
to form, and
pressure or moisture content change. At that temperature dew
water vapor condenses into liquid.

drag
opposite to the vehiA retarding force caused by the Earth's atmosphere. Drag will act
The magnitude of
cle's instantaneous velocity vector with respect to the atmosphere.
vehicle's
cross-sectional
the drag force is directly proportional to the product of the
density,
and
inversely proporarea, its drag coefficient, its velocity, and the atmospheric
spiral
downward.
tional to its mass. The effect of drag is to cause the orbit to decay, or
high orbit,
low
cross-sectional
area,
and
in
a
very
A satellite of very high mass and very
of
low
mass,
in
a
low altimay be very little affected by drag, whereas a large satellite
predominant force affectstrongly
by
drag.
Drag
is
the
tude orbit may be affected very
ing satellite lifetime .

eccentricity le)

One of six Keplerian elements, it describes the
shape of an orbit. In the Keplerian orbit model,
the satellite orbit is an ellipse, with eccentricity
defining the shape of the ellipse. When e = 0,
the ellipse is a circle. When e is very near 1, the
ellipse is very long and skinny.

ecosystem
Entity inr luding living and non-living parts that
interact to produce a stable system through the

e = 0 = > circular orbit
0 < e < 1 = > elliptical orbit
e = 1 = > parabolic orbit
e > 1 = > hyperbolic orbit

cyclic exchange of material.

eddy

A small volume ot fluid, embedded within a
larger fluid, that exhibits motion different from
the rverage motion of the fluid. An example of
eddy motion are the circular swirls observed in
rapid river flow

,

figure

1 12

eccentricity

electromagnetic spectrum
The entire range of radiant energies or wave frequencies from the longest to the
shortest wavelengthsthe categorization of solar radiation, Satellite sensors collect this
energy, but what the detectors capture is only a small portion of the entire electromagnetic spectrum. The spectrum usually is divided into seven sections: radio, microwave,
infrared, visible, ultra-violet, x-ray, and gamma-ray.

element set
Specific information used to define and locate a particular satellite. See Keplerian elements,

ephemeris
A series of points which define the position and motion of a satellite.

epoch
A specific time and date which is used as a point of reference: the time at which an element set for a satellite was last updated.

epoch day
Epoch specifies the day and fraction of day for the particular description of a satellite
orbit. This number defines both the Julian day (whole number part of the value) and
l-)e time of day ifractional part of the value) of the data.

epoch year
Epoch specifies the day and fraction of day for the particular description of a satellite
orbit. This number defines the year that the epoch day describes.

erosion
The wearing away of the 1.,irthS surface by any natural process, such as rain, wind.
waves, and floods.

equator
An imaginary circle around the Earth that is everywhere equally distant (90°) from the
North Pole and the South Pole. The equator is a great circle and defines 0° latitude.

extratropical cyclone
A closed circulationcharacteristic of non-tropical regions in the northern hemisphere--which rotates counter clockwise about a center of low pressure.

Ferrel cell
The middle c ell of thy thr(v-rell general CIi . ulation model. In the Northern
Hemisphere, the Ferrel cell exhibits downward motion at roughly 20° -30° north, and
upward motion it roughly ,40"- 50" north
.

forecast
predic non

front
A bounally between two different cur masses 'Pie difference between two air masses
sometimes is ilfillOtl«',11)1( Bllt when the c olliding air masses have very different tern
per,iroc,, (in( I riri n
l VV, item in them, tun hrulent weather can erupt.

J

occupied by a warmer air
A cold front occurs when a cold air mass moves into an area
heavier
cold air moves in a
mass. Moving at an average speed of about 20 mph, the
and can create
wedge shape along the ground. Cold fronts bring lower temperatures
cold
fronts
form
on the eastnarrow bands of violent thunderstorms. In North America,
ern edges of high pressure systems.

figure 113. warm front

figure 114 cold front

occupied by a colder
A warm front occurs when a warm air mass moves into an area
of
the
cold
air below it. Warm
air mass. The warm air is lighter, so it flows up the slope
wide areas of
fronts usually form on the eastern sides of low pressure systems, create
clouds and rain, and move at an average speed of 15 mph.
(warm fronts move more
When a cold front follows and then overtakes a warm front
front forms.
slowly than cold fronts) lifting the warm air off the ground, an occluded

parallel and from opposite
A front that is nearly stationary with winds blowing almost
directions on each side of the front is a stationary front.

geostationary

(appears stationDescribes an orbit in which a satellite is always in the same position
the Earth in the
Earth.
The
satellite
travels
around
ary) with respect to the rotating
km (22,240 statute miles)
same direction, at an altitude of approximately 35,790
of Earth's rotation (actually
period
equal
to
the
period
because that produces an orbital
23 hours, 56 minutes, 04.09 seconds).

Geostationary Operational Environmental Satellite (GOES)

NASA-developed, NOM-operated series of satellites that:
provide continuous day and night weather observations;
and flash floods;
monitor severe weather events such as hurricanes, thunderstorms,
processing
center:
relay environmental data from surface collection platforms to a
receiving
stations,
perform facsimile transmissions of processed weather data to low-cost
satellite's
vicinity,
monitor the Earth's magnetic field, the energetic particle flux in the
and x-ray emissions from the sun.

GOES observes the U.S. and adjacent ocean areas from geostationary
vantage points approximately
35,790 km (22,240 miles) above the
equator at 75° west and 1350 west.
GOES satellites have an equatorial,
Earth-synchronous orbit with a 24hour period, a resolution of 8 km,
an IR resolution of 4 km, and a scan
rate of 1864 statute miles in about
three minutes.

figure 115. GOES 7 (left) and GOES 8 (right)

The transmission of processed weather data (both visible and infrared)
by GOES is
called weather facsimile (WEFAX). GOES WEFM transmits at 1691+ MHz and is accessible via a ground station with a satellite dish antenna.

geostrophic wind (Vg)
Horizontal wind velocity present when the Coriolis force is balanced by the pressure
gradient force. This is approximately true of air flow above the Earth's surface.

geosynchronous
Synchronous with respect to the rotation of the Earth. See geostationary

Hadley cell
Single-cell model of circulation that assumes Earth is uniformly covered with
water, that
the Sun is always directly over the equator, and that the Earth does
not rotate.
Circulation consists of a closed loop with rising air over the equator and sinking air
over the poles.

horse latitudes
Latitudes 30°-35°N (or south) over the oceans, characterized by light winds and
warm, dry conditions.

hydroscopic
Water-attracting

inclination (i)
One of the six Keplerian elements, it indicates the angle of the
orbit plane to the central body's equator The orbital plane
always goes through the center of the Earth but may be tilted
at any angle relative to the equator Inclination is the angle
between the equatorial plane and the orbital plane measured
counterclockwise at the ascending node. A satellite in an orbit
that exactly matches the equator has an inclination of 0°,
figure 1 16. inclination
whereas one whose orbit crosses the Earth's poles has an inclination of 90°. Because the angle is measured in a counterclockwise direction,
it is quite possible for a satellite to have an inclination of more than 90°. An inclination
of 180° would
mean the satellite is orbiting the equator, but in the opposite direction of the Earth
rotation
Some sun-synchronous satellites that maintain the same ground track
throughout the year
have inclinations of as much as 98' U.S scientific satellites that study
the sun are placed in

k.)

j

orbits closer to the equator, frequently at 28° inclination. Most weather satellites are placed
in high-inclination orbits so they can oversee weather conditions worldwide.

infrared radiation (IR)

Infrared is electromagnetic radiation whose wavelength spans the region from about
0.7 to 1000 micrometers (longer than visible radiation, shorter than microwave radiation). In the far infrared, emissions from the Earth's atmosphere and surface offer information about atmospheric and surface temperatures and water vapor and other trace
constituents in the atmosphere. Since IR data are based on temperatures rather than
visible radiation, the data may be obtained day or night

Insolation

The rate of solar radiation reaching the surface of the Earth.

international designator

An internationally agreed upon naming convention for satellites. Contains the last two
digits of the launch year, the launch number of the year and the piece of the launch,
i.e., A-indicates payload, B-the rocket booster or second payload, etc.

Intertropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ)

Area near the equator where the northeast trade winds converge with the southeast
trade winds. Narrow bands of thunderstorms and persistent cloudiness typifies this area.

isobars

Lines of equal pressure, usually a feature of surface weather maps.

jet stream

Ribbons of strong winds found in the upper troposphere.
figure 117.

Julian day
Calendar system that consecutively numbers days from the beginning of the
year. January I has a Julian count of 1,
February 28 is 59. This number may
range from 1.0 to 366.999999999
(on leap years).

Keplerian elements
(aka orbital elements)
Also called classical elements, satellite

elements, element set etc Includes the
catalog number (epoch year, day, and
fraction of day): period of ascending
node, mean anomaly, mean motion;
revolution number at epoch; and
element set number.

Kopleri.in clervwnt.,
semi-major axis, gives the size of the orbit
eccentricity, gives the shape of the orbit
inclination angle, gives the angle of the
orbit plane to the central body's equator
SI right ascension of the ascending node,
which gives the rotation of the orbit plane
from reference axis
co argument of perigee gives the rotation of
the orbit in its plane
0 true anomaly gives the location of the
satellite on the orbit

a

e
i

geocenter

,14/11,1

knot
Unit of speed of one ndutir.
(6076. I feet) per hour

perigee

apogee

_line of

apsides
a (1-e)

mile
2a is major axis

latitude
The angle between a perpendicular at a
location, and the equatorial plane of the
Earth. Latitude is measured in degrees
north or south of the equator (the equator
is 00, the North and South Poles are 90° N
and 90° S. respectively).

satellito orbit

orbital plane

latitudinal temperature gradient
See temperature gradient.

line-of-apsides
(aka major axis of the ellipse)

The straight line drawn from the perigee to
the apogee. See figure 108.

line-of-nodes

equatorial
plane

The line created by the intersection of the
equatorial plane and the orbital plane.

longitude

line-of-nodes

The angular distance from the Greenwich
(zero degree) meridian, along the equator.

loop
A series of images connected to form a
movie-like view of the atmosphere.

orbital plane

mean anomaly

figure 118. lines-of-nodes
Specifies the mean location (true anomaly
specifies the exact location) of a satellite on an orbit ellipse at a particular time, assuming a constant mean motion throughout the orbit. Epoch specifies the particular time
at which the satellite's position is defined, while mean anomaly specifies the location of
a satellite at epoch. Mean anomaly is measured from 0° to 360° during one revolution.
It is defined as 0° at perigee, and hence is 180° at apogee.

mean motion
The averaged speed of a satellite in a non-circular orbit (i.e., eccentricity > 0). Satellites
in circular orbits travel at a constant speed. Satellites in non-circular orbits move faster
when closer to the Earth, and slower when farther away. Common practice is to compute the mean motion !average the speed), which is measured in revolutions per day.
The number may be greater than 0.0 and less than 20.0.

meridional flow
Airflow in the north-south direction, that is motion along meridians

.

mesoscale
Scale of atmospheric motion that covers the range from a few kilometers to several
hundred kilometersin the horizontal. Examples of meteorological effects that occur in
the mesoscale are: squall lines, tornadoes, and sea breeze fronts.

mid-latitude

Region of the Earth between 30"-50° latitude

millibars (mbl

One thousandth of a bar, a unit of atmospheric pressure
pressure at sea level is 1.01325 bars or 1013.25 mb.

The average atmospheric

National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA)I )58, NASA belongs to
created by Congress , uunded in
U.S. Civilian Space Agency

the executive branch of the Federal Government
and space activities is impleNASA's mission to plan, direct, and conduct aeronautical
by ten mojor centers spread
mented by NASA Headquarters in Washington, D.C., and from trad,ing antennas to
throughout the United States. Dozens of smaller fa ilities,
the world. The agency
Space Shuttle landing strips to telescopes are located around
lour c h pads; trains astroadministers and maintains these facilities; builds and operates
into
Earth
orbit and beyond; and
nauts; designs aircraft and spacecraft; sends satellites
and information.
processes, analyzes, and distributes the resulting data

NASA Prediction Bulletin

providing the latest orbital
Report published by NASA Goddard Space Flight Center
This
report
gives
information
in 3 parts,
information on a particular satellite.
the two line orbital elements,
I
equatorial crossings, and
2. longitude of the south to north
satellite crossings for other latitudes
3.

longitude and heights of the

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA)
of Commerce to ensure

NOM was established in 1970 within the U.S. Department
phenomena and to provide the :)ubthe safety of the general public from atmospheric
and resourr es. NOM includes
lic with an understanding of the Earth's environment
Fisheries
Servce, the NOM Corps
the Notional Ocean Service, the National Marine
and
Atmospheric Research.
(operates ships and flies aircraft), and the Office of Oceanic
Service
(NWS) and the
NOM has two main components: the National Weather
Seryi«
e
iNESDIS)
National Environmental Satellite, Data, and Information

nimbostratus
See cloud

occlusion or occluded front

In a mature cyclonic disturbance, oc lusion ouurs
when the cold front overtakes the leading warm
front. The warm air that was ahead of the cokl front
is lifted above the surface hy the cool, dense air
associated with the front. On weather maps, the
occlusion is denoted by a line that contains both
warm and cot i frr..)nt vmbols on the some side

satellite orbit
orbital plane

orbital plane

An imagindry gigantic fl,it plat(' «nt,fining
Earth satellite's orbit The or bital
through the center of the Faith

fic

lit. I 1r)

parameter
An arbitrary constant used as a reference for determining other values.

perigee
The point in the satellite's orbit where it is closest to the surface of
th,, Earth. See figure 108.

polar orbit

near 90-orbit

An orbit with an orbital inclination of near 90°, where
the satellite ground track will cross both polar regions
once during each orbit. The term is used to describe the
near-polar orbits of spacecraft sur h as the licAs
NOWTIROS satellite.

Equat/

precipitation
Moisture that falls from clouds. Although clouds appear to
float in the sky, they are always falling, their .vater droplets

slowly being pulled down by graviry. Because their water
droplets are so small and light, it can take 21 days to kill
1,000 feet and wind currents can easily interrupt their
descent.

orbit path

Liquid water falls as rain or drizzle. All raindrms form around
figure 120 polar orbit
particles of salt or dust. (Some of this dust cor lies from c,ly
meteorites and even the tails of comets.) Water or ice droplets stick
to these particles, then
the drops attract more water and continue getting bigger until
they are large enough to fall
out of the cloud. Drizzle drops are smaller than raindrops.

In many clouds, raindrops actually begin as tiny ice crystals
that form when part or all of a
cloud is below freezing. As the ice crystals fall inside the cloud, they
may collide with water
droplets that freeze onto them (when the water vapor changes
directly into icewithout
becoming liquid firstit is called deposition). The ice crystals continue
to grow larger until
large enough to fall from the cloud. They pass through
warm air melt, and fall as raindrops
When ice crystals move within a very cold cloud ( 10 °F and -40 "F) and
enough water
droplets freeze or ) the ice crystals, snow will fall from the cloud
If the surface temperature
is colder than 32 °F, the flakes will land as snow.

Precipitation Weights:

one raindrop .000008 lbs
urre snowflake .0000003 lbs
one cumulus cloud 10,000,000 lbs
one thunderqorm 10,000,000,000 lbs
one hurricane 10,000,000,000,000 lbs

pressure gradient force (PGF)
Forces exerted by differences in pressure within a fund In the
dire( ted from high pressure regions toward k.)\.v pressure

,',r)nern tr

rer iions

radiation
nerciy transfer in the tnrm of electromagnetic waves ot porN les
when absorbed by an object.

tele,N.

radiosonde
moisture in the
A balloon-borne instrument that measures pressure, temperature, and
atmosphere, and transmits these data back to Earth.
remote sensing

emitted or
Remote-sensing inst, uments work by sensing radiation that is naturally
signals transmitfrom
the
atmosphere,
or
by
sensing
reflected by the Earth's surface or
ted trom a satellite and reflected back to it. In the visible and near-infrared
properties of
regions, surface chemical composition, vegetation cover, and biological
geological formations can
In
the
mid-inrared
region,
surface matter can be measured.
silicates.
be detected due to the absorption properties related to the structure of

resolution

describes the
The ability to separate observable quantities. In the case of imagery, it
The
smaller
the area reparea represented by each picture element (pixel) of an image.
resented by a pixel, the more detailed the image.

retrograde orbit

Satellite motion which is opposite in direction to the rotation of the Earth.

revolution number

and date. This
The number of revolt in Dns the satellite has completrsd at the epoch time
number is entered as an integer between 1 and 99999.

ridge

An area of relatively high atmospheric pressure generally associated with a clockwise
(anticyclone) curvature of the troposphere.

ridge axis

A line perpendicular to the center, or area of maximum curvature, of a ridge.

right ascension of ascending node

(S2)

from some
One of the six Keplerian elements, it indicates the rotation of the orbit plane
reference point Two numbers orient an orbital plane in space; inclination is the first,
this is the second.
The interAfter specifying inclination, an infinite number of orbital planes are possible.
line-of-nodes)
must
section of the equatorial plane and the orbital plane (see diagram,
The
line
of
be specified by a location on the equator that fully defines the orbital plane.
node
(where
nodes occurs in two places. However, by convention, only the ascending
the satellite crosses the equator going from south to north) is specified. The descendsouth) is not.
ing node (where the satellite crosses the equator going from no!lh to
latitude
and
longitude
points
are
lot used to
Because the Earth spins, conventional
is
separate where the lines of node occur. Instead, an astronemical coordinate system
coordinate
system,
which
does
lot
used, known as the right-ascension/declination
spin with the Earth. Right ,iscension of the ascending node is an angle, measured at
the center of the Earth, from the vernal equinox to the ascending node. For example,
draw a line from the center of the Earth to the point where the satellite crossed the
equator (going from south to north) If this Ire points directly at the vernal equinox,
then SI 0" £2 IS .1 real ni rmlwr with a range of degrees 0 0 to 360.0 degrees

salinity
A concentration (as in a solution) of salt.

satellite imagery
Pictorial representation of data acquired by satellite systems, such as direct readout images
from environmental satellites. An image is not a photograph. An image is composed of twodimensional grids of individual picture elements (pixels). Each pixel has a numeric value that
corresponds to the radiance or temperature of the specific ground area it depicts.

satellite signature
The cloud shape, or cloud deck associated with a particular weather phenomena, as
observed by satellite. For example, the comma cloud is the characteristic signature for
an extratropical cyclone.

satellite situation report
Report published by NASA Goddard Space Flight Center listing all known man-made
Earth orbiting objects. The report lists the catalog number, international designator,
name, country origin, launch date, orbital period, inclination, beacon frequency, and
status (orbting or decayed)

stationary front
See front.

stratus
See cloud.

subsidence
Descending air motion

subtropical latitudes
Region of the Earth between roughly 20"-35" latitude.

sun-synchronous
Describes the orbit of a satellite that provides consistent lighting of the Earth-scan view.
The satellite passes the equator and each latitude at the same time each day. Foi- example, a satellite's sun-synchronous orbit might cross the equator twelve times a day, each
time at 300 p.m local time The orbital plane of a sun-synchronous orbit must also precess (rotate) approximately one degree each day, eastward, to keep pace with the
Earth's revolution around the sur1

synoptic scale
Scale of atmospheric motion that «.)ver s the r<li)je of hundreds ot kilometers to several
thousand kilometers in the honiontal. An exampli;lof synoptic scale meteorological
phenomena ,Ire extr irropi Ic y ones ,ind high pressure systems. Compare with
mesoscale.

temperature
A measirry

if

sit c.rier( 6/ ri c subst,in«. The more heat energy in the suhstance,
the higher the temperature. Ihe Earth receives only one two-billionth of the energy the
sun produ«s Mu( h of the energy that hits the F.,irth is reflected back into space. Most
of the energy that isn't retie( tecli, ,rh,,ortrvl by the Earth's surfare As the Earth's surfac.e
war n.y, also vvarm,, tlie iU ibove it
'1

temperature gradient

Rate of change of temperature. In this text, the gradient is assumed to be horizontal.

thunderstorm

Local storm resulting from warm humid air rising in a continually unstable environthe lifting of
ment. Air may start moving upward because of unequal surface heating,
winds
warm air along a frontal zone, or diverging upper-level winds (these diverging
draw air up beneath them).
thunderThe scattered thunderstorms that develop in the summer are called air-mass
weather
storms because they form in warm, maritime tropical air masses away from
fronts. More violent severe thunderstorms form in areas with a strong vertical wind
shear that organizes the updraft into the mature stage, the most intense stage of the
flash
thunderstorm. Severe thunderstorms can produce large hail, forceful winds,
floods, and tornadoes.

trade winds

Persistent winds that blow toward the ITCZ at an angle determined by the Coriolis force.

tropical cyclone

Closed circulation's that rotate counter-clockwise in the Northern Hemisphere around
low pressure centers and originate over the tropical oceans. This category includes
tropical depressions, tropical storms, and hurricanes.

tropopause

Marks the limit of the troposphere and the beginning of the stratosphere.

troposphere

The lowest layer of the atmosphere, extending from the surface of Earth to 10-15
kilometers above.

trough
of
An area of lower pressure. On weather charts, a trough is the southern most portion
a wave.
trough axis

A line perpendicular to the center, or area of maximum curvature, of a trough.

true anomaly

One of six Keplerian elements, it locates a satellite on an orbit. True anomaly is the true
angular distance of a sat'!ite (planet) from its perigee (perihelion) as seen from the
center of the Earth (sun).

velocity
Rate of motion; speed in a particular direction.

vernal equinox

Also known as the first point of Aries, it is the point where the Sun c russes the Dr th's
equator going from south to north in the spring. This point in space is essentially fixed
and represents the reference axis of a coordinate system used extensively in astronomy
and astrodynamics.

visible
That part of the electromagnetic spectrum
to which the human eye is sensitive,
between about 0.4 and 0.7 micrometers.

111.401.

clear sky, no clouds

stationery front

AMAIN&

warm front

cold front

C1-1.13

See front

2/10 - 3/10 cloudy

warm sector
Region bounded by cold front to west,
warm to the north and east, and characterized by fair weather with warm and moist
conditions.

AUL&
warm front

CIO
half the sky
covered with clouds

**
**
**

thunderstorm
completely overcast

wavelength
The physical distance of one wave repeat.

tight snow

light rain

one
wavelength

moderate snow

moderate rain

heavy snow

heavy rain

figure 121.

figure 122. weather symbols

weather symbols
Symbols used in the text are illustraed in the chart.

wind
A motion of the air, especially a
noticeable current of air moving in
the atmosphere parallel to the
Earth's surface. Winds are caused
by pressure differencesas modified by such effects as the Coriolis
force, the condensation of water
vapor, the formation of clouds, the
interaction of air masses and frontal
systems, friction over land and
water, etc. Large scale pressure differences are driven by unequal
heating and cooling of the Earth
and atmosphere due to absorbed,
incoming solar radiation and
infrared radiation lost to space

60

prevailing westerlie

0

(41

0

0 horse
latitudes

high pressure

northeast trades

0
U doldrums

---loW-pra-sst;ra

hgh pressure

o horse
30

latitudes
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diagram, 119
omnidirectional, ! 19
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Yagi, 120
apogee, 111, 311
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APT, see Automatic Picture Transmiss;on
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diagram, 112
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Ask Eric, 134, 141

atmosphere
diagram, 19, 22
general circulation, 22, 25
Automatic Picture Transmission (APT), 71, 84,
91. )2, 94, 95, 96, 150, 215, 312
background, 215
frequencies, 96
ballistic coefficient, I 13
baroc lir-IR.., 23, 312
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binary, 62, 208
Bird Dog, 116
bit, 203, 208, 312
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Bjerknes, Vilhelm, 24
Blue Crab (Callinectes Sapidus), 296-298
BoarderTech Bulletin Board, 115-116, 125
Brahe, Tycho, 109
buoyancy, 47, 49
diagram, 47

byte, 203, 208, 312
Ce (see, centrifugal force)
Celestial RCP/M, 115, 125
cells, 20
Ferrel, 20, 22
Hadley, 20, 22
centrifugal force (Ce), 27-30, 313
diagram, 29
Charney, Juler,, 75
Chesapeake Bay, 296, 298-303
activity, 288
images, 304-308
maps, 293-295
cirroforrn, 51
Clarke Belt, 313
Clausius-Clapeyron equation, 44
diagram, 44

cloud, 49-50, 54, 313
abbreviations.

activities, 171, 183, 190
background, 192
classification, 198
activity, 193, 242
formation, 44, 49
formation diagram, 46-47
types, 54
altocumulus, 54. 197
altostratus, 192
cirrocumulus, 54
cirrus, 39, 51, 192, 200
comma, 22, 54
diagram, 13
cumulonimbus, 18 54, 192, 201
cumulus, 54, 192, 199, 201
stratiform, 26
stratocumulus, 54
stratus, 54, 192, 200
cloud condensation nuclei (CNN), 41
cloud deck, 39, 48
( k n.id features, 44. 246-248
(loud formation. 44
diagram. 46 41
( ((Rid shield, 55, .314

35 I

coastal storms 57
coaxial cable, 121-122

diagram, 122
comma cloud, 15, 22, 25, 27, 29, 44, 54, 314
diagram, 13
image, 15, 40, 41
Communications Subsystem, 82
compressed file, 62
condensation, 44-46, 48
contrails, 46
convection, 35, 47, 314
clouds, 59
convergence, 47-48, 314
Coriolis Effect, 21, 27-29, 3 I 4
diagram, 21
cyclone, 13, 14, 31, 34, 37
associated clouds, 51
diagram, 36, 37
extratropical, 9, 12-14, 16, 24, 27, 29,
31, 36-38
image, 23, 42, 43
tropr. al, 13
cyclone cloud shield, 55
cyclonic circulation, 35
cyclonic disturbance, 22, 29, 32, 55
Data Collection System (DCS), 78
Data link Remote Bulletin Board System,
115, 125
Defense Meteorological Satellite Program
(DMSP), 73

dew point, 45-47, 315
dew point temperature, 45
diagram, 45
differential heating, 17, 19, 284
diagram, 17
direct readout, 2, 92-94, 150
channels, diagram, 94
equipment vendors, 136
uses of, 5, 93
Direct Sounder Broadcast (DBS), 84
divergence, 36
diagram, 36
downconverter, 12 I
drag, 315
Earth Observing System (FOS), 3
Earth Probes, 4
Earth rotation, 20
Earth station, 117
eccentricity, 11 I 315
diagram, 31,,
ecosystem, .315
,
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eddy, 25, 315
Educational Center for Earth Observation
Systems, 135
Educational Resources Information Center
(see, AskERIC)

electromagnetic radiation, 69, 70
electromagnetic spectrum, 69, 95, 235, 316
diagram, 69
electromagnetic waves, 69, 71, 95
electronic bulletin boards, 115
Eliassen, Arnt, 25
emissivity, 69
energy imbalance, 17
environmental lapse rate, 192
environmental satellites, 2, 92
(also see, Geostationary Operational
Environmental Satellites, TIROS-N)

diagram, 9
frequencies, 96
of other nations, 99
types, 9, 72
ephemeris data, 112-113, 116
diagram, 113
equatorial plane, 72
exosphere, 19
diagram, 19
feedhorn, 119, 121
Ferrel cell, 19, 20, 22
diagram, 19, 20
Ferrel, William, 20
file transfer protocol (ftp), 61, 141, 143
First Law of Thermodynamics, 48
fog, 46, 54, 199
forecast, 26, 97, 98
activity, 161, 274
impacts of, 98
satellite-delivered weather, diagram, 97
Franklin, Ben, 67
freezing rain, 57
frequency, 69
friction, 27, 29, 31
diagram, 31
frontal zone, 30, 31
fronts, I 4, 24-26, 42, 316
activities, 223, 265
boundaries, 14, 43
cold, 14, 24, 26, 37 .38
diagram, 27
polar, 20
stationary, 25, .33, 37
warm, 14, 24, 26, 31

Galilei, Galileo, 67, 107
gamma-ray waves, 235
general circulation (see, atmosphere)
geostationary, 9, I 19, 317
(also, see environmental satellites, types)
coverage, diagram, 83
paths, 150
Geostationary Operational Environmental
Satellites (GOES), 9, 74-82, 9 96, 121,
258, 317
background, 258
comparison with polar-orbiting satellite,
.

analysis chart, 264
background, 259
image, 60
hygroscopic, 47
hypertext, 144
imager, 70, 258
inclination angle, 111
infrared imagery, 49, 50, 95, 192
activity, 190, 233
infrared waves, 235

91

coverage, 83
frequencies, 96
GOES 7, 74-78
GOES diagram, 75
GOES elements, 76-78
GOES image, 10, 12, 286, 287
GOES 1-M satellite, 79-82

GOES l-M diagram, 79
GOES 1-M elements, 79-82
GMS, 74

Globe Program, The 126
geostrophic wind assumption, 27-28, 318
diagram, 28
glossary 311-326
gopher, 143

gradient wind, 30
diagram, 30
gravitational constant (G), 107
Greenwich Mean Time, 63
ground station, 117, 119, 150
components, 119
configuraton, diagram, I 19
Hadley cell, 19-20, 22, 318
diagram, 19, 20
Hadley, George, 20
heat energy, 17, 19, 20
heat island, 215
hertz (HZ), 71, 96
Hertz, Heinrich, 71
heterogeneous field of view, 50-51
High Resolution Picture Transmission (HRPT), 84,
94, 96
horizontal divergence. 29
diagram, 30
horse latitudes, 20, 318
59, 259
hurricane, I
a( tivity, 251

1NSA1, 99

interference, 122
International Weather Watchers, 135
internet, 12, 31, 61, 134-135, 140-145
Internet Society, 135, 141
Inter-Tropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ), 17- 21,
35, 284
activity, 280
background, 284
isobars, 14, 27, 29, 319
ITCZ, see Intertropical Convergence Zone

jet, 33
jet core, 34
jet streak, 34-37, 43, 63
diagram, 35
jet stream, 22, 33- 37, 55, 63
diagram, 33, 35
Kepler, Johannes, 109
Kepler's Three 13\h's of Motion, 109-110
Keplerian Elements, 111-112, H 5, 125, 319

latent heat of condensation, 49
latitudinal temperature gradient, 33
lifting, 46
line of apsides, III
login, 61
Loop, 63, 320
activity, 255
low pressure, 27, 37
MAPS-NET, 2

mass mixing ratio, 44
McMurdo, Antarctica, 72
meridional flow, 20, 320
mesoscale,I 14, 57, 320
Mesoscale Convective Complex (MCC), 57
diagram, 58
Mesoscale Convective Systems (MCS), 57
mesosphere, 19

diagram, 19
meteorological satellites (see, environmental

METEOR, 99, 112

meteorograph, 31
METEOSAT, 74, 121

METSAT (see, U.S. Operational Meteorological
Satellite Program)

mget, 62
microwaves, 235
mid-latitude cyclone (see, extratropical)
millibars, 44, 321
Mission to Planet Earth (MTPE), 3
mixing cloud, 46
model, 3, 16

momentum, 108
change of, 108, 321
Nauonal Aeronautics and Space Administration
(NASA), 73, 92
NASA Education Satellite
Videoconference Series, 128
NASA Goddard Space Flight Center
(GSFC), 73

NASA Prediction Bulletin, 321
NASA Space link, 116, 125, 128
NASA Teacher Resources, 129-131
Central Operation of Resources for
Educators (CORE), 129
Regional Teacher Resource Centers
(RTRCs), 129-132
NASA Television, 129

National Air and Space Museum, 126
National Center for Atmospheric Research
(NCAR),

26

National Environm.ntal Satellite, Data, and
Informaion Service (NESDIS), 73, 97
National Oceanic and Atmospheric

Administration (NOM), 73 92, 112,

1 32-

133, 321

National Weather service ;NWS), 97
River Forecast Centers, 139
Weather Forecast Office Locations,
137-139
Newton, Sir Isaac, 107
Newton's Laws, 28, 107-108
of Motion, 108
of Universal Gravitanon, 107
noise, 59, 188
northeaster, 55
northern mid-latitudes, 9
occlusion. 25, 321
occlusion stage, 25
orbit, 105. 110

diagram, 110, 111, 112
paths, 150
orbital data, 112-116
orbital elements, 113
Orbital Information Groups (01G), 114
orbital mechanics, 105
ozone, 18
parabolic reflector, 121
partial pressure, 44
passive instrumentation, 70
perigee, 111, 322
PGF, see pressure gradient force

photons, 235, 236
pixel, 92, 192, 203, 267
polar front theory, 24-3
diagram, 24
polar jet stream, 31, 34
polar-orbiting satellite, 9, 16, 72, 91, 92, 94,
96, 119
comparison with GOES satellite, 91
coverage, diagram, 90
frequencies, 96
image, 11,12
other nations, 99
paths, 150
polarization, 69
precipitation, 322
prevailing westerlies, 20. 21
diagram, 31
pressure, 29

high, 29
low, 2-)

trough, 25
pressure gradient force (PGF), 27, 29, 322
radio frequency (RF), 122
radio frequency, 71
diagram, 71
signals, 71
spectrum, 71

radio meteorograph, 25
radio waves, 235
radiometer, 70
radiosonde, 25, 31, 323
Red Cross, 123

relative humidity, 46
remote sensing, 2, 26, 65, 61, 123
resolution, 12, 92, 323

ridge, 13, 28 29, 37, 323
ridge axis, 13, 323
right ascention of the as( endino

1

31

satellite, 9
satellite image (also see GOES image, polar-

orbiting image), 150, 324
simulating, 203-20e1

satellite signature, 13, 324
satellite tracking programs, 116
saturation, 44
saturation pre .sure (es), 44-46
scatterometei, 70
Science Content Standards, 1
sea surface temperature (SST), 47

Sea-Viewing Wide Field Sensor (SeaWiFS), 4
semi-major axis, 111
sensors, 70

short wave trough, 32-34, 37
diagram, 32
sleet, 57
small scale disturbances, 32

snowfall, 57
solar radiation, 18, 95
sounder, 70, 258
Space Environment Monitor (SEM), 258
GOES-7, 78
GOES I-M, 82
Space link (see, NASA Space link)

stationary polar front (see, fronts)
stratosphere, 18, 19, 33, 285
diagram, 19
storm surge, 259
storm tide, 259
stetching pixels, 192, 198
Striped Bass (Morone Saxatlis), 300-302
Emergency Striped Rass Act, 301
subgeostrophic, 29
subtropical jet, 34
super high frequency (SHF), 71
supergeostrophic, 29
surface cyclone, 35
pressure, 32- 35
surface
diagram, 32
synoptic scale, 14
temperature, 45-46
temperature gradient, 22, 37, 43, 55, 325
thermal emissions, 95
thunderstorm 26, 39, 51, 54, 57, 325
activity, 242
reference sheet, 245
TIROS-N, 68, 84, 85-89
TIROS-N elements, 85-89
TOPEX/POSEIDON, 3

topographic lifting, 47
tornado, 14, 57
Total Ozone Mapping Spectrometer (TOMS), 4
trade winds, 21, 325
tropical latitudes, 17
Tropi,.al Rainfall Measuring Mission (TRMM), 4

tropopause, 33, 35-37, 325
troposphere, 18, 19, 33, 35-37, 50, 325
diagram, 19
trough 13, 28-29, 31-32, 37, 325
diagram, 32
trough axis, 13, 325
true anomaly, 111, 325
Two-line Orbital Elements (TLE's), 114
ultra high frequency (UHF), 71
ultraviolet rays, 235

University Corporation for Atmospheric
Research (UCAR), 127

University of Maryland, Department of
Meteorology, 2, 7
UNIX, 61

upper air charts, 63
upper air soundings, 30
Upper Atmosphere Resarch Satellite (UARS), 3,
72

U.S. Department of Agriculture, 126
U.S. Department of Energy, 126
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, 127
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, 298-299,
302-303
U.S. Geological Survey, 127
U.S. Government Printing Office, 127
U.S. Operational Meteorological Satellites
(METSAT) Program, 73

Vg (see, geostrophic wind)
vapor pressure, 45-46
vendors, direct readout equipment, 136
velocity, 29, 325
very high frequency (VHF), 71
Visible-infrared Spin Scan Radiometer (V1SSR)

Atmospheric Sounder (VAS), 78
visible images, 50, 95
visible light waves, 235
\WAX/ (see, World Wide Webb)
warm sector, 14, 326
water vapor, 44-48
water vapor pressure, 45
wave, 13, 17, 24
motion, 13, I 7
pattern, 37

t..),)

structure, 13

theory 25
train, 33
wavelengths, 69, 326
Weather Channel, The, 135
Weather Facsimile (WEFAX), 71, 74, 78, 150,
258
Weather Forecast Office (see National Weather
Service)

weather satellites (see, environmental satellites)
weather symbols, 24, 326
activity, 151

chart, 153, 156
WEFAX, see Weather Facsimile

winds
easterly, 22
trade winds, 21
westerly, 22, 31

World Wide Webb, 144
Wright, Wilbur, 67
X-rays, 235
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